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PROCEDURAL MANUAL FOR DEVELOPING A 
GEOBASE INFORMATION SYSTEM 
Ie , • 
During the past several years personnel of the Geography Remote Sensing 
Unit (GRS~) on the Santa Barbara Campus of the University of California 
have concentrated their work under this NASA grant on the performance of 
remote sensing-related water demand studies in the predominantly agricultural 
lands of Central California. In the course of this work it has become 
increasingly apparent that greatly improved efficiency could result if a 
geobase information system could be developed that would permit remotely 
sensed data to be used in conjunction with conventional resource inventory 
data in inventorying an area's "tota1 resource complex." This chapter 
addresses the procedures, ruternatives, considerations and examples in the 
development of a geobase information system for resource managers. In 
addition, a case study of the on-going development of a geobase information 
system incorporating remotely sensed data is presented in Chapter 1. That 
study serves to summarize some of the primary considerations in the develop-
ment of a county-level information system. 
It is to be emphasized that this Procedural Manual is complementary 
to, rather than duplicative of, the one currently being developed by personnel 
'1 " of the Remote Sensing Research Program on the Berkeley Campus. It is true 
that the manual being developed by that group also seeks to provide a step-
I 
1 
I 
. I: '~., 
wise procedure for using remote sensing-derived information in the inventory 
of an area's "total resource complex." However, the area being dealt with 
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by that group is an almost entirely wildland area in California's Sierra 
Nevada Mountains where timber and forage production are primary resource 
management objectives. Furthermore, the ancillary data pertaining to that 
area's natural resources is likely to be of a significantly different nature 
than the ancillary data pertaining to California's Ventura County--the 
coastal area in which efforts of our GRSU are concentrated. 
The need for improvement in resource information handling is increasing 
as the information requirements of resource management agencies at the 
international, national, state, regional and local levels continue to expand. 
To effectively inventory the resource complex, resource managers are faced 
with the need to store, update and access environmental data in an accurate 
and efficient manner. 
It is emphasized that satisfying the resource managers data needs 
must be given highest priority, both in the development of data categories 
and in the formulation of techniques for data interrogation and analysis. 
The operational downfall of many geographic information systems in the past 
has been the result of a failure to meet the needs of the intended user. 
All too often packaged systems have been purchased and implemented, with 
little consideration of what the user agency requires. Ideally an informa-
tion system should be custom designed to meet user requirements. 
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Phase I ADDRESSING USER NEEDS 
A critjcal phase in the development of a qeobase information 
system is to determine the information necessary for the day to day 
decisions which affect resources. This can be accomplished through 
a survey of the potential users of a neohase information system. The 
objectives of such a survey would be to: 
1 ) 
determine existing agency (or departmental) methods, 
capabilities 
and tasks - this includes the roles of the 
--
tasks in decision making, frequency of the tasks, and 
priorities of the tasks, and 
2) determine the data used in performing specific tasks, their 
characteristics, how they were pror~ssed, and from what 
sources they were obtained. 
Care should be taken to insure that data expres~ed as needed is 
done so according to current agency practices. It should not be ~n 
agency "wish list" and should include data 'items actually used or re-
guired to meet current responsibilities, whether actually used or not. 
The users surveyed should be representative of a larger, potential 
conrnunity of users of geobase informaHon systems and should include key 
agencies (or departments) whose expected major use of an operational 
system would strongly influence system design. The survey team should 
work closely with users who are representatives of key agencies, for 
example, those responsible for the management and development of renewable 
and nonrenewable resources, for transportation planning and development, 
for regional planning, and for environmental protection. 
4-3 
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Survey Strategy 
The survey should consist of an initial inter
view and a follow-up 
visit designed to acquaint agency personnel w
ith the objectives of the 
user need survey and to familiarize the inter
viewers with the agency and 
its activities. The interviewers should emp
loy a series of general 
questions designed to obtain systematic and q
uantifiable responses and 
to facilitate systematic documentation of res
ults. These questions should 
be related to current resource management and
 planning decision making 
functions of the agency and the legal author
ity and requirements for these 
functions. The activities of these agencies
 should be organized into 
categories of task and sub-task wherever pos
sible in order to determine 
the data categories pertinent to each task o
r sub-task. 
An underlying purpose of the initial intervie
w should be to elicit 
unbiased responses regarding the perspective 
of the agency's personnel 
on the characteristics and capabilities of re
mote sensing-based products in 
order to acquire an initial estimate of train
ing and/or education needs of 
the staff and supervisors. Upon completion o
f the initial round of inter-
views, the appropriate seminars, discussions
, and workshops should be 
Ie p 
initiated to acquaint ~ personnel with the 
uses of LANDSAT data and other 
remotely sensed products. These training ses
sions are often available from 
the regional centers of the National Aerona
utics and Space Administration 
(NASA), other federal agencies (USD1, USDA), local educ
ational institutions, 
and private industry research groups. 
The second-round interviews should be designe
d (1) to evaluate, correct, 
and update the survey information obtained fr
om round one, and (2) to 
prioritize the agency's management functions
, tasks, and the associated data 
4-4 
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Oetermining Priority Data 
As stated previJusly, the activities of the agency should be orgun-
ized into categories of task and sub-task wherever possible in order to 
determine the data categories pertinent to each. For each management 
function, particular disciplin~-oriented analytical tasks should be iden-
tified as to their priority, frequency of occurrence, the initiating 
agency, the reason for initiating, and the agency that performs it. 
Once these tasks have been identified and prioritized then the specific 
information elements needed to perform each task should also be identi-
fied. Details of interest regarding these information elememts include; 
• data categories (e.g. soil, vegetation, topography, land use, etc.) 
• data formats (e.g., maps, photographs, tabular, digital file 
structures, etc.) 
• data sources (e.g., NASA, USFS, SRS, in-house, contract, etc.) 
• processing methods (e.g., what was done with the "raw" data) 
I accuracy requirements (e.g., classification accuracy and spatial 
location) 
• resolution requirements (e.g., scale, mapping minimum, etc.) 
., temporal constraints (e.g., acceptable delay times from reqcst 
to receipt of data or the "age" of the data upon receipt) 
Data categories to be included in a geobase information system should re-
present a variety of technical characteristics. The categories selected should 
have multiple uses by many agencies or else should be central to the operations 
of at least one agency. A shared or common date base that meets the require-
4-5 
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ments of a number of agencies can greatly reduce superfluous or duplicative 
data and thus greatly reduce the cost of acquiring data. 
uata Sources 
When considering the most appropriate source for required data, 
the selection should be based upon the accuracy of the data, cost, 
resolution, t'imeliness, and prioritized need. Data requirements may 
differ from agency to agency and department to department, which implies 
a variety of data sources may be necessary. The following (Eastwood, et all 
is a sample or partial listing of data needs and characteristics pertinent 
to regional and local land use planning. 
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E2Sb.'Ood. et al .• "Program on Earth Observation Data r·~anagement 
System (EODl~S)", Final Report, Center for Development Technology, 
Washington University, 1976. 
DATA NrED 
--- ~~-.--
1i~('stoc~ prices 
grai n pri ces 
~:arket trends 
livestock receipts 
square feet of 
glass rer 91-een-
house 
dl'gree of crop 
damage 
1 ivestock acreage 
crop acr('age 
crop 1 oc~ Ii on 
crop product i(ln 
total farms 
t_Ipr of vrgeta-
ti on cov('\" 
type of vf>geta-
tion acreage 
.locationa1 
pattern of vrq('-
tat ion COI'('\" 
sc'; 1 10cation.,1 
PJ t terns 
510;'(' 
P(,11:{'J~i1 i ty 
l'caJ"ing stn>n9th 
shearinp strrnyth 
con:rO\ ~ t i (In 
I soil t)'P(' 
I _ 
I ~(l11 ~f' a-i C's no'" .-j or rll,:- !10r 
I soil 1('I-t ill t-, I ph'. S l( rt 1 pn'j"'~ -
tlL _ 
[lata :krd, arj C~a"i'rt· '-istics - L.'nj :'>I? 
flann;"'i: R(,~h"la1 ~"J lool L!,\e1 ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF}'PtBOR QUALITY 
I J j ",,0. I 'Of MIICY I I j cu",,,,, l U- OF T 1 NE SOURCE rOR.'-\·\T SCALE ., 1 ON t;:_llt'~_E ___ ~):~S1P~Alti~ __ GO'nIH:. --- - - - -_. -- . --.... -.---.~ -~-~.- ---
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State table annuM1 listing from 
If); a'5UJ,Y.'d for 
othel- 5 t a t('s 
State table annu~l 
i Sta te I tab 1 e annual I Sta te I tab 1 e annual 
State table once 
State table annua 1 
USDA table a nnua 1 
SRS 
USDA tob1e annuil1 
SRS 
US[1f~ tab1 e annual 
SRS 
US[1f~ lab1 e annua 1 
SRS 
Census grarh annua 1 
USDA map 1:250,DOO 4010 5 years lIses 
USDA table 1:25[1,000 5 years 
USCS 
USDP, map 
USCS 
1 :250,000 401il ~ yE'~ rs 
SCS IJiJP 1 :?4 ,000 500'- Ollce 
1000' 
SCS map 1 :2-j ,000 once 
Statr i tah1 c once 
I Sta Ie I I tab1 (' onc(' I State tab1(' once 
I Statr , tdb1e oncr 
I It al,] (> ISCS OI1Cl' 
i 
I tal' 1 c SC:, ('11,,(, 
i ~!-oC ~ i Inn 1,' r ('Illre 
" , ;tiit·lt· I Cll'Cf' -,. 
I , 
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Dltl Needs and Characteristfcs - Land Use 
Pllnn1ng: Regional and local Level (continued) 
"1 
.~ RES!), FREQUENCY CURRENT LU- OF TIHE DATA TYPE DATA NEED SOURCE FORMAT SCAlE TION UPDATE CONSTRAINT COMMENTS 
SoiL'!. (eo"t subsurfJce State map 1:250,000 500' 01' once, as drainage better needed 
topography USGS map 1:500,000 500' once, is 10' contours 
needed 
loca 1 reU ef USGS flaP 1:24,000 once, as 
needed 
! ~ 
,,' 
seismic risk zone LS. S.A. map 1:24,000 once, as 
Coast and needed 
Geodetic 
Survey 
USGS 
terrain type E.S.S.A. map 1:24,000 once, as 
Coast and needed 
'J !: 
,~ 
~ 
11 
Geodetic j 
Survey 
USGS 
geochemical pro" USGS table once, as perti~s needed • c, 
1:1 
i 
rod type USGS table once, as 
needed 
geologic units 
structure of USGS table once, as 
unit needed 
orienta tlon of USGS table once, as 
unit needed 
~i ] 
~ 
depth to bedrock USGS table once, as 
needed 
l thickness of USGS table " once, IS bedrock needed 
f geomorphic fea- USGS table once, as 
ture type needed 
geotoorphi c fea- USGS table once, as 
ture,orientation needed 
geologic hist~ry USGS table once, as 
needed 
tectonic data USGS table once, as 
!.. needed 
l:real extent USGS table once 
age USGS table once 
correlative ur.its USGS table once 
topographic cro~s- State diagram once 
section 
foundation depth State text unce 
requirements 
en~ineerjng geo- State lnap 1 :500 ,000 once 
logy 
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Phase II DATA ACQUISITION 
Data acquisition is the process by which potential information sources a re obtai ned. It is a necessary step i n t~le deve 1 apment of an i nfermat; on system, and an important, on-going concern of all resource managers. Of particular concern to the resource manager are: 
• Where and how to obtain specific data products. 
• What is the least expensive means of acquiring a specific data product. 
• What are the data attributes (accuracy, resolution) of the data product to be acquired. 
Most of these concerns come up ;n the user needs phase of information system development, and have been addressed appropriately in that section of this manual. 
The task of acquiring data is essentially a manual exercise, once decisions are made concerning appropriate data sources. The data may be physically acquired in one of the three manners by: 
• Obtaining existing data 
• Contracting new data coverage 
• Collecting data lIin house ll 
As we will see, each of these three data acquisition modes have inherent advantages and disadvantages that must be considered prior to a choice of the optional mode. 
Irrespective of which of the three modes that the data is acquired by, it is physically gathered by one of two methods, distinguished by the relative position or vantage point from which the phenomenon is recorded. These two methods are generalized as: 
4-9 
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• Ground or field survey methods 
• Remotely sensed methods 
The more conventional ground or field survey methods invo)ve on 
site, in the field observation and recording of data. By remote sensing, 
we mean the recording of data at an observation point away from the 
phenomena (from an air or space craft). Here data is usually recorded in 
the form of an image, and the image is later analyzed to extract pertinent 
information. Both methods have their advantages and disadvantages, with the 
appropriateness of the method to be used depending on the type of data 
that is to be collected. In general: 
• Ground methods allow for greater detail in data collection 
.~ ... 
• Remote sensing methods offer the ability to simultaneously collect 
a greater amount of data for a larger area. 
A further consideration of data acquisition is the compatibility 
between levels of sophistication of the information system and the potential 
data sources that will be input. This compatibility or appropriateness is 
related to the data structure format (e.g. map overlay, grid overlay, 
digital). It is obvious that the acquisition of digital data on magnetic 
tape \lwuld be inappropriate as direct input to a less-sophisticated infor-
mation system that relies on hard copy maps. 
Existing Sources 
Existing data sources tend to be the most cost effective, yet are 
such that the user has little or no control over their specifications. 
The idea of purchasing lI existing-reacy-tc-use ll data products :is certainly 
4--10 
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appealing considering the usual time and cost savings associated with them. 
Existing sources fall into the categories of: 
® Mass produced data products generated by government agencies 
acting as central distribution houses. Examples of such 
agencies are the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), U.S. Department 
of Agriculture USDA, and the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration who produce a variety of map, tabular and photo-
graphic data products. 
• Data sources produced by other institutions or agencies for their 
ovm information needs, that are available for use by the rest 
of the resource management community. Such data is available 
from agency counterparts at other levels of government, as Idell 
as universities and private industry research groups. 
The usual cost effective, high quality nature of existing data sources 
often makes them a desirable source for satisfying general information 
requirements. Data products that may be produced once, reproduced for 
distribution and then require infrequent updating are quite cost effective. 
Products of this type are usually associated with fairly stable phenomena 
such as topography, soil type and lithology (rock type). Data for more 
dynamic phenomena (crop type, land use, hydrology) will require more frequent, 
updating making the data products more expensive and possibly unobtainable in 
a pre-existing form. 
Remotely sensed data provide a considerable advantage in this instance 
for two reasons: 
1 ) aerial photographic and image products are map-like in their 
information content and are readily compatible with the graphics 
orientation of geobase information systems (Fig. 1,2,3); and 
2) the perishability of much data requires the fast, cost-effective 
means of updating commonly associated with remotely sensed 
products . 
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Figure 2 Line printer output of LA DSAT data wh ich has been rectified and registered or spatial conformi ty with the 1:24 000 orthophoto. 
4-13 
. Figure 3 This LA DSAT scene consists of 1. acre resolution e ements which 
are each represented by one 0 128 levels of brightness. This also 
illustrates the areal co era~e of a typical LAtDSAT scene as 
compared to a 7~ mi ute qu d rea. 
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By acquiring existing data sources, one usually sacrifices control over 
specifications of the data attributes. This means that a resource manager 
may have no control over specifications such as accuracy, spatial resolution 
time of acquisition and extent of coverage. When an existing data source's 
specifications are unacceptable, it may be necessary to obtain new coverage 
(contracted or lIin house). 
Contracting New Data 
To insure that exact specifications of data requirements are met, and/or 
to fill data voids where there are no existing sources it may be necessary 
to contract or make arrangements for data to be collected by an external 
agency. If indeed a resource manager finds that his data needs can not 
be met by existing sources, he has the choice of either having it collected by 
11 inhouse 11 personnel or contracti ng to have it collected by some other 
agency or institution. Private businesses, sorre government agencies and 
many university research institutions are potential contract sources of high 
quality data collection and processing. 
Quite often the type of data required for a particular resource management 
assessment is not obtainable from existing sources. When it is not physically 
or economically feasible for the manager and higher staff to gather the data, 
it must be gathered from outside sources. Data types that characteristically 
necessitate outside acquisition are: 
• Precisely controlled, highly accurate surveyed dati 
• Data that requries continual acquisition and frequent updating 
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• Site specific data that would normally be of interest for specific 
agenC"i es 
• Acquisition of data that requires special equipment 
Examples of data that are commonly obtained from ;contr~cted sources are 
• low altitude aerial photography from private aerial survey firms 
• land use/land cover maps at various scales for specific to 
particular environments 
• land parcel surveying 
Contracted data sources, may be rather expensive and are not effectively 
utilized by many agencies who operate under limited funding. When data 
acquisition is contracted through private companies associated costs may be 
very high especially where expensive equipment/hardware is required. There 
is also a constraint of understanding the legal aspects of contract 
obligations which often decreases the desirability of this means of 
acquiring data. Cost and legal constraints are an especially limiting 
factor for local and regional agencies who often receive limited financial 
suppo~t. for their operations. 
,p. . 
". '-
. : ~ 
'Collecting Data "In-house" 
""':t'~ny of the specific data needs of individual resource management 
agencies are met by involving "in-housell personnel in the collection of 
daJta l:. "By "in-house" we are referring to staff members within the 
.. ) s j·r· .. 
data:")requiring agency itself. A good deal of the resource management data 
r~iJJi-!fements a'resatisfied by efforts from within the agency. 
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If it were not for lIin-house li data collections, many of the necessary 
m~nagement assessments would not be possible. When no sources ~xist 
for the site specific data and contracting coverage is not economically 
feasible, the job must be done by the interested agency itself. Quite often 
lIin-house" personnel are more familiar with the areas for which data is 
collected and thus come up with a more accurate,reliable product. 
As in the case for contracted coverage extensi ve Iii n-house ll data 
acquisition may be infeasible for agencies who receive a limited amount of 
funding. In spite of increasing employment opportunities, having a large 
staff involved in data collection means that more salaries must be paid. 
The cost of data collection equipment must be considered as \ole1l, in 
determining the feasibility of lIin-house" collections. 
Phase III METHOD OF DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL 
In order to optimize the resource management process, acquired data 
should be stored in a systematic, organized manner. By doing so in some 
type of common data bank, many agency rnembers and multiple agencies may reap 
the benefits of greater data handling efficiency. Efficiency is increased 
by knowing where to find available data and by sharing the cost of 
data acquisition amongst agencies. This of course assumes that various 
agencies share many common data needs. 
A natural n~ans of organizing, storing and retrieving data that is 
pertinent to resource management assessments, is through the use of 
geographical or locational identifiers. Geographical or locational 
identifiers are simply descriptors assigned to portions of data, describing 
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the geographical location where they were acquired. By assigning the 
identifier or "geocoding" the data, a resource manager is able to: 
1) extract information from particular geographic areas; 2) compare 
and/or merge different data types for the same area; and 3) supply 
geographic data to pertinent management models. 
A geographic information system may be developed at varying levels of 
sophistication, depending on such things as: 
• complexity and size of agencies' data requirements 
• technological sophistication of agency staff and equipment 
• type of decision making tasks performed by agency 
Geographic information systems may range in levels of sophistication from: 
simply organizing and cataloguing map, other graphical, and tabular data 
according to geographic coordinates; to a complex computerized system 
with digitally stored data. All systems though, have the common character-
istics of geographically organized data which may be easily extracted for 
input as an integrated part of the total resource management decision-
making process (Fig. 4). 
Whether utilizing manual or computerized storage techniques, there 
are a variety of data storage modes that may be used in a resource 
management information system. An appropriate storage mode is one that most 
efficiently allows for the storage and retrieval of data for specific 
agencies. Efficiency here is viewed asa matter of minimizing time and 
costs, while still inacting data requirements. Storage methods are basically 
differentiated by the size, shape and geometry of storage units that 
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GeOQranhic infor~tion systems ranoe in levels of sophistication from organizing 
data accor~inn to neonraohic coordinates, to comouterized interrogdtion and manipulation of diQital data. 
represent geographical areas on the ground. Let us take a look at some 
of the more common storage modes, with an understanding that the efficiency 
and degree of usage of each mode are constantly changing in the eyes of 
geographic data analysis researchers. 
Catalogued Map and Tabular Data 
Lowest in sophistication yet quite practical for many small resource 
management agencies are geographic information systems that simply consist 
of data products which are catalogued and stored by geographic location. 
Such simple systems border on being considered a data bank rather than a 
true information system. Even so, the fact that the data is organized and 
may be easily obtained by physically locating its storage place (according 
to its geographic location), greater efficiency in data handling may be 
achieved. 
\'Jhi1e attempting to inventory the entire resource complex, the 
. 
resource managers may find that data sets of varying scale and format are 
difficult to catalogue in a single coding scheme. It may be necessary to 
categorically vary the method of cataloguing all map-bose data of similar 
scale together. As long as all data for the area of coverage is organized 
and catalogued, increased efficiency in extracting data for resource 
management assessments should occur, irrespective of the geocoding scheme(s) 
applied. The one limiting factor here (especially for the small agencies 
who are most likely to utilize such a system), may be the absence of 
space nnd equipment for physically storing all data products. 
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Map Base Overlays 
One step further in information system sophistication, yet with 
many added advantages is the use of one or several scales of base maps 
to store geographic data in an analog mode. This type of geographic 
information system has been most documented by Ian McHarg in his 
urban and environmental planning classic Desian with Nature. 
A map base overlay information system requires that all geographic 
data be mapped into a common base map. Considerations of common resolution 
requirements and total areal coverage must be considered by a particular 
agency pY'ior to choosing the scale and size of the storage base map. To 
provide overlay capability all maps must be drawn on a stable base, transparent 
medium. Remotely sensed image data may be overlayed as well, but also must 
be of similar scale and should be geometrically rectified for accurate data 
reqistration. Another possibility is to map remotely sensed phenomena on a 
stable base medium of proper scale. If decision making processes are performed 
at variable levels of genera"lization, it may be warranted to compile data at 
several series of map scale. 
Advantages of a base map overlay system as opposed to a simpler catalogued 
data syst':.:m are twofold. First, it is much easier to systematically organize, 
store and retri eve data that i s ~'eferenc.ed to but one or a few map scales. 
All data-types representing the same base-map area may be organized and stored 
together. When it is necessary to obtain geographic data for a 
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given area, one need only to check a small scale map of the base-map boundaries 
areas to see which base maps are needed to cover the area of interest. 
Second and more lmportant is the advantage of being able to overlay 
multiple data sets for similar areas. If the map data is drafted on 
a transparent medium, several data types may be compared simultaneously, 
adding a multi-dimensional observation capability for the resource ma~ager. 
An example of this capability is illustrated in Figure 5. 
Here generalized land cover and soil suitability data have been mapped 
on sheets of transparent, stable-base mylar. Differing categories are 
symbolized by varying dot or grey patterns. The data sets have been 
overlayed in attempts to determine areas suitable for agricultural development. 
Data categories have purposely been symbolized by a level of "graynessll 
(density of dots) that correspond to the this degree of influence on 
agricultural suitability. A land cover type such as grass lands will receive 
lighter symbols than a residential type as it is more feasible to develop 
the land for agriculture on a grass field than a housing tract. Similarly, 
soils of high fertility and shallow slope are represented by lighter shades 
of grey than less suitable soils of lower potential fertility. When 
overlayed, areas that show up the lightest should be the most suitable for 
agriculture. By excluding existing agricultrual lands, areas of potential 
agricultural development may be delineated. 
Disadvantages of base-map overlay systems are related to the amount 
of time and man power necessary to produce map transparencies, as well as 
to thecumbersomeness of storing and overlaying analog data. The production of 
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Data sets that are geographically registered can be "stacked" and then interpreted 
in a multi-dimensional mode, for example, land cover + soil productivity = potential 
or suitability for agricultural development. 
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maps may be very time consuming. If data is required for many specific 
data types and at varying sca'les, the production of transparency maps may 
not be feasible. The problem may be compounded when many of the data types 
require frequent updating. 
When multiple overlays are required for a particular resource 
management assessment, it may be highly cumbersome or even not possible 
to make inferences from several overlayed maps. Here problems arise 
in the way that map categories are symbolized (grey tones, colors, 
patterns) and in how interpretable the resulting overlayed product will be. 
Another problem is that as the number of overlayed data sets are increased, 
so too are the number of potential overlay categories and polygonal 
fragments. These problems have influenced the development of other 
system types such as grid map and digital computer geobase information 
systems. 
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Computer-based Systems 
Technologiccl advances in digital computers have influenced the 
development of computerized geographic information systems as an attempt 
to increase data handling efficiency. The ability to store environmental 
data in a digital computer is quite appealing when one considers the 
obvious advantages related to the saving of storage space. ~lany different 
storage methods have been developed to further increase efficiency. 
Efficiencies for each of these methods are continually being examined 
and debated, where concerns here are related to cost, timeliness, flexibi-
lity and accuracy. 
• 
Prior to looking at the specifics of various computerized geographic 
information system types, let us first discuss the general characteristics 
of which all computerized systems share. Such a discussion may provide the 
resource manager some insight into an area which has been misunderstood by 
resource agencies and politicians, alike. 
The data processing techniques concerned with the storage and retrieval 
of spatial data from geobase information systems are by-in-large the product 
of research in the field of computer cartography. Although original1y 
oriented toward the automatic production of maps, computer cartography 
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has more recently become engrossed in the problems involved "in the efficient 
processing of spatial data. The efficiency and usefulness of an opera-
tional computerized gebbase information system depends heavily on the 
capabilities of the computer cartographic techniques utilized. Although 
efficiency is primarily dependent upon the sophistication of computer 
~ 
.1 
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data processing methods employed, a systems usefulness is more a function 
of the methods used to represent spatial data. Computer cartography's 
most important contributions to the improvement of geobase information 
systems have been the areas of data capture (digitization, raster scanning) 
and graphic data display (plotting, film recording, interactive graphic 
di spl ay). 
Most spatial data is not originally found to be in computer compatible 
digital form and therefore must be subjected to digital conversion pro-
cessing. Such a conversion requires the use of hardware equipment that 
interact with digital computers to derive digital data values from analog 
data. Manual and automatic digitizers, as well as raster scanners and 
interactive cathode ray terminals are all examples of digital conversion 
hardware that convert spatial data types such as maps and tabular indices 
into digital data values. By man-machine editting, fairly accurate digital 
portrayals of analog data may be achieved. This phase of digital data 
capture tends to consume a great deal of the costs and man-hours associated 
with operational informat~on system. As more of the commonly used environmental 
data products begin to be distributed in digital form, the costliness of 
this phase should be significantly decreased. 
The fact that the system is computerized requires that the potential 
user has access to a digital computer of sufficient storage core size. 
This combined with the complimentary need for hardware and software 
maintenance and programming support may temporarily limit some agencies 
from utilizing computer data processing techniques. Systems developed 
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around recent advances in mini computer technology may help make compu-terized systems affordable to many more potential users. In the same way that manually oriented geographic information systems vary in their degree of sophistication so to do systems that utilize computerized storage techniques. Let us briefly take a look at a few of the more common system types. 
Grid based systems use an arbitrarily defined rectangular grid to store data. All data may be referenced to specific point coordinate location within the grid. The point location may be the centroid of the grid, grid intersection or similar arbitrary locations within the grid structure. Grid spacing may be fixed or variable. 
Polygon or continuous line systems store spatial data in area units defined by polygons. The polygons are actually a string of line segments that connect a string of coordinate locations. Data is referenced to the entire area delimited by a particular polygon. 
~e-based systems based on the image raster data type use a very fine mesh raster grid as its basic unit of data storage. Similar to a grid system, the image grid is usually a smaller fixed grid ~tze system. Such systems depend on image raster scanning technology, where data are referenced to the small area defined by the grid. 
Most geobased information in the past have used only one of the above schemes for referencing geographic data. Because digital geographic data is referenced in a variety of these storage types, most systems tend to convert the data to the base required by their system's particular data storage. 
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and presentation scheme. Recently, systems have been developed that store 
date in their original form (e.g., grid, polygon, topological structures, 
etc.) and thus may utilize a combination of point, polygon, and/or image 
raster storage-types. 
Phase IV INFORMATION RETRIEVAL AND DISPLAY 
Phase IV in the design of a Resource t1anagement Geographic Informatlion 
System involves an ability to access and display data that has been pro-
cessed and stored within the system. 
Geocoded data that is stored in a data base is of no use unless 
it may be accessed in some manner appropriate to a given user's need. 
Even simple retrieval of a single data set for a specified point, line 
or area may be extremely useful, if accession is quick and efficient. 
More sophisticated systems that interface directly with mathematical 
models must have the ability to interrogate multiple data sets. 
Upon retrieving the requ'ired data from "its system storage place, 
it must be displayed in a manner that lends itself to effective viewing 
by the resource manager. Although systems may vary greatly in the manner 
with which they process, store and retrieve data, final information 
products are generally the same from system to system. Common products 
such as maps, tabular listings, and graphs are produced by most types 
0f geographic information systems. It is in these formats that resource 
managers are most familiar with acquiring their needed information. 
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t~ap Products 
Geographic data that varies over the surface of an area can be 
effectively portrayed in the form of a map. By generalizing and symbolizing 
envirunmental phenomena over a two-dimensional surface ~oth aDsolute and 
relative data characteristics are easily extractable by the resource manager. 
As products of a geographic information system maps may be produced in the 
following modes. 
t Manually produced - Human cartographic drafting of geographic 
phenomena from field survey data, remotely sensed imagery, 
and overlap of map transparencies. 
• Machine plotter - Machine cartographic drafting of computer-
ized data by hardware ItJhich may utilize a variety of printing 
techniques, colors and formats. 
• Line printer - S~mbolization portrayal of phenomena by 
representing computerized geographic data with print or 
symbols (primarily for data stored in a grid mode)7 
s Image display/film writer - Photographic-like display of 
geographic data. May be achieved by 1) photographing screen 
display or 2) by film writer hardware utilizing computerized 
data. 
• Real time display - Soft-copy display of computerized geo-
graphic data on television-like screen (cathode ray terminal). 
Tabular Listings 
Statistical summaries and categorical listings of environmental data 
are information products which commonly aid resource managers in their 
decision making activities. Tabular listings may be accessed from pre-
existing listings that have been geocoded and stored, or by producing a 
listing upon retrieval of specified data categories. 
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Graphical Display 
Other non-map graphical techniques can be applied to portray data 
in a suitable fashion. Products such as histograms and percen~age charts 
are able to enhance trend-revealing attributes of data when stored within 
a geographic information system. 
Phase V INFORMATION SYSTEM USAGE AND TRAINING 
The final and most important phase of an information system is the 
analysis and eventual decision making based on the information provided. 
Without such a phase an information system is nothing more than a sophis-
ticated data storage system. This phase needn't always be the final one; 
decisions often impact the environment in a manner which alters the base 
data stored within the system, which necessitates a return to the pre-
liminary phases for further interrogation. 
Up until now, discussion of geobase information systems have been 
oriented toward technical and developmental aspects, with little mention 
of system's uses. As a system, its eventual use is the prime reason 
for establishing and developing an information system. This aspect must 
certainly be covered. 
The fact that geobase systems deal with the storage, retrieval and 
management of spatially referenced data from our physical and cultural 
environment separates its potential usage from other information systems 
immediately. To really warrant the development of such a system, a user 
must have a continuing need to obtain spatially referenced information 
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to assist in decision making processes. This would include any agency 
that requires an inventory of phenomena that vary over space or through 
time on the earth1s surface. Such a user agency could be governmental, 
industrial or academic in nature. 
Besides the institutional distinctions between potential users 
of geographic information systems, users may be separated by their practical 
utilization of a system, Applicattons that immediately come to mind are 
in the areas of: Regional and urban planning, inventory of services and 
utilities, storage and referencing of data for modelling spatial phenomena, 
and, resource management oriented geobase information systems (the focus 
of this research). 
Potential uses of geobase information systems for y'esource management 
assessments are numerous. Increased governmental legislation designed 
to require more stringent monitoring of our natural resources, has placed 
a strain on resource management activities, at all levels. Increasingly 
strict monitoring requirements mandated for these resources means that 
accurate and timely inventories are necessary, with the resulting data 
easily accessible for eventual management decision making. 
Not only does this enhance the need for development of geobase 
information systems; but, it is also a point in favor of systems that 
readily incorporate data from remotely sensed resource inventories. 
Decision making by agencies concerned with the management of 
resources tend to be governmentally sponsored and are often involved 
in a variety of management tasks. Some of these tasks include the 
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assessment of environmental impact, protection of endangered species, 
determination of resource storage/yeild capacities, etc. All of tnese 
tasks require decisions that must be based on current and reliable 
environmental information. The ability of an efficiently operating 
geobase information system to supply resource managers this information 
in a timely, accurate and usuable fashion will impact the quality of 
their decisions. 
It is important that all agency personnel who are involved in the 
operation and usage of a geographic information system are adequately 
trained. Adequate training involves the development of a general 
understanding of why and how the total system operates, as well as a 
more specific knowledge of areas of specialization for which individuals 
will be working. 
Although a great deal of learning will result from the initial 
"hands-on" experience in using the information system, formal training 
is necessary to provide the background and understanding of the opera-
tional system use. University research, information systems developers, 
consultants and other agencies who are experienced with geographic infor-
mation system usage are capable of providing such training. 
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SUMf1ARY 
A major step toward assuring improved management of eXisting land 
resources is the development of capabilities to systemize, standardize, 
store, retrieve, compare, analyze, and model geographic data in formats 
acceptable to a broad array of users. The merging of remote sensing and 
computers is now sufficiently advanced to make a geo/image-based system 
economical and powerful enough to be useful. Development of geobased 
information systems will be facilitated by anticipated changes in image 
product formats (rectified digital and image products), as well as the 
recent advances in computer devices which allow for low cost storage of 
u 
, .• '! 
.. 
data and low cost processing. ~ 
The purpose of the procedures discussed in th1: manual is to outline 
the steps necessary to design an information system that will most effici-
ently meet the information requirements of resource managers, be it a map re-
ferencing system or a fully computerized one. When considering alternative 
information systems, the emphasis should be (1) to 'insure that the resource 
inventory methodology developed is germane to user needs and (2) to insure 
that the procedures adopted are within the user's capabilities to implement 
and operate the system on a stand alone basis. An analysis of the improved 
efficiency of a geobase information system utilizing remotely sensed data 
over conventional resource inventory data handling 'is a difficult task. 
By analyzing the derivation of a few of the major information categories 
in the context of a geobase information system, we can begin to realize 
the efficiency implications of the system. This section addresses the 
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information sources toward the inventoY'yin9 of the resource cOr.1plex. 
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5.1 INTRODUCTION 
During the preceeding year, efforts by the Riverside Campus group have 
been directed tmvard user-oriented documentation of systems and procedur
es 
developed under this grant during the past several years. The documenta
tion 
is intended for resource management personnel and as an aid in educating
 re-
source man~gement students in remote sensing and related techniques. 
The process of estimating water demand is different from that for water 
supply 
that physical factors (rainfall, snow melt, runoff) are not primary determin-
ahts, Present water demand cannot be estimated reliably from water deliv
ery 
data because of differences in water source(imported, local) and reporting 
methods. Water demand can only be determined for both present and futur
e by 
generally determining a constant representing how the water is used (irriga-
tion, industrial, domestic) and applying some coefficient to account for dif-
ferences of magnitude within a particular water use class. Water demand
 esti-
mation essentially becomes a process of land use mapping and mensuration
. 
The procedures documented in this report, while being useful for a varie
ty 
of mapping tasks, were developed for land use mapping in general and spe
cifi-
cally for the particular land use data required for water demand estimat
ion. 
The two procedures documented are concerned with extraction of land use 
information from remote sensing and the display and analysis of that info
rma-
tion withil. the context of a geo-base info~mation systemo The primary c
oncern 
of the former is the ability to reduce the cost of conventional land use
 survey 
techniques by utilizing remotely sensed imagery. The concern of the lat
ter is 
the ability to integrate the land use information into regional (water demand) 
estimation models with a high degree of accuracy and flexibility. 
Techniques for land use mapping from remote sensing are presented in thi
s 
document as a procedural manual (appendix 5-1). It has undergone several revi-
sions in response to critical reviews. Another manual is being prepared
 which 
specifically addresses the details of the computerization aspects of lan
d use 
mapping. The latter manual has been used in draft form as a classroom l
ab 
manual and is now ready to be distributed for critical review to the gen
eral 
public. This report provides an overview of this automated system terme
d the 
Spatial Information Processing System (SIPS). Certain of the SIPS programs 
have been adopted and implemented by the California Department of Water 
Re-
sources. Full, detailed documentation of SIPS is available upon request
. 
Appendix 5-11 is a reprint of an article published in the prestigious 
Geographical Review. The article summarizes some of the salient researc
h ac-
complishments made by the Santa Barbara and Riverside campus groups durin
g the 
period of this grant. Reprints of the article have been used to inform 
user 
agencies of the potential of remote sensing in water demand and have serv
ed as 
an introduction to further contact by agencies and other users. 
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5.2 PROCEDURAL MANUAL - TECHNIQUES FOR MAPPING LAND USE FROM REMOTELY SENSED 
IMAGERY 
Efforts on the procedural manual have been directed toward improving the
 
manual based upon evaluations received from outside reviewers. A comple
te 
draft (reported in the semi-annual report dated December 31, 1976) was sub-
mi tted to the grant techni(:a1 monitor and the land use analysts of the Depart-
ment of Water Resources, Los Angeles Division, for comment (a brief outline of 
the procedure is listed for reference), One recommendation was to provide 
some indication of production costs. This has recently been done for a 
sample 
map and is reported below, 
5.2.1 Outline of Land Use Mapping Procedural Manual 
An outline of the Procedural Manual is listed below. The complete text 
is attached as Appendix 5- 1. 
The procedural ma,ma1 for Techniques of Land Use Mapping is divided into
 
three basic sections or phases of operation: 1) Planning Phase; 2) Mapping 
Phase; and 3) Data Compilation and Presentation Phase. 
PLANNING PHASE 
Step 1 Define Goals and Objectives 
a. Establish the purpose of the Land Use Map 
b. Establish the Temporal Base 
Step 2 Establish a Classification System 
Step 3 Establish Accuracy of Parameters 
Step 4 Select Data. Source(s) 
Step 5 Select the Scale and Type of Source Imagery 
Step 6 Establish a Base Map 
MAPPING PHASE 
Step 7 
Step 8 
Method of Scale Ch~nge, Rectification, and Data Transfer 
Conduct a Field Survey to Check Interpretation Accuracies 
DATA COMPILATION AND PRESENTATION PHASE 
Step 9 Select a Method of Final Reproduction 
Step 10 Prepare a Clean Copy of the Land Use Map 
Step 11 Convert "Clean" Work Map to Machine Format 
a. Machine Digitizing 
B. Procedural Error Editing 
c. Geometric Editing 
Step 12 Produce Statistical Tabulation of Land Use Data 
Step 13 Produce Final Land Use Map(s) 
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5.2.2 Evaluation of the Initfal Draft of the Procedural Manual 
, . 
The general response to the draft manual by the two different reviewers was 
that it does not contain enough specific d~tails. In defense of the manual, 
we must point out that our original instructions were to limit the manual to 
no more than twenty pages. To provide the detail recommended, it would require 
double, perhaps triple, that space. One possible, but not optimal, solution 
to this problem is to crient the procedural ma":"lUal as a guideline for the estab-
lishment of a land use mapping system and then make liberal use of references 
to remote sensing manuals (e.g. Manual of Remote Sensing--published by the 
American Society of Photogrammetry). Another solution is to treat the subject 
matter in as many pages as necessary while guarding against jargon and verbosity. 
The other most frequent criticism of the draft was that many of the 
statements were vague and should contain additional examples to provide clarifi-
cation. An attempt will be made to correct any vagueness, and each step of 
the procedure will be documented with at least one, if not two or three, figures. 
The figures will illustrate the procedure or contain examples which illustrate 
the procedure. 
5.2.3 Production Costs of Representative Computer Map 
One of the factors not included in the draft of the procedural manual 
was production costs. To provide data to determine production costs, a repre-
sentative sample map was produced with each step being carefully monitored 
to determine the time required in both days and hours. The sample region se-
lected was the U. S. G. S. 7 1/2 minute quad sheet containing the area around 
Redlands, California. The region contains an equal mix of urban and rural 
areas representing a map production problem of average difficulty. Consequently, 
regions containing a greater percentage of urban area would have higher produc-
tion costs, and regions with a greater percentage of rural area would have 
lower production costs. The following table provides the production hours and 
actual calendar days required for each production step. 
Production Step 
Image Interpretation 
Field Survey Check 
Preparation of Clean Copy. 
Digitizing (Data Conversion) 
Procedural Error Edit 
Data Preparation for Computer 
(Job control prep., etc.) 
Geometric Error Editing 
Actual Hours 
15 
8 
18 
31 
8 
4 
30 
114 
Sessions 
8 
2 
8 
9 
4 
5 
36 
Days 
4 
2 
4 
5 
2 
5 
23 
The above list is for labor costs only. Other production costs (i.e. 
computer time, plotter time, etc.) will be established and included in the 
final report. 
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It is noted that the number of calendar days required exceeds the actual 
hours of labor by twice as many days (8 hours). The type of work involved 
is tedious and it has been determimed that 2 hours is the average length of 
time for an individual to work on anyone of the production steps before the 
number of procedural errors exceeds acceptable limits. The alternative, of 
course, is to have more than one individual participate in the various steps, 
thus reducing the production schedule for an average map to 15 total caLendar 
days. 
The image interpretation was performed by an individual with high exper-
tise and an intimate knowledge of the region. Lesser trained individuals will 
require more interpretation time. The digitizing and editing procedures were 
accomplished by an individual with limited experience. Hence, trained personnel 
would be expected to complete the task with fewer errors and less editing time. 
The final report will include a detailed analysis of the costs per number 
of units mapped, type of map produced, cost per size, as well as other pertinent 
data. 
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5.3 OVERVIEW OF SPATIAL INFORMATION PROCESSING SYSTEM 
5.3.1 Introduction 
The Spatial Information Processing System (SIPS) consists of a suite 
of related computer programs which can.be used to perform selected resource 
information processing and graphic output tasks. These programs havp. evolved 
and are still evolving in response to specific spatial data prucessing and 
informational requirements on a project-by-project basis. Most applications 
for which SIPS has been adapted and implemented rely on remote sensing as a 
primary data input. The basic goal of SIPS, therefore, has been to utilize 
geo-base information system technology for processing and enhancing remotely 
sensed data in resource evaluation programs. 
A major design philosophy of SIPS has been the creation of a map compila-
tion and geographic base file handling facility, flexible enough to facilitate 
the use of the software as specific applications are defined. An attempt has 
been made to provide for a variety of data input, processing options, and in-
formation outputs. It is felt that the key to flexibility is the careful 
design of data structures and the ability to convert from one data structure 
to another. 
It would be presumptuous for the designer of any geographical information 
system to assert that all or even a majority of spatial processing functions 
have been provided. In fact, spatial data processing is an ambiguous concept 
which is only operationally defined by the activities of practitioners, often 
in response to rather narrowly defined application criteria. A rigorous defin-
ition of spatial data processing tasks @nd the creation of a spatial data pro-
cessing language)is a goal that is yet to be achieved. 
SIPS provides the user with many useful data processing capabilities and 
the flexibility' to expand as required. Present capabilities include: 1) map 
data encoding; 2) geographic data base creation; 3) graphic output in the form 
of computer generated maps; 4) area calculation and aggregation; and 5) data 
structure conversion. 
Map Data Encoding 
A physical map or remotely sensed image can be thought of as a storage 
device for the geographical data that is present on its surface. The arrange-
ment, selection and graphical qualities of that data convey spatial information. 
Electronically readable data storage media, such as punched cards, magnetic 
tape, etc., can be used to store geographical data as well as printed media. 
In order to electronically store a map there must be some means by which the 
informational components of the map can be identified. This involves identi-
fying the shape, location and juxtaposition of the geometric entities along 
with the attributes of those entities--referred to here as map encoding. 
There are two fundamental approaches to map encoding, both of which rely 
on a cartesian coordinate system. The first approach is to consider the map 
as consisting of a finite set of small, regularly shaped and regularly dis-
tributed areas (termed grid cells, I'esolution elements, pixels, etc.). 
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Attributes are then assigned to each cell~ Points are approximated by single 
cells, lines are approximated by linearly contiguous cells, and irregular 
areas are approximated byareally contiguous cells. One distinct advantage 
to this system of encoding is that the regular geometry allows positional 
information to be implicit in the data stream. Therefore, no explicit co-
ordinate information need be stored. The Landsat data collection system,as 
well as many other digital scanner systems, encodes spatial information in 
this cellular manner. In the case of remote sensor er,coding systems, the 
attribute of each resolution element is a function of the spectral reflectance 
in a specific wavelength of a cellon the ground. 
The second approach to map encoding is to consider the map to be an in-
finite but spatially bounded set of points (the points become finitely limited 
given the resolution of a recording device). Geographic entities are then 
represented by points or connected sets of points which define either a line 
or a closed boundary condition. Attributes are assigned to pOints or point 
groups by association. Since there is no regular and predictable geometry, 
explicit coordinates must be stored and maintained. The advantage this system 
has is that highly accurate positional infonnation for most data configurations 
is available at 1ittl,e penalty in data storage resources. This encoding system 
usually requires that the map geometry exist on a printed graphics medium before 
data capture can take place. 
Both systems of map encoding have advantages and disadvantages with regard 
to analysis and mapping. SIPS supports both types of data structures and al-
lows the conversion from one type to another so that the proper encoding scheme 
(data structure) may be used where it is most appropriate in the data flow. 
Geographic Data Base Creation 
The simple encoding of map data is normally not sufficient for certain 
further processing functions to take place. First, the process of map encoding 
is highly likely to result in errors which may give rise to incorrect map re-
presentation or cause data inconsistencies for further processing. Secondly, 
additional information may need to be generated and merged to produce a data 
structure useful for graphical and analytic operations. A phase of 'map com-
pilation' is required which involves data editing and processing of the orig-
inal encoded input data. The output from the map compilation phase is a geo-
graphic data case represented by a data structure which is suitable for many 
applications. SIPS provides for geographic data base creation given either 
of the two basic encoding systems and alternative geographic data structures. 
Automated Mapping 
Haps made with the aid of a computer have been in existence for over 20 
years. Automated cartography developed along with advances in computer hard-
ware and software. Once the problems associated with encoding and storing a 
map were resolved, it became apparent that the computer could assist in more 
than just making maps from spatial data. In fact, the computer could be asked 
questions about the map it stored. Thus the data organization inherent in 
automated cartography logically led to the development of geographic information 
systems. The additional requirement of analytic functions, however, led to 
the inclusion of additional information in the geographic data base. 
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The power of complex data structures for geographic information systems 
must lead to a point of view that the ability to draft maps. with the ai
d of 
a computer is a by-product of the overall processing effort" That is no
t to 
say that care and thought should not be given to the mapping process~ ra
ther 
that mapping software should rely on data inputs which are sufficiently 
general 
for the larger overall efforts of geographic information system implem
entation. 
Reciprocally, any geographic informatiorl system should take advantage of
 the 
encoding and data structuring effort to prC'duce maps, where approp--:iate,
 with 
the aid of a graphics output device. Maps are an important means of comr
r~ni­
cating the informational inputs and outputs of a spatial data processing
 system 
to the user. SIPS supports automated mapping on either the commonly ava
ilable 
line printer or the generally available x-y plotter. Mapping by the lin
e plot-
ter for map editing and choroplethic displays is provided. Output on th
e line 
printer is accomplished with programs which are proprietary. Line print
er map-
ping programs are, however, generally available at very low acquisition 
and 
installation cost. 
Area Calculation and Aggregation 
Two of the questions most often asked of a geographic information system
 
are 'where?' and 'how much?'. The question of 'where' is dealt with via
 the 
coordinate system and map outputs. The question of 'how much' implies a
real 
extent and is answered via the coordinate definition of spatial elements
 from 
which the areas and linear measures are determined. SIPS allows the use
r 
to calculate the area of polygons at various stages of processing. One 
program, 
written sp,ecifically for area information generation, allows the aggreg
ation 
of area by attributes associated with each polygon. That is, for each d
istinct 
attribute code the total area in the map having that attribute is determ
ined. 
Data Structure Conversion 
The design of geographic data structures is intimately intertwined with 
hardware configurations, softwqre architecture, and output requirements.
 Con-
siderable effort has been oriented toward designing data structures whic
h have 
the highest information content to storage requirements ratio while sat
isfying 
hardware and software performance criteria and analytic requirements. M
uch 
of this effort, however, has not been rigorous but is based on the best 
judg-
ments of the system designers. The philosophy behind SIPS is to allow s
everal 
different data structures to be used where most appropriate, and to deve
lop 
algorithms which allow the conversion from one data structure to another
. 
It is felt this approach lends a considerable amount of flexibility in te
rms 
of the kinds of data which can be processed. 
5.3.2 System Organization 
This section describes the software organization and hardware environ-
ment in which SIPS has been developed and implemented. Essentially, SIP
S 
consists of a library of stand-alone programs which perform specific fun
c-
tions in a batch processing environment. 
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5.3.2.1 Software Organization 
There are two basic approaches to geographic information system soft-
ware organization. One approach utilizes the concept of a subroutine library 
from which the user selects the appropriate modules to perform a specific task. 
Another approach, employed by SIPS, is to create program packages, with specific 
functional tasks and a wide variety of options, which exist in a program library 
as stand-alone eXecutable units. The former approac.h requires the user to select 
the apprcpriate modules for the iesired procedure and to assure proper subroutire 
linkages. The user is therefore required, in the absence of a high level control 
language, to have considerable programming and system control experience. The 
latter approach, while incurring slightly more overhead, allows a user to operate 
the software with no pr.ogramming experience. Figure 5.1 is a flow chart which 
depicts the software organization, data formats, and data flow through SIPS. 
SIPS software provides the resource planner with several options of input 
and output. Input may take the form of; 1) thematic maps such as soils, vege-
tation, etc.; 2) spatially associated tabular data, such as census data; and 
3) remotely sensed data, either in a classified line and sample format or as 
areas delineated from conventional aerial photography. Outputs possible with 
SIPS are: 1) geographic base files in either cartesian or universal (e.g. UTM, 
state plane) coordinates; 2) annotated maps; 3) choroplethic shaded maps; 4) 
area summaries; and 5) frequency histograms. 
A short description of each element of the flow chart (Figure 5.1) is 
given below. 
Tabular and Map Source Data 
This input includes prepared thematic maps and spatially associated tab-
ular data. It is assumed for polygon data that mapping units are closed poly-
gons which do not overlap and have an associated attribute or set of attributes. 
For raster data, it is assumed that that the data have been coded in a matrix 
form or are derived from existing raster data banks. 
Analogue Remotely Sensed Data 
This data input form includes all data gathered by remotely sensed means 
and used in an analogue (photographic) format. 
Digital Remotely Sensed Data 
Remotely sensed data in a digital format, such as that available on 
Landsat Computer Compatible Tapes, may be input. 
Photographic Interpretation System 
Remotely sensed photographic format data which are not digital must be 
interpreted according to a specified procedure. (Appendix 5-1) 
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Digital Interpretation System 
Remotely sensed digital format data which have not been output to film 
and used in analogue format must be processed and interpreted using a re
source 
oriented image processing system. The image processing system is not a 
part 
of SIPS. 
Classified Image Map 
Input to SIPS from the digital interpretation system should be in the 
fonn of a classified image map on magnetic media. The value for each re
so-
lution element represents an information class. It is preferable that t
his 
image be generalized by the use of a nominal filter. 
Digitizing System 
Digitizing involves the machine aided encoding of polygon boundaries 
by identifying the x,y coordinates of the boundary lines. 
Polygon Organized File 
Digitizer output may 
structure. That is, each 
coordinates in sequence. 
only. 
be organized according to the point list data 
polygon is encoded in sequence with all perimeter 
Presently, SIPS supports this digitizing procedure 
Line Segment Organized File 
Digitizer output may be organized according to individual line segments 
with pointers to the left and right side polygons for which the line seg
ment 
defines a boundary. This type of digitizing is not presently available, 
but 
is anticipated. 
Digitizing Procedure Editing Program 
The CARDEDIT program is used to detect procedural and formatting errors 
in the digitizer output records. 
Line Segment to Polygon Conversion 
When line segment digitizing becomes available, a utility program will 
be developed which will perform a conversion from a line segment to a po
ly-
gon data structure. 
Point List to Point Dictionary File Conversion 
The SIPSPREP program converts from a point list to a point dictionary 
file. * 
Polygon to Grid Cell Conversion Program 
The POLYCELL program converts from a polygon data structure to a grid 
(raster) format. 
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Edge Oriented File 
WI. P • 
The topologically oriented data structure employs the concept of the 
winged edge w'hich gives branching information about line segments and is 
useful for polygon search and cycling as well as many other analytical pur-
poses. 
Poi~t Dictionary to Edge File Conversion Program 
The SIPSVERT program performs the conversion from a polygon oriented 
data structure to an edge oriented topological data structure. 
Point Dictionary File 
The SIPS Dictionary file is the primary polygon data structure used 
by SIPS. It is based on a sequential list of pointers to polygon coordinate 
values for each polygon.* 
Grid Cell File 
The standard SIPS format for input and output of grid cell structured 
data is the GRIDCELL file. It basically consists of a record for each line 
of data with the value in the record as the z coordinate and the position 
within the record as the sample coordinate. 
Grid Cell to Polygon Conversion Program 
The ~OLYGRIP program converts from a grid cell (raster) file to a SIPS 
Dictionn:ry file. 
Choroplethic Mapping From Line Segments Program 
This anticipated program will produce choroplethic maps from a winged 
edge file. This will allow for dxopping boundary lines between polygons 
which have the same mapping classification. 
Polygon Overlay Program 
The polygon overlay program, when written, will allow the boolean combina-
tion of two polygon data sets. 
Choroplethic Mapping From Polygons Program 
The CRORHAPP program produces area aggregation by pre--set classification 
levels, histogram output, and choroplethic maps in either shaded or annotated 
form. 
Area Calculation and Summary Program 
The SIPSAREA program produces a listing of total area for each unique 
polygon attribute in several selectable reporting units. 
" 
*For an explanation of this data structure terminology, see Peucker and Chrisman, 
"Cartographic Data Structures", The American Cartographer, Vol. 2, No.1, April 1975. 
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Line Printer Mapping Program 
The GRID program is used to display grid cell formatted data on the 
line printer. This program is not an integral part of the SIPS system be-
cause it is proprietary. 
Grid Cell Overlay Prog~'am 
The grid cell overlay program is a user written program for combining 
two or more grid cell structured data sets. These programs are easily written 
with a minimal amount of programming expertise. 
5.3.2.2 Hardware Configuration 
This section describes the computer hardware systems around Ivhich SIPS 
has been developed. There are three distinct processing systems used by SIPS; 
1) the general purpose processing system; 2) the digitizing system (carto-
graphic data input); and 3) the plotting system (cartographic data output). 
The general purpose processing system is the campus computing facility at 
U. C. Riverside. The other two systems are operated and maintained by the 
Department of Earth Sciences at U. C. Riverside. 
General Purpose Processing System 
This computing system consists of an IBM 360-50, supporting batch proces-
sing only, with the following specifications: 
- MVT-OS operating system 
- 8 series 2314 disk drives 
- 3, 800 BPI, 9-track tape drives; 1, 7-track tape drive 
1 megabyte of memory 
- other standard peripheral devices 
Digitizing System 
The digitizing system is schematically represented in Figure 5.2. 
Output is normally to the keypunch as on-line editing capability via the 
NOVA 1200 is presently limited. 
Plotting System 
Although the campus computing facility supports a CALCOMP drum plotter, 
the plotting system used by SIPS consists of a 42 x 72 inch, four pen, flat-
bed plotter. This plotter is not an incremental type, but a vector type. 
Plot commands are executed based upon an angle and distance input (polar co-
ordinates). The maximum number of angles that can be differentiated is 219. 
Maximum speed is 8 inches per second. Plotting resolution is .001 inch. 
Plot tapes are normally written at the campus computing facility and read 
off-line by the plotter system tape drive. A NOVA 1200 with 20K bytes of 
memory serves as the plotter controller. Figure 5.3 is a schematic representa-
tion of the plotter system. 
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Appendix 5-1 
TECHNIquES FOR MAPPING LAND USE 
FROM REMOTELY SENSED IMAGERY 
Co-Principal Investigator: Leonard W. Bowden 
Contributors: Claude W. Johnson, 
David A. Nichols 
University of California, Riverside 
Procedural Manual 
NASA Grant #NGL Q5-003-404 
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PREFACE 
TECHNIQUES FOR MAPPING LAND USE 
FROM REMOTELY SENSED IMAGERY 
,e F • 
Remote Sensing re~earchers of the Departm~nt of Earth Sciences, Dniver-
sity of California, Riverside have conducted extensive research involvin
g land 
use mapping over the past several years. From this research, certain t
ech-
niques and production steps have evolved. The procedures have been imp
lemented, 
tested, and refined as a result of work performed for the National Aero
nautics 
and Space Administration (NASA) under a four-campus research grant (NGL 05-003-
404). 
It is believed that many agencies and organizations conducting studies 
involving land use mapping can profit from our experience. Therefore, t
his 
manual is presented by outlining the various production steps that are 
utilized 
in producing a land use map. A question arises as to how brief, or how 
exten-
sive the description of each step should become. Because it is the inte
nt to 
acquaint the directory of operations (e.g. the Planning Director) with the es-
sential elements of the procedures and techniques as well as provide the
 actual 
production personnel with a procedural outline, it was decided to limit 
the 
extent of explanation of each step. Therefore, the manual is written w
ith the 
intent that the actual production worker who must do the photo-interpre
tation 
or operate the computer programs associated with the map production wil
l have 
access to more detailed manuals and have had specialized training. 
The complexities of the field of remote sensing is evidenced by the size
 
Qj .... tt'r'e~""Manual of Remote Sensing (2 volumes). Published by the American Society 
····'J·'··~f Photogrammetry in 1976, the Manual of Remote Sensing contains the specialized 
details of interpreting the various categories of the earth's resources.
 It 
is anticipated that workers actually involved with the detailed photoin
terpreta-
tion will be familiar with the Manual of Remote Sensing. 
This procedural manual addresses the mapping of land use in particular, 
but the procedures are equally applicable to a variety of Earth resource
 map-
ping objectives. A list of some other types of mapping categories may be 
found in the matrix of Figure 1. 
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Rural 
Urban 
Other 
SENSOR EVALUATION IN SOUTHERN C
ALIFORNIA 
(Assumes Mid-Altitude Platform) 
Ne two rk 3 2 2 2 
3 2 2 2 4 4 3 
'1.\ o~ S u rye ill an ce 3 4 3 2 3 3 2 3 2 2 
4 4 3 
o{'\.~ 
~?~ ~V~o~1~ume~ ________ -4~4~_4~~3~~2 __
 ~3 __ ~3 __ ~3 __ ~3 __ ~3~~2~~4~_4~_3~ 
-<.~"2i b Forest Fi re 3 3 3 3 2
 3 3 2 3 4 4 3 
~{ ~ 
!if/'3,'\;C:,'O Flood 
3 4 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 2 
4 4 3 
b' ~{~ ~E~a~r~t~h~u~a~k~e ______ -+~3~~I~I __ -L3 __ ~3 __ ~3~~3
~-L3 __ ~3 __ ~3~~3~ __ 4~~4 __ ~3~ 
.., Pattern 3 4 2 2 2 
2 2 2 2 4 4 2 
{'11' 
_b 'i:~ Re 1 i e f 3 4 2 3 2 3 2 3
 3 3 4 4 3 
~~~S~t~r~uc~t~u~r~e ________ ~3 __ ~4~~3~~3 __ ~2~~3~~2~ __ ~3 __ ~2 __ ~2~~3~~3 __ ;3~ 
Form 3 4 2 2 1 
2 2 3 2 2 4 4 2 
,~~ Change 3 4 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 4 4 
2 
s~ ~E~n~e~r~gyL-________ -+~2 __ ~2~~4~-24 __ ~4~~4~_3~ __ ~2 __ ~2~~3~~3
~~4 __ ~l~ 
Type 
Distribution 
Surface Moisture 
rainage Pattern 
round Water 
ea State 
3 4 332 3 333 
333 
342222 322
442 
3 4 333 2 2 323 
444 
3 4 232 2 2 333 
343 
2 4 222 2 2 332 
442 
3 4 333 3 2 322 
233 
34222212224
43 
34333333233
33 
3 4 333 3 3 332 
432 
ORIGINAL PAGE It) 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Figure 1: Matrix of earth resourc
.es mapping obj ec.tives with sensor evaluation
. 
This matrix may be used in STEP 1 
(Planning Phase) to establish the purpose 
and 
obj ec.tive of a proposed land use mapping pro
j ec.t. The mapping tec.hniques described 
in this proc.edural manual apply to
 many other types of earth resourc
.es in addition 
to land use. The lefthand c.olumn 
in the c.hart lists potential c.ateg
ories 'of earth 
resources that planners may wish 
to map to aid in their analysis wo
rk and subsequent 
management dec.isions. The various
 bands of the elec.tromagnetic. spec.
trum are shown 
on the top sc.ale. The sensors th
at will image eac.h of these elec.tr
omagnetic bands 
are listed as c.olumn headings. Th
e usefullness of eac.h of the senso
rs to image the 
~espective earth resourc.e is shown in th
e matrix on a sc.ale of 1 to 4 repr
esenting 
good (1) to bad (4). Note that the color 
film in the fifth column will imag
e the 
natural color a person normally s
ees from the visible range. The c
.olor (film/print) 
in the seventh c.olumn will image 
the invisible near infrared range a
nd is usually 
teproduc.ed in false c.olor red on f
ilm or print. This latter c.olor i
nfrared (erR) 
film is rec.ommended in the text fo
r most land use mapping. 
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A. INTRODUCTION 
The production of a land use map involves carrying out a series of tasks 
which result in an end. product of pre-defined quality. The quality may be 
only a simple sketch map of a designated area with written or coded notations 
cf the land use. On the other hand, the quality may be a very elaborate four 
color shaded map prepared by an automated drafting machi~e. Obviously, the 
tasks will vary in detail and effort according to the desired quality of the 
end product. Most land use mapping efforts have general tasks in common. 
These include planning, data acquisition and mapping, and data compilation 
and display. Because the general tasks normally follow one another chronolo-
gically, they may be referred to as 'phases'. 
Before any land use or thematic mapping is begun, a planning phase should 
be carried out in which objectives are defined and quality control parameters 
are established. The obj ective may be to provide data from ,yhich the water 
demands of the region can be predicted for the next thirty years. Such an 
extensive objective would require accurate detail of boundaries of land use 
because land use is the driving parameter in the water demand model. Like-
wise, the quality of the final product (map display and statistical compilation) 
should be of such quality that it can be reproduced and utilized in publications 
that have a lifetime of several yea.rs. The objectives of an urban planner may 
be for a land use map to be used in a general plan to assist in making zoning 
decisions. To insure the final product meets the pre-defined objective, the 
planning phase must include consideration of how, where, when, and what type 
of information is to be acquired. 
The second or production phase includes data acquisition and mapping. 
Information is transferred from the actual site by either a field surveyor 
from remotely sensed data to a draft map. Normally, this involves categori-
zation of the data (i.e. housing, industry, agriculture, water areas, etc.), 
scale change (image scale may be 1:130,000 and final desired scale be 1:12,000), 
and positional control relative to a planimetric base map (area calculations 
require that points or intersections be located on the map with sufficient 
accuracy that computed map area is equal to actual ground area). 
The production of a p1animet.rically correct draft land use map represents 
the completion of the production or information phase. However, two major tasks 
remain in order for the work to be useful to the planner. First. the map must 
be suitably prepared for presentation and its readability enhanced (e.g. an 
inked final copy with color or shading either manually or automatically drawn), 
and second, the map information must be compiled so as to answer the question 
of "how much?" as well as "what?" and "where?" (e.g. How many hectares of 
agriculture and where is it located?) Area measurements and summaries are 
therefore a requisite part of any major land use mapping effort. This is 
termed the data compilation and presentation mapping phase. 
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B. PLANNING PHASE 
Step 1: Define Goals and Objectives 
a. Establish the purpose of the Land Use Map. 
The decision to be made in each phase is totally dependent upon the 
purpose or final use of the map. If the map is to be used to estimate \
>7ater 
demands, it will dictate to what detail land use must be classified. (e.g. 
Can housing be grouped as one area, or does it need to be categorized in
to 
single and multiple residential, transient, rural?) For water demand, housing 
as a general classification may be sufficient, but for the city or coun
ty 
planner who may want to use the map for establishing a zoning ordinance
, the 
map must be in greater detail. Figure 1 provides a matrix of possible E
arth 
resource mapping objectives that may be accomplished using remote sensing. 
b. Establish the Temporal Baseline 
The prime reason for the recurring need to map land use is rapid change
. 
If the data needs to be acquired for a large area at an instant of time 
-
such as an agricultural crop inventory - the acquisition problem is gre
ater 
than if it is for a slowly changing central business district. The larg
e 
agricultural area may require an instantaneous image taken at a particu
lar 
time of the growing season. The data for a small unchanging urban area 
may 
be adequate from imagery taken a year ago. 
Land use data may be obtained by means of ground surveyor aerial surve
y. 
For a large land use mapping project, the time required to complete a survey 
may be months, even years. The time lapse can lead to a situation wher
e one 
portion of a study area is not temporally compatible with another portio
n. 
Aerial surveys provide data at essentially a point in time, resulting in
 tem-
poral consistency throughout the study area. 
In using aerial survey for data' collection, there are several problems 
in establishing the time base. These considerations relate primarily to
 the 
type of platform. If the user is able to contract privately for this se
rvice, 
the only limitations are atmospheric clarity and suitability for flying 
at 
the desired time. However, if pre-existing imagery (usual] y provided by a 
governmental agency such as NASA) is to be used, the user lfiUSt be prepared 
to accept the dates of applicable coverage. The most continuous coverag
e is 
provided by Landsat imagery: at least every 9 days, all of which may no
t be 
usable. LANDSAT D will provide betterresolution than the previous LANDS
AT 
satellites, and the new data may provide a useful tool for gross urban o
r 
large scale land use mapping applications. High altitude aircraft imag
ery 
does not provide synoptic coverage, but large areas have been imaged and
 may 
provide the needed coverage. The U. S. Geological Survey EROS Data Cen
ter 
provides a computer search of available governmental coverage from a va
riety 
of sensors. This search may be performed by specifying latitude and lon
gitude 
coordinates for either a point or rectangle (U. S. G. S., 1976). 
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Step 2: Establish Classification System 
Land use has a variety of real-world expressions. Theoretically, it 
would be useful to attempt to identify each of these expressions unambig-
uously. However, such effort would require gathering and handling an in-
ordinate and superfluous amount of data. For convenience, land use expres-
sions are categorized and classified. 
One does not classify land use to any degree of specificity which is 
more than is required for operational applications. However, one does not 
want to be so general as to lose information which is essential for operation 
and planning purposes. The end purpose of the land use information must dic-
tate the classification system. Because most land use classification systems 
are hierarchical in nature, the specificity or refinement of the system is 
usually indicated by needs of the user. 
Four levels of land use classification types are generally recognized. 
In agriculture, a fifth level has been developed to specify certain types of 
plants grown for food. An example of the hierarchical structure to four levels 
is provided in Table 1. Figure 2 contains th~ee classification systems with 
different philosophies underlying their organization. 
Table 1 
Excerpt from land use classification system showing 
hierarchical structure 
(San Diego County, C.P.O., 1968) 
First leveL...... 7000 Cultural, Entertainment, and Recreational 
Second level •••••••••••• 7200 Public Assembly 
Third level................. •.••• 7210 
7220 
Fourth level ............................. . 
Entertainment Assembly 
Sports Assembly 
7221 
7222 
7223 
7224 
Stadium and Coliseum 
Arenas and Field Houses 
Race Tracks, (Animal) 
Race Tracks, (Auto) 
Resource managers who must work with both urban and rural regions, such 
as water resource or forest managers, prefer a dichotomous classification 
system (urban/rural) with hierarchical breakdowns under those two headings. 
Interpreters extracting general land use data from high altitude aircraft 
and satellite imagery often create a system that fits what can be observed 
from the image. This latter remote sensing approach, if followed rigorously, 
has the tendency to make the analysis of the data more difficult for planners 
who are use to a more planner oriented classification system. Therefore, 
either the interpreter or the user must modify his mode of operation. 
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Figure 2: Three scales of imagery of the Redlands, California area comparing ground resolutions and area of 
coverage for the different scales of imagery . These three images illustrate how the scale of imagery can be 
selected as suggested in STEP 5. The scales of the images are: a - 1:28,000; b _ 1:110,000; and c _ 1 : 880,000 
(e . g. 1 inch on the image represents 28,000 inches on the ground or 0 .44 miles)~ The ground resolotion of the 
target category (e . g . single family housing or multiple family hOusing) will determine the scale imagery required . 
The apartments just above the orange grove at the bottom of image a can be differentiated from the single family 
dwellings in the surrounding areas. In image l the apartment units can be detected in the samc area only because 
we could detect them through the higher resolution of image~. We rannot detect the apartments in image ~. 
Image c , however , will permit us to differentiate between urban areas, agricultural, river washes, forest land, 
and desert . Images, and b were taken by a NASA U-2 high altitude aircraft platform on December I, 1975. Image ~ is a NASA Landsat I satellite image taken February 22, 1975 . All three images are typical of the government 
imagery available from the U. S . G. S . EROS data center in Souix Falls. South Dakota . 
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TABLE 2a ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
LAND AND WATER USE CLASSIFICATIONS 
UCR CLASSIFICATIONS 
Code 
II 
12 
14 
15 
13 
16 
17 
l:l 
21-27 
28-34 
4 
41 
42 
43 
.!l.!.!!:. 
LIVING AREA 
Medium Density Urban (Single) 
High Density (Multiple Units) 
High Density (Mobile Homes) 
High Density (Transient Lodge) 
Low Density (Urban Estates) 
LDI'I Density (Rural Dwelling) 
Low Density (Recreation Unit) 
INDUSTRIAL (Manufacturing) 
Li ght I ndus try 
Heavy Industry 
TRANSPORT & UTILITIES 
Railways & Rail Terminals 
Motor Transport Facilities 
Aircraft Facilities 
44 Marine Craft Facilities 
45 Highways and Roads 
46 Automobile Parking 
47 Communications 
48 Utilities (water, gas, elec. 
sewer) 
i COMMERCIAL (Trade) 
51 Wholesale Trade 
52-58 
6 
61-66 
67 
Reta i 1 Trade 
SERVICES 
Commercial & Professional 
Government 
68 Education 
69 Social 
1 CULTURAL, ENTERTAINMENT. REC 
71 Cultural 
72 Public Assemblies 
73 Amusements 
74 Recreational Activities 
75 
76 
Resorts & Camps 
Parks and Golf Courses 
8 RESOURCES 
81 Agriculture 
81.4 Dairies 
82 Agriculture Related 
83 Forestry Activities 
84 Fishing 
85 Mining 
1 UNDEVELOPED 
91 ~and 
92 Forest 
93 Water (Incl Dry Channels) 
DWR EQUIVALENT CLASSIFICATIONS 
Code 
UR 
UC 2/RR 
UC 4 
UR 
TI tle 
RESIDE/mAl. (URBAN & RECRE/'.TIONAL) 
Urban Reslden'lal 
Motels, Urban & Resort 
Urban Commercial (Apts & Barracks) 
Urban Residential 
UC 4 Urban Commercial 
UR Urban Residential 
RR Recreation Residential 
URBAN INDUSTRIAL 
UI I Manufacturing 
UI 61-12 Sawmills, Oil, Paper, Meat, Steel, 
Food 
UI 3 Storage & Distribution 
UV 4 Urban Vacant, Paved 
UV 4 Urban Vacant, Paved 
UI 3 Storage & Distribution 
UI 3 Storage & Distribution 
URBAN COMMERCIAL 
UI 3 Storage & Distribution 
UC Misc. Establ ishments 
UC Misc. Establishments 
UC 6 Schools 
UC 5 Institutions 
UC 7 Auditoriums, Theaters, Churches 
UC 7 Auditoriums, Theaters, Churches 
UC 7 Buildings & Stands w/race 
tracks, etc. 
UC 7 Footba 11 Stadiums, sports parks 
RT Camp & Trailer Sites, Recreational 
P Parks, Recreation 
A A!Jr Icul ture 
A 
5 Semi-AgricultUre 
UI 2 Extractive Industries 
URBAN VACANT/NATIVE 
UV-l UnpaVed, Urban Vacant 
NV Native Vegetation 
NR Riparian Vegetation 
NW Water Surface 
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TABLE 2b 
LAND lISE r.LASSIFICATION SYSTEM FOR USE 
HITH REMOTE SENSOR DATA 
I. F • 
LEVEL I 
1. Urban and Built-up Land 
LEVEL II 
11. Res iden Ua1 
AL'PHA CODE 
Ur 
2 Agricultural Land 
:1 Rangeland 
4 Forest Land 
5 Water 
6 Hetland 
7 Barren Land 
8 Tundra 
9 Permanent Snow and Ice 
12 rommercia1 and Service 
13 Industrial 
14 1ransportation,Communicacions, 
and Utilities 
15 Industrial and Commercial 
Complexes 
16 
17 
21 
22 
23 
24 
31 
32 
33 
41 
42 
43 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
61 
62 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
91 
Mixed 
Other 
Cropland and Pasture 
Orchards, Groves, Vinvards, 
Nursaries, and Ornamental 
Horticutural Areas 
Confined Feeding Operations 
Other 
Herbaceous ~ange 
Shrub-Brushland Range 
Mixed 
Deciduous 
Evergreen 
Mixed 
Streams and Canals 
Lakes 
~eservoirs 
Bays and Vstuaries 
Other 
"'orested 
Nonforesred 
Salt Flats 
Beaches and ~1udflats 
Sandv Areas nther than Beaches 
Bare Exposed Rock 
Strip MineS, nuarries and 
Gravel Pits 
Transitional Areas 
tlixed 
Shrub and Brush Tundra 
Herbaceous Tundra 
Bare Ground Tundra 
Het 'l'undra 
Mixed 
Permanent Snowfields 
92 Glaciers 
(Source: U.S. Geological Survey Professional Paper 964) 
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The primary concern in constructing a land use classification system 
to be used with an image data base is to provide at least some level of 
classification for all necessarily detectable land uses. Land use types 
which are to be differentiated but are non-detectable from imagery must be 
identified from some other data source. Fortunately, data from multiple 
sources are easily mixed so that the best land use information can be used. 
A t\yO level classificaLion system is quite feasible from most remote 
sensing imagery. In many cases (e.g. low altitude imagery) a third and 
sometimes fourth level can be detected. Unless there is some overriding 
reason (e.g. agricultural crop mapping), it is recommended that a classifi-
cation system be limited to the second level for most categories. In some 
in:;t.:ruciJ5 ,;"here the obj ective demands it, a third level may be possible and 
desirable (e.g. housing categories; single family residential, multiple fam-
ily, estates, rural low density housing). 
Step 3: Establish Accuracy Parameters 
To save time, effort, and maintain a certain degree of uniformity, 
throughout the mapping project it is necessary to establish resolution, clas-
sification, and positional accuracies. Resolution refers to the smallest 
area on the ground that is to be mapped. Classification accuracy refers to 
what hierarchical level different categories of land use will be listed. 
Positional accuracy refers to the relation of delineated boundaries with some 
specific geographic reference system relating to actual physical location on 
the ground. 
a. Resolution Accuracy 
Resolution accuracy refers to the smallest area on ~he ground which is 
considered to be a distinct land use and is to be delineated as such. For 
example, if the resolution accuracy is one acre, any differentiable land use 
with an ar.eal extent of less than one acre is not mapped but is considered 
to be an integral part of the surrounding use. 
Resolution accuracies may be applied differentially but systematically 
throughout the study area. In regional applications, urban areas are often 
mapped at a greater resolution than the surrounding rural areas. Decisions as to 
whether or not to map linear features are usually determined by linear distance 
of the feature cross section, such as the width of a road, as opposed to actual 
areal parameters. 
b. Classification Accuracy 
Classification accuracies describe the ability to correctly determine 
the land use according to the chosen classification system and the hierarch-
ical level within that system. That is to say, if a classification accuracy 
of 90% were established, for any sample of delineated parcels, the assigned 
land use should be correct for at least 90% of the parcels. Because the assign-
ment of land use to a classification system element is sometimes a value 
judgement, this accuracy term is not precisely measurable. It should be 
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pstablished though and is often included in private contracts as the pri
mary 
means of determining accuracy. A reasonable accuracy from remotely sen
sed 
data is 95% if ground survey checking is used concurrently with the phot
o 
interpretation. 
c. Positional Accuracy 
Position refers to the relation of de'.ineated boundaries with some spe-
cific geographic reference system. If the land use map \vill be used to
 sum-
marize land use by area measurement and the accuracy of resul ts is to b
e 
within 2% of reality, then a base map that is accurate to 2% tolerance 
is 
required. The United States Geological Survey publishes maps certified
 to a 
ground accuracy of 40 feet (12 meters). Base maps with this accuracy will 
provide adequate control to enable area measurements acceptable to most
 plan-
ners. However, if a generalized map is being prepared to assist in zon
ing 
or management decisions that do not require areal measurements, or is n
ot to 
be registered with other map data, then more distortions may be accepta
ble. 
Step 4: Select Data Source 
Land use data may be obtained by either actual inspection on the ground 
(field survey) or from remotely sensed imagery, or by a combination of the 
two. Remotely sensed imagery is available from many government and priv
ate 
film libraries or may be contracted for from private sources. A little
 time 
spent at the beginning of the project to determine the availability of imagery 
for the region under investigation may payoff in savings of both time 
and 
money. Use of available imagery may require a compromise in some of th
e 
planning parameters, but the savings may justify the use. 
Today we have the advantage of diverse platforms that provide several 
types of images for multiple dates or time periods. The aerial image (Figure 
lb) enables large regions (e.g. the California Desert with 25 million acres, 
10 mi l .lion hectares) with poor accessibility to be mapped with a high degree 
of accuracy. Data for land use mapping from remotely sensed imagery ha
s be-
come a normal acquisition method and the field survey is used for accura
cy 
checking. Selected scale imagery can be acquired that will fulfill mos
t of 
the data requirements to a third level of calssification and sometimes e
ven 
to lower levels. However, there are limitations. For example, if the
 clas-
sification system requires knowledge of the composition of types of bus
inesses 
in high rise buildings in the central business district, then imagery is
 not 
the total solution. 
The two methods of data acquisition (aerial imagery and ground survey) 
used in combination present the most complete solution to land use mapp
ing. 
Imagery can ~rovide the basis for boundary determination as well as esta
blish-
ing land use to the second and third levels of classification. To verif
y 
questionable areas of interpretation, it is essential to perform a groun
d 
survey. Any urban detail, such as distinguishing between retail and wh
olesale 
trades (which are not detectable from imagery), must be resolved from the 
field survey. 
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Step 5: Select the Scale and Type of Imagery 
The ground resolution (dimensions of the smallest object on the image 
to be detected) desired and the target being imaged usually dictate the 
scale and type of ima~ery to be obtained. Because of the contrast found 
on some imagery (such as color infrared), a lower resolution may be possible. 
If vegetation detection is a prerequisite, color infrared film is sugge
sted. 
However, for some types of resource mapping, other films are desired. T
he 
ramifications of film type and resolution are too extensive to elaborate
 in this 
discussion. The reader is referred to the American Society of Photogram
metry's 
Manual of Remote Sensing for detailed information on the subject. Figure 2 
shows three different scales of NASA imagery and gives an indication of 
the 
resolution obtainable from each. 
a. Scale and Ground Resolution 
The level of classification will deteumine the needed ground resolution
. 
One factor to keep in mind when selecting imagery, \vhether from a librar
y or 
special aerial survey, is that the finer the resolution, the greater w
ill be 
the acquisition cost (e.g. a scale of 1:3,000 costs at least 10 times that of 
a scale of 1:30,000!:). It is often possible to work \.;rith imagery at less 
resolution than might otherwise be thought. As an example, a project may be 
established to ascertain beach attendance on a Sunday afternoon in the s
ummer. 
The first reaction is to acquire imagery that can detect a person walkin
g on 
the beach, which would require ground resolutions of less than. 3 m (1 foot). 
Obtaining this type of resolution would normally require the imagery to 
be at 
a scale of between 1:2,000 and 1:3,000. Perhaps the beach attendance could
 
just as \<7ell be established by counting nearby parked cars. To detect an auto-
mobile, a ground resolution of only 3 m (9-10 feet) is required. Imagery 
obtained at a scale of 1:24,000 can easily provide this information. The 
cost of the smaller scale imagery \.;rould be considerably less since the s
ame 
format imagery at a smaller scale can image a much larger land area and 
thus 
requires fewer frames of film. Again, note Figure 2 showing NASA image
ry at 
three different scales and the relative coverage of each. 
Another scale consideration relates to the rectification required to 
produce a planimetric map (e.g. all points on the map are located in true 
distance and angular relationship to each other relative to a given base
). 
Having the original image produced at the same scale as the base contro
l 
map may provide a cost savings in the data transfer process. The United
 
States Geological Survey publishes a topographic series of maps at a sca
le 
of 1:24,000 that provides excellent planimetric control. Imagery acquired 
at the same scale enables the transfer of data simply by overlaying the 
image on the base map. When selecting imagery from the government libra
ries, 
it may be necessary to compromise on the scale and ground resolution to 
take 
advantage of the cost savings provided by the advffi1tage of not paying fo
r 
original acquisition costs. 
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b. Platform 
The selection of the platform utilized to acquire the imagery will have 
been pre-established if the imagery is being acquired from government sources. 
Some selectability is available if ne~.; imagery is being acquired from a private 
aerial survey company. Low altitude and some medium altitude aircraft flights 
are available from private sources. High altitude aircraft flights and satel-
lite platform data is available from government sources only. The definition 
of platform altitudes and attendant scales for purposes of this manual are: 
PL~rFORM ALTITUDE 
Low Altitude (5,000 - 15,000 ft.) 
Medium Altitude (15,000 45,000 ft.) 
High Altitude (50,000 - 70,000 ft.) 
Satellite (100 - 600 n mil 
c. Founat and Type of Imagery 
RELATIVE SCALE NORMALLY OBTAINED 
1:1,000 to 1:12,000 
1:12,000 to 1:30,000 
1:30,000 to 1:250,000 
Smaller than 1:250,000 
Imagery available from government sources includes various formats and 
types of imagery. Film or print formats range from 70mm "chips" to 9" x 9" 
aerial roll film format. Prints, negatives or positive film, are available 
in black & white, natural color, color infrared, or thermal infrared as well 
as film prvduced from a few other types of sensors (Figure 3). In addition, 
multispectral imagery is available in both digital and film formats. If the 
vast collection of imagery held by government sources cannot meet individual 
requirements, then a locally contracted survey must be planned. Under the 
latter circumstances, the planner must still decide the type of imagery and 
format considered in light of their costs. . 
The sharp contrast afforded by Color Infrared (CIR) imagery is a big 
factor in selecting it for land use mapping. Although it costs approximately 
4 times as much as bla~k and white film, it provides many surrogates to make 
the interpretation process faster and thus saves costly man hours which more 
than pay for the added cost of the film. Two particular examples stand out 
in urban land use mapping. The typical single family residential district 
becomes very distinct with the uniform false color red of tree-lined streets 
intermixed with the dark gray of shingled roof tops. The Central Business 
District (CBD) becomes readily definable by its contrasting blue-gray signa-
ture of the stark buildings lacking any red that might indicate vegetation 
such as trees. Even the few trees being added to renovate sections of the 
CBD show an insignificant redness against the predominance of the larger 
buildings. crR likewise shows a sharper contrast of features as opposed to 
natural color (Figure 4a, and b). 
The complexities of the use of various types of films and platforms 
prohibit a detailed discussion in this procedural manual. Because of the 
complexities of the interpretation process (and its associated pre-planning), 
the American Society of Photogrammetry has published a two volume series 
entitled Manual of Remote Sensing (ASP 1976). As stated in the preface, it 
is anticipated that an agency planning to develop a land use mapping system 
or employ some of the techniques described here has become aware o.! the 
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Figure 3: Photo-interpreter selecting the type of imagery and fonnat size (STEP 4). 
Remotely sensed imagery is available from governmental sources in many forms as in-
di cated in the sensor typ s listed in figure 1. It may b available as film trans-
parencies in black and white (B/W), color, color infrared, or as prints. Scanned 
image data may be available in many forms and sizes including magnetic tape storage 
which may be further processed into image data by the user with such capabilities. 
If the imagery from government sources is not suitable due to timeliness, availa-
bility, resolution, or other reasons, then a private aerial survey may be contracted 
to rpovide the exact type of imagery desired. 
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Figure 4: Comparison of the contrast between natural color prints and color infrared prints. (STEP 5). False 
color infrared imagery is recommend for most land use mapping objectives. The sharp contrast of the false 
i nfrared vegetation in image b anables the interpreter to detect the boundaries between different categories 
of land use with greater ease~ The color infrared return of the trees along the residential streets as well as 
the ' red' grass lawns are typical residential surrogates. The grey roof of the U-shaped school administration 
buildi ng a t the bottom of the image stands out against the 'red ' grass in image b, much more distinctly than i n 
image ~. The growing status of the orange groves are more evident in image~. -
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complexities of photo-interpretation through various courses or through
 
study of the Manual of Remote Sensing or similar technical manuals. 
Step 6: Establish Base Mapping System 
The choice of a base map to be used in controlling the drafting of the 
work map is dependent upon the required accllracies. The base map should
 
contain cultural details (i.e. roads or other significant points) that can 
be related to features detectable on the image. The features should be 
spread throughout the map so that the image detail can be rectified to t
he 
planimetric map base. If cultural features are not available on the ma
p, 
it is sometimes possible to use natural features that maintain a high de
gree 
of stability. Many stream beds are found to hold their positions over t
he 
period that USGS topographic maps are updated. 
In the United States, it has been found that the most suitable base maps
 
are published by the United States Geological Survey. Three series of t
opo-
graphic maps (Figure 5) are published at scales of 1:24,000, 1:62,500 and 
1:250,000 (U.S.G.S., 1969). At a cost of $1.25 per sheet, the maps are rela-
tively inexpensive and can be obtained for any area in the United States
 in 
at least one of the three different scales. Distribution centers are lo
cated 
throughout the United States, including the Map Distribution Center, U.S
.G,S. 
Denver Federal Center, Bldg. 41, Denver, CO 80225. 
If area calculation is not a concern, then base map selection is not 
critical. In this case, a suitable base map may even include an ordinar
y 
road map, or a map included in a standard atlas. However, the latter ma
ps 
create a copyright problem and cannot be reproduced without permission. 
Most government maps are not copyrighted, which makes the choice of U.S
.G.S. 
maps perhaps the most acceptable map to use for all cases. 
C. MAPPING PHASE 
The actual production of the initial work map involves the transfer of t
he 
relevant data from the image to the initial work map. If a planimetric 
map is 
required, the data transfer process of the mapping phase must be control
led 
by utilizing an accurately prepared base map such as a U.S.G.S. topograp
hic 
map. Planimetric control can be obtained manually to the accuracy requ
ired 
for most purposes by overlaying the work map (a sheet of frosted mylar drafting 
film) on the base control map. The cultural features seen on the base map 
(e. g. highways ~ boundary lines) can be d.rawn on the work map to become the 
planimetric control lines. Automated systems have been developed that m
ain-
tain accurate planimetric control by utilizing a procedure called electr
onic 
resectioning (Tewinkel, 1966). 
The data transfer process involves the procedures of: scale change, ima
ge 
rectification, boundary interpretation, land use interpretation, and a f
ield 
check of randomly selected parcels for verification of accuracy and corr
ection 
of uncertain interpretations. 
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Figure 5: Examples of three scales of U. S. G. S. topographic maps that may be 
used in establishing th base mapping syst m (STEP 6) . These serie 0 maps a r 
generally avai able from governmen sou c s 0 local ueprint off'ces at sca es 
of 1:24,000 (7 1/2 minute quad)' 1: 62, 500 (15 minut quad)· and 1:250 , 000. U.S . G. S 
is also starting to produce seri s of topographic maps to coincide wi h m tric uni s 
(i.e. 1:100,000). A 1 mapping systems that conv rt image data to map form r quire 
a base map to control the angular , directional and distance relationships between 
all points from the image a th map . The U. S. G. S. topographic series has proved 
most useful in this respect , because each series does provide stated point location 
accuraci s (1:24,000 scale is accurat to 40 ground f t) . Gov mm nt prepared 
base maps have no copyrigh restrictions on their use . any dis or tions found in 
the photographic images can b corrected ither manually or mechanicall y and r duced 
to a planimetric base by using the U. S. G. S. topographic maps as a wor i og base map . 
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Step 7: Method of Scale Change, Image Rectification, and Data Transfer 
Imagery is seldom available or obtained at the same scale as the base 
work map. Also, most images contain distortions that must be rectified 
to 
the planimetric scale of the baDe map. While several very expensive aut
o-
matic systems have b.:!en developerl to perform the data transfer process, 
most 
small land use mapping ".gencies perform the function lrranually. The data
 
transfer process in land use mapping is the most critical function. The
 
entire statistical analysis of land use data depends upon the accuracy o
f 
the interpretation of the imagery and the precise location of parcel bou
ndaries 
from the image to the work map. Various devices and techniques have bee
n, 
and are being, developed to assist the transfer of land use data from im
agery 
to maps. 
a. The Manual Method 
The method of data transfer that has been employed for centuries applies
 
equally to image data transfer and involves the overlay of the work shee
t on 
the base control map and visual transfer of the data (Figure 6). The image 
is studied for certain identifiable cultural features such as roads and 
high-
ways. The same roads and highways are identified on the base map and li
nes 
are drawn where land use boundaries are desired. Boundaries along fence
 lines 
or other differentiating land use boundaries which do not appear as cult
ural 
features on the base map are drawn by interpolating the distance between
 de-
tectable cultural features. The manual process accounts for the necessa
ry 
scale changes and rectifies the distortions present in most images. 
b. The Projection Method 
Another common method of transferring data from the image to a ~.lOrk map 
has been to project the image onto the work map. Some advanced proj ection 
methods have been developed such as the Bausch and Lomb Zoom Transfer Sc
ope 
(Figure 7) which uses the camera-lucida technique of projecting the image 
and the base map simultaneously onto the same eyepiece by use of mirrors
. 
Several other types of image enlarging projection systems are commercially 
available. Figure 8 shows a reflecting/proj ecting, enlarger/reducer in 
which the image is enlarged onto the work map. Perhaps the simplest met
hod 
is to use an ordinary projector either through a glass screen or against a 
matte surface on the wall. Any of the projection systems requi're that the 
work map overlay the control base map -- or if not overlayed, that sign
ifi-
cant control features are copied onto the work map to provide planimetri
c 
control. If the proj ection is through a glass onto the work map (i. e. rear 
projection), it becomes impossible to place an opaque base control map 
between the work map and proj ector. In this event, it becomes essential 
that control features are sketched on the work map from the base control
 
map before the projection process begins. 
c. The Photo Reduction/Enlargement Method 
The advent of inexpensive matte surface photo film bases has made the 
technique of photo reduction/enlargement a more accepted, accurate, and 
cost effective method of image-to-map data transfer. Bither the base ma
p 
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Figure 6: Manually transferring ·mage data to the base wo k map (STEP 7a). On 
of the least expensive and most often used methods of transf rring the data from 
an image to th base map is to inspect th photo, locate. points on th photo and 
locate the corresponding poin s on th map and draw in boundari s b tw n th se 
points to outline the particular land use parc 1 on the work map. This meth d 
manually corrects or rectifies th distortions on th image cr ated by the cam a 
or oth device used to produce the image. Lik wise, any changes in s ale from the 
image to the map can be made at this time. Visually changing scales is fac litated 
by using proportional dividers, 10 point proportional dividers are the most effective 
in this process. 
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Figure 7: Illustration of the camera lucinda principal of optically projecting 
an image onto a base map (STEP 7b). The zoom transfer scope being used in the 
[igure will either reflect or project the image onto the base map. The operator, 
through a series of mirrors, views the image being superimposed upon the base map . 
The zoom feature of the scope permits scale changes to be made as the boundarie" 
are being traced onto the map. Also it is possible to rectify some of the images' 
distortions during this optical-mechanical assisted data transfer process. 
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Figure 8: Another illustration of STEP 7b shows nno her type of mechanical-optical 
equipment in which the image is refl cted or projected onto the base map from the 
revers de side . This syst m requires a translucent copy of the base map to be pre-
pared . The object of this data transfer system is to p rform the scale change 
from the image scale to the base map scale . The particular device shown can enlarge 
the image four times (4X) or reduce the image to one-quarter size (1/4X) . Because 
of the requirement of a translucent base map this process usually is performed 
by tra ing control features (roads boundary lines , etc . ) from the base map (e . g . 
VSGS topographic sheet) onto a sh et of mylar with a matte surface on one side. 
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is photographically reduced to the image scale or the image is photograph-
ically enlarged to the base map scale (Figure 9). The process provides a 
black and white transparent film that can be overlayed by either image-on-
base map or base map-on-image. 
Using the base map for control, the next step is to establish boundaries 
for each land use type, interpret the land 1lse classification, and produce 
a planimetric work map. 
The boundaries can be quickly established by overlaying the reproduced 
map transparency on the image (Figure 8) (or the scaled film image over the 
base map), and drawing appropriate lines between the various land use types. 
Interpretation can proceed at the same time that boundaries are being 
draw'n. However, some interpreters find it convenient to do the in terpreting 
separately using a magnifier to get a better "look" at the image data. 
Planimetric control is provided by the cultural features on the base 
map ~Yhich can be utilized as boundaries where indicated. The natural camera 
distortion encountered in most images can be rectified by slight adjustment 
of the overlay. When boundary lines fall between tvlO cultural features of 
the base maps (e.g. roads), then a slight adjustment may be necessary to 
interpolate the correct distance between the roads that bound the area. A 
set of variable calipers with 10 divisions is a useful tool in estimating 
distances between points. 
Certain regions of the world, such as the Western United States, have 
accurate survey control where land is divided into square mile sections. 
Quite often property lines fallon even divisions of these sections (e.g. 
1/8, 1/4, or 1/2 mile divisions). Using common sense, it becomes a simple 
procedure to locate accurate boundary lines. 
Step 8: Conduct a Field Survey to Check Interpretation Accuracies. 
Upon completion of the initial work map, it will be found that some 
parcels cannot be identified with certainty from the imagery. Also, it is 
desirable to know what accuracy was obtained in the interpretation process. 
A field survey becomes necessary at this point to answer these questions. 
Obviously, a 100% field survey would negate the purpose of performing the 
land use mapping by photo interpretation. A common sampling technique use-
ful in this instance is "random sampling". A grid matrix of 100 x 100 cells 
is overlayed on the v70rk map. A four-digit table of random numbers is used 
to produce 100 cell numbers on the matrix. The parcels falling under these 
100 random ce: Is become the targets for the field survey. The accuracy of 
the map is ther, established by verifying on the field survey the correctness 
of the laborato::y interpretation. Likewise, the field survey will provide 
the classification identity of those parcels that could not be interpreted 
in the laboratory. 
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Figure 9: Relativply inexp nsive photo-en arg ad of he imag s as 
a pod ivc ransparency on photographic film wi h a matte su fa (STEP 7c) . 
The enlargemen is made to th scale of th~ base map , or h map can be educed 
to the image size by the same photo process. The purpose p otog aphic en-
largement proc~dure is to permit the image to be used as ay on or under the 
base map. Having chang d the sc le photographically , it becomes a simple procedure 
to draw in the boundary lines of each land use parc 1 on h base map by visual in-
spection of the image. Rectification of the distortions of the origin 1 image are 
still present in the enlarg ment but they can b rectified by moving the image 
features to correspond to the respective control features on the base map . 
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D. DATA COMPILATION AND PRESENTATION PHASE 
The data on the work map is now verified and the working map is plani-
metrically correct. The work map consists of a set of connected boundar
ies 
(polygons) and associated land use attributes. He are now faced with the 
decision as to what method should be used to prepare a final map that me
ets 
the t:reviously determined qua~ity. 
Step 9: Select Method of Final Reproduction 
The work or 'draft' map may be all that is required by the Uber and 
• 
the map is completed. However, most users de~ire a map where each land u
se 
type on the map is colored or shaded the same legend. If only one final 
copy 
that is no t: intended to be changed or updated is desired, then the final 
map prubably ~hould be accomplished manually. However, if area calculati
ons 
are required for the various types of land use and/or the map data is to 
be 
periodically updated, or the land use data is to be combined with other i
nfor-
mation for a composite type presentation, it may be worth the time and e
ffort 
to encode the data into computer compatible format and reproduce future m
aps 
and changes automatically. 
Step 10: PrepcE'·'.:! a Clean Copy of the Land Use Map 
Hhether the final map is produced manually or by machine procedure, a 
"clean" map will be required for further processing. In manual productio
n, 
the "clean" copy often is obtained by inking in the boundary lines and cl
ean-· 
ing up the oth~r areas with various drafting techniques. In machine proc
es-
sing there are several considerations. The degree of cleanliness depends
 
upon the method of data conversion. 
If the work map was produced on mylar film (e.g. photo enlargement of the 
image or topographic map) with all the shades of gray of the original image, 
or all the topographic features of the map (e.g. contour lines), then the 
line work must be extracted from the background. In many cases, the only
 
reasonable solution is to redraw the desired boundary lines on a clean m
ylar 
overlay. Using a light table, this procedure can be accomplished rapidly
. 
In addition to removing unwanted detail on the \o70rk map, it is also 
necessary to provide additional data conversion information for machine p
ro-
cessing. One method of data conversion is for an operator to digitize ea
ch 
line segment of the work map. If each polygon is digitized independently
, 
the result is double digitizing. That is, the line segments are digitize
d 
twice; once for each adjacent polygon. This presents no problem at the 
intersection of lines. However, where a line segment be- '" the oper<"tor
 
must know where to loc.ate a vertex point for that bend ~.: that he digiti
zes 
the same location for both adjacent polygons. Hence, the preparation of a 
"clean" map copy for machine conversion may also i,nclude placing tic mark
s 
on any line segment thaL changes direction other than at the intersection
 of 
two or more lines. Figure 10 is an example of a land use map prepared fo
r 
digitizing. 
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Figure 10: Example of a "clean" land use work map prepare for conversion of data 
into machine (digital) format (STEP 10). All lines extraneous to the final map 
are removed. Eacp parcel is numbered and 5.ts land use code is entered. Beginning 
point of each polygon (parcel) is given a tic mark (lower left hand point). All 
change of directions on line segments that are not 90 0 intersections are given a 
tic mark for convenience of relocating the point when double digitizing the boundary 
lines. 
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Step 11: Convert "Clean" Work Map to Machine Format 
The remainder of discussion in this phase considers the problems of 
machine production of land use maps because manually produced maps would 
be completed at the end of step 10. 
a. Machine Digiti~ing 
The conversion of a map to machine format can be accomplished in several 
ways, including manual conversion utilizing a coordinate overlay, or through 
the use of anyone of the many machine scanners or line followers which have 
been developed. The discussion will be limited to manual conversion procedures 
using an x-y coordinate table. 
A commonly used device for map data conversion is a coordinatograph 
(Figure 11). This is a table and associated electronics that will measure 
the X and Y coordinates of a point [rom a pre-set origin to accuracies of from 
one-hundredth (0.01) of an inch to ten-thousandths (0.0001) of an inch. The 
finer the resolution of measurement, the costlier the machine. Most land use 
or thematic map data conversion can be accomplished with a resolution of one-
hundredth (0.01) of an inch. By mea:lS of mechanical and optical encoders, 
the analog map data are trallf.ffcrred to electronic equipment that converts 
the analog measuring signal to a digital machine readable form. The data are 
now converted from manual processing and all further processing is accomplished 
within computer systems. Details of the computer system may be found in 
section 5.3, Overview of the Spatial Information Processing System (SIPS). 
b. Procedural Error Editing 
Both time and money can be saved if the raw converted map data is sub-
jected to a preliminary edit procedure. The edit is designed to detect pro-
cedural errors that are caused by the human operator. Most of the human errors 
are excusable because digitizing is a tedious task and requires close con-
centration with considerable eye-strain occurring during the process. The 
visual editing of converted data is laborious, time consuming and inaccurate. 
A computer editing program performing the same operations takes about 30 
seconds time (even for a detailed map) and detects all procedural errors. 
For example, if the ope.rator failed to close a polygon (return to the original 
starting point), the. program will detect that condition, which would other-
wise lead to an ambiguous situation. The operator must then correct the 
errors (Fisure 12). Manual edit of the same data may take one to two hours 
and not necessarily detect all the errors. 
c. Geometric Editing 
Once the raw data has been edited and corrected, a test map must be 
plotted (Figure 13). The test map is then edited for geometric errors in 
digitizing that occur either through machine failure or operator error. 
If the operator fails to locate the same point within a set selected toler-
ance (0.01" to 0.03"), a double line may be created bordering adj acent poly-
gons. This error is apparent on the test map as a double line. Overlaying 
the test map on the "clean" work map will detect the error. The double line 
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Figure 11: Conversion of the "clean" work map into machine (digital) format (STEP lla) is performed on a digi-
tizer or coordinatograph table . The table has a movable cursor (either floating or fixed to a moveaLle arm) that 
is geared to an optical encoder (bowls at top of arm and upper right hand corner of table) which activates an 
electronic encoding system that converts the X- Y coordinate points of the table to digital codes. The X-Y co-
ordinates are measured to accuracies of 0 . 01 or 0 . 001 inches from a pre-selected origin point on the table. Most 
land use mapping can be performed to an acceptable accuracy by using a table that will encode points to 0.01 inch . 
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Figure 12 : Procedural errors that occur during the digitizing process must be corrected before a final map can 
be plotted (STEP 11b) . An edit program has been written for the Spatial Information Processing System (SIPS) 
that performs the machine compilation for reproducing the land use maps. The edit program is written to detect 
all the possible errors that can occur during the digitizing process (e.g. Two polygons given the same number; 
vertice sequence numbers not correct (event number error); Polygon (parcel) was not closed). Figure a shows a 
sample listing . Figure b shows the corr ection of machine cards utilizing the edit listing and the original work 
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Figure 13: Geometric errors occurring during the digitizing process must be 
corrected by producing a test map (STEP llc). The digitizing process is per-
formed for each polygon separately. This system results in double digitizing 
each line (clockwise for one polygon and counterclockwise for the adjacent polygon). 
If the operator skips a point around the boundary of a polygon, it will create a 
"spike" as shown in the example. If the tic marks had not been placed on the 
"clean" work map (Figure 10), the example would show many "slivers" where the oper-
ator was not able to locate the precise point that was digitized for the adjacent 
polygon. 
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may also create a calculation error in determining the area of a polygon
. 
Occasionally, the conversion equipment will malfunction and not record 
the correct X or Y coordinate, or the computer will be unable to read a 
coordinate and substitute a zero value. A "spike" will be created which 
causes the plotter to draw a line from its last position to some distant
 
point on the map. When all the geometric errors are corrected, then fin
al 
map production can begin. 
Step 12: Produce Statistical Tabulation of Land Use Data 
One purpose for machine production is to be able to accurately compute 
the land use areas. Once the final edit and corrections have been made, 
the area data can be generated with assurance of accuracy (i.e. less than 
1% error in computed area). Digital computers permit rapid computation of 
areas for individual polygons (Figure 14a). In addition, a more useful 
tabulation is a compilation of total area for each land use classificatio
n 
present on the map (Figure 14b). 
Step 13: Produce Final Land Use Maps 
The final step in land use or thematic map production is to draw or 
plot a shaded or colored map - commonly called a choroplethic map. At th
is 
point, the computer cannot determine the shades and/or the colors to be u
sed 
for the various land use types. The computer must be instructed as to w
hich 
shade and/or color is to be placed in each polygon. Reference should be 
made to anyone of several standard cartography textbooks for the theory 
of 
shade and coloring techniques. Generally, the feature to be emphasized w
ill 
have the densest shade or be selected from the red end of the color spect
rum. 
Some computer programs will produce part or all of the map legend~ other
-
wise legends must be added manually. Titles and subtitles are an essent
ial 
part of a map. Each map should have a scale. If the map is to be photo
-
graphically changed in scale, then a graphic bar is the only scale that c
an 
be placed on the map. Other types of scales' (e.g. representative fractions) 
lose their meaning when the map is photographically reduced or enlarged. 
There can be several overlay features added to the final map, either 
manually or by computer. If a user needs a road network for a reference 
system, it can be drawn in by machine or manually. Other reference areas
 
such as place names can be similarly added. 
Figure 15 shows a four pen flatbed plotter that permits both the out-
line of the land use map to be drawn and each parcel to be shaded with up
 
to four colors. Four colors will permit 45 different landuse categorjes 
to be shaded, whereas only 12 landuse areas can be shaded with one pen. 
Figure 16 is an example of a one pen shaded landuse map showing both urban 
and rural landuse. 
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ARE~ CALCULATIONS AREAS BY TYPE 
SCALE FACTOR IS 9.58 TYPE ACRES HECTARES 
1100. 6461.34 2614. El 
1400. 170.31 6d.S2 
PCLYGON TYPE ACRES HECTARES 2000. 103.30 41.81 
1 11UJ. 5.33 2.16 Lloe. 4.23 1.71 
2 1100. 14 .. 70 5.<;5 2400. 77.0'1 31.20 
3 9100. 1379.04 5SS.CB 2700. 3.34 1.35 
4 9100. 3350.67 135!j.97 3400. CJ.97 4.C3 
5 !:l100. 140.43 56.83 3SUiJ. 6.52 2.64 
6 8160. 359.57 145.51 4200. .lJ2.60 94.13 
7 9300. 1<;1.44 19.90 4300. 101.04 4e.8'.; 
8 9100. 65.88 26.66 470C. 2 .. 62 1.G6 
9 9100. 10.60 4.29 4t300. 223.15 90.30 
10 8100. 336.93 136.35 5000e 50t.12 229.91 
11 7400. 12.67 2S.41 5400. 5.IH:i 2.38 
12 1100. 63.36 25.64 5500. 19.16 1.76 V1 13 910J. 2074.5S 839.56 13.25 5.36 00 I 5800. 
.p-
14 74CO. 193.86 76.45 >:>j~ .p- 6200. 95.b4 3S.10 Q 15 6800. 9.43 3.82 6500. 22.94 9.26 8z 16 9100. 320.12 12<;.19 6100. 41.02 16.60 
17 8100. 6.29 2.55 675C. 1201.33 488.59 ~~ 
16 6200. 55.64 22.52 6iloe. 555.2C 224.68 {i.)t-O C1> 19 8100. .ie7.95 lS • .iel 6900. 1.57 0.6.ie ~Q 20 9100. 9.16 3.71 7200. 21.27 11.03 ~t.:r:J 
21 9100. 52.24 21.14 740G. 41e.73 166.22 ~m 
22 8100. 13.51 5.41 7600. 68.33 27.65 
23 6500. 19 .. 84 8.C3 7900. 1.39 0.56 
24 llOO. 7.bS 3.11 8100. 25~5.65 1034.24 
25 9100. 121.18 51.11 8110. 3352.25 1356.61 
26 9300. 1~1.10 49.25 8120. 6400.10 2590.03 
27 9100. 441.13 118.16 8160. 359.57 145.51 
28 9100. 26.67 10.79 8200. 21.84 11.26 
29 9100~ 15.61 6.32 8500. 143.39 56.03 
Figure 14: One of the products of SIPS is a statistical tabulation (STEP 12) of the data compiled by the computer 
process. The example shows the area calculation for each polygon (parcel) and a summation of the total area for 
each land use type found on the map. 
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Figure 15: The final STEP 13 is the production of the completed land use map. 
The illustration shows a flat bed plotter with a 4 pen head that enables four 
different color or four different pen widths to be used alternately. A flat bed 
plotter is used when precision plotting is desired for the final map. The par-
ticular plotter shown permits the final map to be overlayed on the original base 
map and all lines will be coincident . For maps that do not require such precise tolerance~ there are many less expensive drum type plotters available. 
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Figure 16: The final product (STEP 13) is illustrated in the above map produced 
from the. Sf atiul Information Processing System (SIFS) from a one-pen plot. Nine 
black and white shades are possible from one pen showing the first level of the 
land use classification cede. 
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APPLIED GEOGRAPHY 
REMOTE SENSING OF WATER DEMAND INFORMATION 
j09N R. JENSEN, JOHN E. ESTES, LEONARD W. BOWDEN, 
and LARRY R. TINNE1' 
WATER resource problems are widespread, and resource management models capable of structUring and synthesi7.ing the mass of data for lan;r areas into a format for efficient analysis are in an carll' sta,?:c of research and development. Water supply and 
demand models of varying levels of application are rurrently a"aiiable; however. the models are 
usually localized in areal extent and rely mainly on histon;:al data. Future water consumption 
is generally projected from historical land use or land rover information, census tract data, 
water hookup and meter records, or other surrogate information.
' 
However, if we are to 
maximize water supply to meet demands, we must have near real-time statistics on water 
demand on a re,!ional, state, national, and even international basis. 
Earth resourre satellite systems sllch as I.andsat, capable of providing this input data to 
drive models. have only been operational since 1972' The basic need for such data led 
investigators condllrtin~' Cencral Electrk's "Total Earth Resources Systems for the Shuttle 
Era" (TERSSE) study to idrnllfr two priority mi~sions as. to survey and imcntory the volume 
and distributjun of ,urfacr "'ilter and ~roundwater in orcler to a"oss a,'"ilablc supplies fur 
urban and a~ri(ultural ('Ufl5UTTlIHiun; nnd (0 <iurvC"y and rnoniwr rroplnnd il1lhc l'nitt"rl Stutes 
in ortIn lU l'id11lliltr <Stilllate, (If short-term :lIul lung-term demand fur irrigatiun w.lter.' 
For several years prior to the TERSSE. evaluation, the National .\eronautit's nnd Space 
Administration (NASA) funded the l~ni,r"sity of California to dc-.\up remme sensing pro-
cedure; to bc used in analyzing and l'redklitl~ wat"r stlpply and demand,' Siudies in rentral 
and southern Californi .. h:IVe fo('used on the id('ntifi('alion ofcrilicd water demand parameters 
that can be invcntoried by multidatr. high-altitude airrr"lt phowgraph), and Landsat image-
processing methodologies. In cntljunction with the California St.lte Department of Water 
Resources (DWR) and vari(,.> local districts and agent·ies. it was determined that the most 
reliable surr0'Satc parameters ",dieative of water demand for a given area arc land use and 
population density. Detcction of land me ch'\Ilge and environmental modification are possible 
I Surroqatrs often lIsrd to produce data on waler ronsump1i{)n tlrc'· type of crops prr l,mil area, couplrd 
with i1\'era~C irri~rltion f'Ht' for thitt crop; or dass iind area or resid::ntialland use, coupled with stalistic5 
for a\era~(" \\.Her consumption for such land u~e. Future (k'mar~d models arc balted on pc:r capita or pt·, 
area consumplion and projccted rhanQ;c in population and/or land use. 
, I.~ndsal-I. former!\ called the Earth RC'ources Technolo~y Satellite (ERTS). was launched onJul), 'II. 
19i.l. t\ second Landsat was launched in 197.i- Thrsc first two Landsat st:rics saleIlites carry the same prime 
remote senmr complement: three rcturn beam vidicon (TV~type) cameras operating in three scoparale 
wavden~th bands, .4ijllm-.j75I'm (designated channel I) •. 5Bolml-.6Bopm (designaled channel .1. and 
.fi411,1lm--8:\ltlJm (d«"si~mlt("d chan.Old ~O; and a fou:r~l'hannel muhispertral scanner system operating at 
. 5'K1llm- 6uol'm (d«i~n",ed channd ~).6oullm-7("'l'm (design.ted channel 5), .700I'm-.&Hll'm (desig-
n.,ed channrl61. "nd .&IO/Lm-I.IOllpm (de~ign.,ted channel 7) 
J "Definition Oflhc Total Earth RC"!oiolirres System for the Shuule Era" (10 \<ols.; Oem'ral Ekllrk Sp:uC' 
lJi'lsion. Phil.delph,., IQi~l. \'01. :1. pp. '1-1/, 
• "An r nle~rated Sludy of Earth Resources in the !ilate of (:alifornia Using Remote Sensing l'et-hniqu,," 
(ediled by R. ~. Colwell; Ann, R<pl., ~;\SA (;r'tnt NGL "5-IHI:I-4(1~. 1976). l'nder this Krdnl b.,il 
r~3ei\rch on Yrater demand is bdn~ conducted at )he RiverSide and Santa Barbara t:ampusc:~ uf thr 
l'niversity of California. Water supply research is conductcd ., the lIerkeley and lJavis campu.< •. 
• DH. jE1<SF.;>O;, DIt. ESTES, and ;\1R.·TI:>ii'E~· are in the Department of Geography, L'niver-
sity of California, Santa Barbara. California 93",6. Ih. BClWllE1< is in Ihe Department of Earth 
Sciences, University of California. Riverside, California 91511 • 
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LANDSAT-1, OCTOBER 17,1973, MSS 5 
Fit. t-TThc- ilgnlultura1 w.lIcr riC'mand }JU'CtiOUIIl study Olff"i\ to l\.C'rn Cnunty. C.1lifcnnia Silu;'lIC'd in 
the 'irmi"rid l;()ulhC'rn part or the Snn.Jna'ltHn Vnlle\'. it IS the' s("(ond nwst procturli\:(" .HZrJ( lJhural (ount)' 
in the United States 
by remote sensing techniques and can provide data for modeling both short-term and lons-
term water dcma~d.· The degree to' which the proccdures developed arc 'Icneral or site-,pcc ific 
is being evaluated by l'nivcrsi!}' of Cdhfornia researchers, and the role of future satellite and 
sensor technology to be used in water demand modds i, bcin<; :!sse,s~r1, 
The rcsults of research in Kern County and the l 'pper Santa Ana Riler Basin demonstrate 
the capability of remote sensing to provide data for both urban and agrirultural "ater demand 
models. In cach study, a methodology IS demonstrated to hi~hli~ht thr basic premise that 
remote sensing has an impact on the environmental modeling process by pro\iding spatial. 
accurate data through time at scales compatible with model information requirements. The 
Kern County study documents the applicatiun of remote sensing techniques and methodologies 
tD agricultural wnlcr demand modeling; the Santa Ana River Basin study describes the use (1', 
remote sensing data as input into an empirical model that utilizes net land use information " • 
the driving parameter for predicting both urban :lnd rural water consumption. 
I The usc of remote sensing or lh~ environment in wale; resource research 15 described in \'"ilham ~leyer 
and Rollin I. Welch; Water Resource. Assessment ••• , :>.Ianual of RerT'9le Sensin~ (. vols ; Amer. Soc, or 
PhottlgramlOctry. Falls Chu~ch, Va., 1975), Vol. '. o~. I H9-15,1; Victor 1. 1-1yers; Crops and Soils. in I~,d .• 
Vol. 1, pp. 1715-,813; Robert \\'. Pephes and H.rold F. Keuper' Regional (\nalysi •• in Ih,d., Vol. ,. pp. 
19H-19gB; and 11. Homer A,chmlnn, Leonard W, lIowden, Thomas R. Lyons •• nd Ralph S. Solecki; 
People: Past and Present, in ibId .• Vol. 2, pp. 1999-.060. Image data input and inform;ation systems are 
"escribed in Dieter Steiner and Anthony E. Salerno: Remote Sensor Data Systems, Processing. and 
Management, in Ib,d., Vol. I, pp. 611-803· 
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Agrl(uflll1t11 mag' 
Gross irrigated 
acres 
Cnil i1gricultural 
consumptive Usc 
SurJ(J(( and grtJundu'attr 
mol'tmrnl 
Volume of moisture 
deficient soH 
Percent to perched 
walrr table 
of;fI;'\ITJO:-o 
lrri~aled acreage 
lotal 
AC'r(~reet water 
n:quircmrnt by. 
individual crops 
Volume or 
unsatur3lC'd soil 
Pert'enl or nod. 
o\'erJyin~ perehrd 
\\"alC"r table X nodal 
decp pen'olation 
C'Q:\\'F.;'I:TlmML sot'RCE 
PC'fiodk flir surve)'s; 
fieldwork 
OCpl of Waler 
Rt'sourct's crop 
c:xprrimrnt'J 
Fieldwork 
(soil sun'eys) 
Fieldwork 
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H.f:\f(lH ')""",,'.\)(\\11-1, ",. 
,\nalY51'i IrdHli(Jurs and 
!ip(·~(r .. 1 regions 
Irr'l!If".,/1 r'JII/'mlll. 
muli,b;lnd. muitilemporal. 
mullitoHuz( rlj!i{ rilnination; 
pholo~r.,phie rr~ion 
(ttll,tdfIlJllllattf/U, 
mulllhnnd. mullitC'mporal. 
mlllll~tit~(' rlisrrimination; 
plltltul(mphir rC'\i;iOl\ 
S",/ mllllttlTf', 
compl<x modrling of 
rrspo'n!iC''t rrom rht'rnal 
infrared and mlt:rowave 
rr~lo"s 
/}rt h",/,ulltr lnhlf\' 
mulri~pC'rtral. multitemporal 
;tmliysls uf llhoIO!1;ritphic. 
Ihermal infrared. and 
microwave chta 
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KER:< Conrry AGRICt·I.Tl·RAI. WATER OE'I.\:-;O 
Kern County. California (Fig. r). is the second mosl productive a~riclliturall'Ounty in the 
Unit~d States, with an estimaled value of c1irecl farm marketing in t976 of more than 
Sjjo.ooo.coo. Productior, depends primitril1' on the irrit;ation of about a million acres.' Kern 
('.Qunt)' consumed more than 884.000 acre-feet of California Aqueducl water in r9ifi at a mean 
cost of S20 per acre-rOO! for the twenty-one water di"ricts in the county. Groundwater in exeess 
of IWO million acre-feet, or aboul three limes Ihe amount being imported by the state projecl. is 
extracted annually. Kcrn Count(s depcndcn~e on ~rollnd"·ater. al rates ex<,eedin~ a s~fe yicid. 
has resulted in a conlinuous decline of the water t~blc In most of the count}·, 
Anal} sis of l'r(~ected California Water Project deliveries through 1990 indicates thilt irriga-
tion water appl:cd 10 crops and water u"rd 10 replenish groundwater supplies \dll account for 
approximately 85 percent and ro percem of the Kern CounlY water demand. respectively. The 
remaining 5 percent is required 10 meet urban-industrial and recrealion demands. The need for 
t990 contrarted supplies of imported state water will be realized as early as t980. and if Kern 
County expands irrigated agriculture. the overdraft of groundwater will continue. 
In 19io the Kern County Water Agency (KCWA) de-'e1oped a digital computer model of the 
regional r;roundwater basin.' The model was iniliall}' calibrated using histor"al data and 
relied heavily on a'lriculturalland use data derived from terrestrial surve}·s. The purpose of the 
model is tOlal simulalion of waler transmission and stora((e in the Kern County water basin. 
"fter analyzing ·all modo! variables. it was conduded that remote sensors could provide data 
ior se"eral critical model parameters (Table I). The KCW:\ model incorporates both geological 
and agricultural land use information. The most dynamic element of the model is Ihe amount 
of irrigalion water applied to agricultural lands. WaleI' may either be pumped from local 
groundwater bashs, lowering groundwater levels, or imported from other regions. Neither th~ 
amount of groundwater pumped nor the amount of irrigation water applied is accuralel)' 
• '97" :lnnllaU:",p H,pa'lja, lht Counll ,if A'Tn. U.S. Dept. of A~rirulture. Bakersfield. Calif .. r976. pp. ,-8. 
T h·'Tn C,,'mly Wal" A~(nf,Y. Ann. H,pl .• /972 and 1973. B~kersfidd. Calif .. "114. p. 8. 
• Th, Kern County Waler Agency's groundwaler modo! was developed by Ihe TE).i PO Cenler for 
Advanced Studies in Santa Barbara, Calirornia, a subsidiary or General Ekctric. 
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C:ROf'~\ND ~IAP.rI:'lo(~ 
.\~('~~~~ _______ '. -~~~::i~~, 
\'.151 iiilh. S,·mllropic. 
~od Whe('\rr Rid~e­
~I:1rilop,l \Vater 
Stor.tl:l;C' I )istrU.;l'i 
llC'p,'rtlnt"111 ur \\'aler 
Rrstnllt(':i 
(;("n~rapll\" RC'm01~ 
St'nsmu; t~nit 
Tt'rrco;tn"t 
l.o\ ... ·altitudr 
('film phoHh~ro1ph)' 
and t("rr('~trl;,l 
I J.~h-ahilude 
1: Il,;,OlIO color 
1I1Jr~u('d 
phologr.lph} 
';eo~r.\phy Remote Lands". I :1.f)I)Cl.Ouo; 
St",in~ L'lIil Band :1 
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COST or IS'·E:--TvR\· 
(in dol/OIl' 
Districts 
1.000 
2.8,0 
1')6· 
qo· 
Ptr 10.000 acres 
66.00 
63 on 
3 00 
2.0n 
H,'t ttS 
RF\,!\ ,REO 
TO l~VI:.'TOR'i 
OI~TRU:-r~ 
'40 
]10 
1J 
/l 'l1l1-i Inth,dt'" Ilw tO~t of im.1t;rry TCpr(l(tlilliol\ by :\.\S .. \ hut dne~ nul tnduclt* dlC' (O'ot Clr aircrafr 
or Sp.1( c·tr~lfl ntnbilll'ation 
known. 1',·t accurate rstimates of e.lch are f('quired br the K(;WA model. The amount of",ater 
applied is b~,t estimated from a knowledge of the total number uf in igated acres and the 
allricultural water requirements of Ihis a(Tea'le under a given set of environmental conditi","s. 
The bulk uf our remote sensing research in agricultural ""ter demand modclim; has b..,n 
directed at inventorying the irrigated aneagc component of this water demand equation. The 
approach can take the rorm of either general croplandJndncropland im·entories. in which fields 
are designated as simply being culti\'3ted or noncultivated, or "crop-specific" inventories, in 
whkh the type of crop is identified' 
Rf-,\t01E SE'SI;\o( .. CRf)PL\~ll ,\eRFAc;}-. AS \\J\TFR rHM,\:\11 ,'rOfnt.\no';j 
To lesl the etTrctiveness of remote sensing to provide trop!and informal ion as a model input. 
photointerpreled data obtained from {'o,or infr.1fed hilJh-altitudc photography (r:12jfloo) and 
from Landsat ima'lcry (t·t.ooo.ooo; Band j) were compare'; wilh dala deri"ed from {'om·en-
tiona I ground survey techniques." KC\\'A personnel conducted the field imenrories b!' direct 
examination" Their data. recognized as having its 0" n variame, served as a control a<;ainst 
which Ihe rem<lte sensing methodologie, were tested for "ccuran·. 
The lotal "timated cost for conductln~ a .fjfi."ml-a{'re (18~.j34-hetlare) terrestrial in'('mory 
by waleI' ciislricl pr"onnd was approximalely S1.oon. and ir required six ,,·ceks to complete 
(Table II) AI this rale, th'e cost for in\('ntorying each In."OO acres (4.04, hectares) i~ ;,pproxi-
matel), Stifi. The Department of Water Resources estimated that a cropland sune\' of Kern 
County cou!d be undertaken for approximately S5.000." The cost would therefore be approxi-
'.I"hn E. Est". John It Jensen. and l.arrr R. Tmne)" \\'at" Ikm.lnd. In .\1\ lnl<~raled slud, tsrt' 
rUolnolr I alUlH.-J, pp. 'J-,n, 
'·.Inhn R JOllsen. l.arrv R Tinney. and John E. Estes An .\nal"" of Ihe .\Cfurae, and 0)51-
EITC'cti\'cnt'f;;!, of a Cropl;tnd Inventory l'Hli7inl{ Rl'motc Scnsm'l; TC'ch,uqut". m ftnth Intrrn.ltional 
SYllIpnsill1ll nil Rrmole Sensin~ of l~n"inmmrnl (ediled by In.lld J. (".oak; Em I«mmemal Rese.lrth Iml. 
of :Vheh,!;.,n. ,\nn .\rbor. '97j), llP "49-lljfl. 
II This cxprtlslvc !(round truth inronnatiun is obtained b~ lerrt.''itrlal u",nosh1c1d u sun.C'~ s ("lch ~C'ar. 
Typic"I1\,- fhC' Willcr Ilg.cncics assume a ± 5 pcrrcnt error in crop acreagc estimates madr by (om·C'ntional 
field suney tl',hniques 
" Wrillen correspondence rrom Fredonck E. Slumpr. Chief. Water t'tilizalion Sc<:liotl. San Joaquin 
District. Calirornia Slate Dept. of Waler Resources. Sept. 17. r975. 
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High ,\hllUM (I I.~.nool Im'~ntory 
Cropland ,811 litH .A'-771 b.q.~ q;.6 ... , 
Son<r"pland .6p8q fi.nqfi ", . Iql ~I CIII~ 
TOTAL m ·-'1 087.1167 I bit. liS q, I CIII ,
. 
lAndsat ( 0: I.OOU.I .... Kand .'11 ImTnlory 
C.ropland 
···1itH '1:\.6.~ ,.07" '18' CIII' 
Noncropland 16,..8q H)6 1 6'.~ll q7 ~ '111 6 
TOTAL m ·qll ....... Ih7·"'" '180 "",. 
• No ",~i.hltd 
T",.,..£ IV-L"'DlAT ~lnTiDAf' C.n ... CIA"~"K ' "nn' Acn."t \ . Nun .... U. 'III' \VIt", ... 
RIDC.-:\IAal<Xl~A WAna STn ... " .. I>1nall'T. Kfa, ell< 'T\ . ('. .\11 .. ' .... " Iqn 
IAhnAAT M,.X'''IIIM I ,,,rI ... onn I .n". ',\'!Il'''' '11t"· 
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c.acw: '1D u, Arn RAC\ Su~ .. 
Tal"f" 'If-ID. t "",,.,.") Rarlry (':0110<> lIlrlon. s.."",~r 1MTr. 'IOIal 
Barlry ~ 8to 1" •• ~14 
<:eM 'on 
'l 97 1111 ' .219 1.''1'1 lIltlo ... 7' 201 .;11 .. '1',11 
s..1IIo~r 100 '11 .. 
~.rlMTrl 67 A', I,.. lbl 
TOTAl j7 qn 4" 1.1Iq ~'; ' \. .'oft l-~H 
• Chann ... 7/IA/71 lIlSS- j and In/ 17/n lIl ... ., . ; 
mately $.,850 to Inventory the ~56.noo IIcr~s In the three waler tlislriclS under investil(alion The 
I>WR cropland invelllory co.t . u,ihzont! h~nd·helcl . obl iqu~. color aerial pholO!lra"hy and 
exlensive field survey was estimated t<l be $61 per In.ooo acres. 
The cost of acquillng cropland data hy color infrared hi!lh.altilud~ pholoa;raphy is com. 
petltlve wh~n compal'C'd to conventional terrestri;t1 methods (Tablt II) . For each IfI.OIWI acres 
invenloried, the cost is approximately ' 1. Eight hours were required to compl~te Ihe analysis. 
The SI:JfiCOSt of acquinng remotely sens~d cr0l'land data r~presents approximately .'I percenl or 
lhe S].ooo Incurred by Ihe water sloralle district 's conventional dlla collectio/\ syslem. How. 
~ver. the COSI of aircraft overlli!!ht must also be consider~d in sin!!le·purpose surveys. Invento-
ryin!! th~ area via Landsat ima!!ery is t\I~n less cxpensive. "pproximately I"". or 12 per In. 
acres. because ;'Mlle acquisition mslS ar~ lo ... ~r 
In terms <If melln ahsolut~ accuracy (Tahle III ). Ih~ l.anclsllt cumulative muhldate (band \) 
black·and·whit~ analy.i. yield~d sll/lhtly luperlor rClulu .enus the high.ahitude culor infrAred 
invenlory lfoWt'Y~r. analySIS of IndiVIdual onte",rettr performanc(' confirmed that there was no 
li~nificanl difference bet"'een the hJl!h.ah"ud~ and I .. ndsat r('mote iensing technique., both 
0( which are almoll al accurale as convenhonal Iurvey. B«au~ Landlal '""'Kery il more 
economICal to acquire, it may be preferable. Photo i/\tuprelen arc now providinllhe KCW
A 
hydrology model wilh quarterly Landsal cropland acreale 11'lilliel. 
API'I .ltO c;tO<;l~-'I'II\ 
IU 'lU I': \1 ,,.,,,,;: .. , kfJl, · ~ .... ( ·It-I' j" ACM'''',' A$ \\'\TUt "".,A'O l'fO"Ut~Tto' 
(~rnr'l~nd ""'Pl'i"1; C\ln!l r('mol(' stn,inoc t«hniqunsuth a5Iho.~ dtKn~d abo, 
"l'n(,I·.,1 Al'l'rnxim.'lion of watl'r dtm.'IId . CruP'SpCII ilk all'C'a~t' infurm.;,lion can b 
1'7 
)·,t'I.1 a much murt' a< UIf.lle pl'C'diction of .1I~ri, ultural "al('r denoand "hen o~t'd in co/\ju/\cll 
with croP'\I>«afir ap"hcalion ratt~ . " Remote senSln,! I«hniqut's that '!enerate such Ip« 
('rop mformallon for input inlo Ihe acrea!le component of the water riemar>d equation, hCl"t'\ 
requIre muhi<pectral and muhldate ima§~ because of Ihe complex O\trlappin!l of plant 
!!rowth eycles "rt'~t'nt m Ihe Krrn County agricuhural en,~ronmcnt . ~Iulti.peetralanal).is is 
based on the pr~mise Ihat .peetral SIgnature dIfferences exi,. between dIfferent clasSt'. or 
ob j,,",u {in 'his <ase allricuhural ('fO" types) "hen rnordcd in d iscre,e reslon. of th~ el('('tro-
malln .. tic speorum At "resent. the l.ands.'t multisptetral scanner (~ISS) conj;'!urallon .. 0 
or the most useful sources o( ~ptelral data . for it images object> in four d,screle wa,elencth 
re'lions (thllt is. bands). The spectral bands are adequate for crop Identificallon purposes bUI 
not optimired (or such a lack. I\:e''enheless. it is Ihe only semioperllionaJ system )' ieldin1 
SlJt'Ctral information at a spalial resolulion (80 by 60 meters. or approxlmalely 1.1-1 acres 
picture element) sufficient (or crop identification purposes. 
Accurale crop Identificalion also requires lhat spectral data be obtaincd at opllmum " 
Ihrou~hout the '!fowln!! season in ordt'T to distinguish one crop rrom another Such multi. 
temporal anal),sls commonly imol.es the use of planl phenology (Ihat is, crop calendar) 
information KnC)Wled~e about the types of crops ~scnt in a recion and thm recpccm 
growth (haracte"'tics can he used to sel«1 0plimunl datt'S of ima~ery fo.r Ihe cblssification 
prO! ~duf(' '\' .. 0 1~'ndsM sat('lIit~s. if stt in Ihe proper orbital confi'luration. can cO\er an Ifl 
..... rl nilll' rl"y •. 11n .. "lonC ."I .... lu;lI(' t .. mpnr;11 r~ .. ,h"inn ror lm.lIlinl{ «('ftiun rrops in importan 
dr"rl,tJlIllrn1nl 'U''-Ct", 14 
~ .. m"tr o('nlll11( proN "dur~ •• 1 .. ,rl"I'".1 t" .. If 01' idrn"I,u,l'''' III "' .. rn Countv ma) 
lult<lo.itl .. d inlo Ih .. (ullo .. in'lI'nK'(,llural ta,ks ; (I) th .. ,,,ali.11 rtl('\lr.'lIon of Inuhipl .. dat 
im.ll1try 1<1 IIMt wrr~.pundonl( d"men" 111'110 .... Ime cround aU'a Appear In th~ sam~ plaC't' on 
rt'!IlItered in~lgts In thIS ITIdnnn', 110(' diocitaillumher (dn) gr,l)' sCllle ulues of an)' I" 
at IIny (x. y) coordinale or resolution cell WIll represenl the sensor output for Ihe sa 
(2) exlraCtlOn 0( the spectral information ror each roeld ; and (3) classlfica:ion . By uSln~ a 
limIted amount of "crop.sptdfic" information obtaIned (rom f.e1d suneys or other. collaleral 
sour('es, It is possible to "Irain" a classificallon algorithm. Once trained, the claut/ieillon 
algorilhm may ~ applied 10 " test" rt'!Iiolls The aClual decision rule used for cia,,; 
commonly either, maximum hkelihood or hnear dIScriminant function . 
Previous research on a twenty-one.oquare·kilometer crop identification tesl region In lh 
Wheeler Ridge-Maricopa Water Dislrict. Kern C'A>Unty .... iII be used '0 demonstrale the abo< 
procedure. OUI or Ihirty-one bands or Landsat d .. ta auilable ror the 1973 crop lear. the 1"'0 
most optimum channels were selected and interfO!lated ,ia the !.i\ RSYS maximum likelihood 
decision rule. '" The Landsat crop identification performance for barlq·. COllon, melon. saffi
o. 
wer. and IUj/ar·heel fields is compared in Table IV wilh like "aler dislricl records. Q\erall, ~ 
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LANDSAT MULTJDATE CROP CLASSIFICATION fo'OR NODE 199 
HEELER RIDGE -MARICOPA WAn;R STORAGE DISTRI(,'T 
KERN COUNTY, CALll''ORNIA 
Ground truth 
Barley 
Cotton 
Melons 
Supr beets 
S.ff~r 
LARSYS multldate ela .. iflcalion 
or c:harIMI. July 18. 1973. MSS 6, 
and October 17, 1973, MSS 1 
-'" 53 
I- i ' '" : 
t • .; ,1 '.t ' ... ' 4 ·, 
.~ t... j 
h i'l J ;:. !· t. kL 
LANDSAT IIn.,e_rlay, 
July 18. 1973, MSS 5 
F", .-I.AKSYS maaimum hkdihood c'np cI .... fic.,"ln 01' Ih. 1 .. 0 mo .. npllmum chan ... l. (a. 
IJI<".r ... d by di""I.nct/'q>arab,luy ..... ,Iill ). cnmpa,ro with Ih. ~",un<1 Inllh map. ~1t1C1 ... ir ... d hrld. 
art' uullinrd .. two l.andul im~l(t Qu·rl",. .lIu'Clratrl 0I'\f' r~nnrl nl inrurm..hftn ulH"d In 1M anlll) I,. ("nip 
«itn .. h, .. tHm • lA''',," at."" ~1f'C'urIUM"1 ,u..-Itmttd .... ith th" ""fOnt'MY ",r J(lftrn In I Hhlf' 1\ "'MI .
... trr 
drmanrl prrdH I"m 10 rablr V • .AIt'''''' A maa.mum hkrhhuuc:l .1.uri,lIm (In,.lul"",1 141 thl" J~IN"'."ury 
for AJtplH al .. m ul Mrmntr Yn .. n~ . Il"nluC'" • ',"\r"II)" \Vt~' lit(" ... Ut. JrMhnM 
Landsal c\anificallon was I)n pt-rct-nt accurale, wilh I hr~e flf Iht fi,e Crupi 1It-lnO( c1alSlh~d 
accuralt-Iy al lust 80 pe,ct-nl of Ihe li_ Landsal miKlassifit-d fjo,lds in Table IV ran be 
idenlified In MI!Ure 2. whIch dcrll~u Ihe !(round-.ur.q;cd ""tp. l.andJal-halcd maximum 
likelihood c1assiricalion rrsulls. and a ITprcSenlatl"" "'tIId .. 1 field boundar~ tlvt'r l.1Y u>t-d 10 
keep Irack of Individual foelds 
The Landsal classified crop identificMion dala deri\ed from Ihis anal) sil welT ust-d 10 
geMrale a 1973 water demand 1)lTd,clion for the study area. The relults dlhe " cmp-sp«ific" 
water demard plTdiclion alT lI"en III Table V. and compared wllh conventional firld-b
ased 
eslimales The Landsal-based predIctions arc \'ery comparahlc wilh foeld-denvtd estim
ales, 
especially wilh an acknowledged ± ) percenl variance .n lllnalrrcord dala Of IOI('resl is Ihe 7 
percenl dilTerence in accuracy bnween Ihe Landsal " crop-specIfic" waler demand prtdic
lion 
(9, percenl) and Ihe Landsat cropland water demand prtdiction (88 percent ). ~se figulTs 
cOtlTspond well with the lTSuhs of an analYlical study prevIously conducled by Ihe aU
lhors 
which docu_nted the relalive importance of cropland slatistics \'ersus "croJ>-spttific" i
nfor-
malion on waler demand prediclions. In Ihis study Ihe "crop-specific" informalion impr
ovtd 
waler demand plTdiclion accuracies by 6 percent . If 
Approximately 1,000.000 MITS are now irngattd in Kern Counly, and anolher 7OU.'00 ar
e 
potentially irri~able. The counlywide crop value for a seclion of land is aboul '500,000 (average 
crop value of 'i80 per acre, al640 aclTS per ICClion). In pnnciple, for each I percent of iocl'C.)5ed 
efficIency in Ihe applicalion of irrigation water that l'CSults from Ihe use of improved 
data 
provIded by ITmote sensing techniques to the hydrologic model, approximately 12.) addilional 
sect,ons could be broughl inlo production. An addition d this magnilude would represe
nt a 
"sauniiln" d",ribul'OIll are uwmtd 10 raisl . For (UMber in(ormalton 0« Kobtrt M. Hatalick: Gionary 
and Indu 10 KemeNtly Srnstd III\II~ Palle,n R .... niliOft Cono..epll, IWImI R...,IIIl_, Vol. 50 '9730 PI'. 
:19 ' -4"" 
" Ults, Jensen, and Tinn<y,.,. al. 10« f_note 9 a'"""'l . 
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~ Th<' Imc.llk.n talC' 'tM' ,uc.1r bf"C'u. " :t , . a( n-- Itf't P(1' YCOol' 
, Prrdtcu(ln h.l~d on the- t"OUnl~ __ KIco a\""I((" irrlll .. uinn nile- of 3 
, C.hrarn,., ,\qurducl (." ... 1 n:t'ords a .. a"umtd 10 bt '<10 prrn:n 
arrt ·1M rer \ 
ICCut .. tc 
crop value of ahoul Ifi,2jO,lIOO . Ahhough thtrr are ahernati\ .. usn (or water made a\ailable 
Ihrou~h mort' "nid~nl allOC'alUm (.u~h a~ Ir.1< h"'l1 Solhnr soils. or IInlundwaltr rrehar~r ! . Ih 
.. hC',,~ ... lII.li. i . .. , .""",,,,,.,, "'IIIn.llr <~ Ih'"I""rlllloll "rn~/illhnl rrmnle srn<"'I!I..-hn,q 
ulUlcl hrolll! "' Krrn ( :"Ullly " 
WAlta \)''1.\'"'''' IlIll ll·'· ... .,,,,, Av \(1". II"" 
I~kr KN'n Counly. Ihr Sa", .. ,\0.1 R;,rr Hason II a ~Ion "I.r .. Ihr Oillurr o( willtr re<ouree 
allncallon h.ts far-rr.tthinl( e(onomil . '''' lOll . "nd I(r<lI(raphical implic.ll1ons . Tht basin ha. a 
Ial'l(r wlllrr .upply of ilS own 1I0w .. rr. Iltr «ononnc lifeblood of Ihr basin dtpends on 
imponrd waltI' heclluse Illcal supply is lOadC'tlualt- fnr bolh agricuhurr and domnlic-indu\
lrlal 
usn . The rchuion<hip bel ween thrlwowalrr supphes ,.lTrers a~ri ; ultural producllon. hfe-.I)le. 
and per capilil locomr 
The Upper Santll Ana Rjvrr Bi1~in hes rasl of 1.0& "n~rl~ ilnd drains an area o( .. 1111 
sqnart kilo_trrs (7,248 square mil,,) 'ieparated frnm the (?aslal Los ,\nl(eles Basin by 
various hills, faults, ami mounta ins, Ihr only drainallr outln 01 the basin is Ihe Santa .\ 01 
River, whIch nows through Oranl\e ('.ounly (rill 3) ElTl'Cli\e pttc'ipilalion (annual pm-Ipi-
tation minus evapotranspiration) in this semiarid basin is 7·6 ccnti_ten (3 Inchrs), and Ih 
_an annual IcmllCralure is 17°e. (63°F) A series or htigalions during the pa51 t"enl\-fi\ 
yean between lower basin Orange Counly and upper basin RI\'erside Counl~ and San 
Bernardino Counly users hilS l'CSulttd in a limitlltion on Ihe quantity o( surface runoff "ater 
thai may be impoundtd by upper basin u\ers . Consequently, upper basin users arr
 noc 
permitttd to usc: all o( the 266,000 acre-feel annually .. ailable. 
TIlE aolZ 0' ua.A", LA",D U5E DATA IS WATElI O[!\IA:-'O l';fOa!\lATIO' 
As on Kern County. wain usc: in Ihe t 'pper Santa Ana Ri\'Cr Kasin has an arealassoclAlIO
ft 
with land use l..1nd use patterns and iO\·enlorin are thelTfore valuable in Ulimating o'c
rall 
water demand and in underslandlng the spallal component of w~lcr demand. When dlanl:n in 
land U5e alT monitored, a ttmporal dl_nSlon i. addc:d. 
"Th .. henri .. I_I w .. arrived al Ih"""h conlultalion ... Ih KCWA 
" 
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FIC. )-TM wat~r d~mand study alTa In the Upper Santa Ana Ri .. r 8."n of Southern (,,,,Iilorn •• 
A commonly us~d m~thod for ~tim~tin! current unm~t~~d wat~r drm~nd is to ~ombiM 
population and land UK in~ntor~s [stimatin'! th~ d~ma!ld for pcr r<lpna consumption and 
rural land UK consumption of watcr is strat~htforward If one kn ..... th~ p"pulation and th~ 
land us~ . To ntimat~ urban wat~r d~rlland. many waler ag.,ncl~ ~.tahli.h a gallonl-p~r­
capita-per-day (GPCD) figur~ for do~wc and ondustrial uses in ~ach wat~r s~rvit~ dislrict . 
GPCD us~ data for annual d~Ii.~ri~s tak~n from mettr~d municipal and industrial UK plus 
syst~m loss~s, minus nonuman u~. ",mus wata sold to other utililles. Applicallon of th~ 
GPCD figu~ is limited to servlC~ districts In which r~liabl~ population and deli>ery estimates 
ar~ available. 
Population for a given year IS calculated from c~nsus data by deriving th~ num~r of persons 
per wat~r s~rvic~ conn«tion and/or persons per dwelling unit. The population must ~ 
int~rpolat~d ~tw«n census y~ars and multiplied by the num~r of water KNice accounts or 
dwelling units. Whe~ c~nsus data a~ not availabl~, th~ wata agency itselr provides population 
atimates. The accuracy of estimates clearly dep~nd. on reliable population and/M dwelling 
unit data." 
.. Aschmann and ochers, ¥ . at. 1_ footnoce 5 aheM) . 
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• 1 ........ 1 ".",ul1uk .r ••• nd kxl1ton lIT up,i.ted .... on.lh throu.h rh.n~. dtlt\lion to, mulu-
I,",,~oral . <1141"01 lallto Irnm I.andsal . ' 
From a plannon,! "dndpoont, it .. Imponantlo kno" "h~~ ~pl~ h,~ " nhin a census tracl 
and ",hrr~ varoous land uses and ptopl~ UlSt "ithon or O\crlap crnsus trllct OOundart~' (".rnsu. 
Ir.ocl< arc nOI rompallbk "lIh wal~r .er'ic~ dIstricts or \\at~r plannong unn< b«3Usr th 
en~ln«rong and rconomlcs of w3t~r distribution d~pend on much mo~ Ihan 1M numbrr of 
pr .. pl~. H.rmot~ stn.ing t~chnoquc:s a~ adaptabl~ 10 sohin~ Ih~ \\at~r d~mand nllmallon 
probl~m b«a"s~ or Ih~or speed and accuraC) on determtnon~ land usc H.~adlh ll\ailab 
soflwa~ prOilrams can Intc:~r.lle dala from Ih~ dl'1.ennl~1 «nsus \\llh land us~ pa ll~rn 
obtained from rrmilldy scn,~d sou~~ to ralculal~ the local Ion of ptople. the relation of prop 
10 land use. and Ihr arras of urh land us~ in\1lI.~d . T~ calculallons can ~ performtd rapidl, 
and acc"ral~l\ I n additIon. m~a5Ur~fTI('nl and loelilion of areas de'OItd to am of .~~ralland 
UK' (.on he ~cr .. mph.h~d rffirlenlly and m.1) ~ oblaoned in ~ land-us~-I\pr-per-.-apila formal 
POllulallon d,namlcs ar~ ~as)' to ass~n if 1"0 assumptions can ~ madr The finl is IMI 
!H'r-d"'~lIinl!-unlt pnpulalinn denslt) "ilhin a HnSllS Ira<·I .... ill not chanl!~ rapIdly. T~ <ccond 
is Ih~t pop"l.lII01l IS proporllllnalcl .. di,idro into ~Sld~nlialland us~ pohl(ons , Th~ usr~ can 
Ih~n dlsco ... ·r Ih~ ahsoh:!r ch~nlle on pnpul~lIon for a <mall ar~a The d~nSl1\ -of-populalion 
SI~tISIIC ~lIo"s Ihr lotal pnpulalion of an) plannin3 unn such as a h,drolo~1C subunil. a fi 
dIStrict . or a .... hool dlSlrict to ~ obtaoned b) summin!! Ih~ populalion of all resldrn .. al ar~as 
contaoned within Ihal planning ar~a For rrSldrnlial a~as ,hal ,,~ splil b~ plan",nlt ,,~a 
boundari~5, Ih(' per capita density figur~ .... 111 r~rilllh(' expected numb(,r of persons in 1h.1I PO'" 
of I~ ~Sld('ntlal unn which li~s within Ih~ plannong ,rea Ca~ must ~ lak~n 10 rnsu~ thaI 
ar~as which ar~ no long~r rt'Sldential or which contain vacant housong art' subtraclt'd and 
residrntial a~as a~ added T~ \\hol~ proc('du~ is 5('nsilf\~ 10 populalion mOHmrnt or 
ch~nl!e .. ithln c~nsus tracts. Itcmss Ira('1 boundaries. or dunn,! inl~re('nsal pcrK>d. Th' 
method can be used manually or .... ith a computlT pol)-gon o\'I'rla) s)SI~m . . \hhou.l(h dll ofl 
abovr Inf .. rmallon may ~ a'ailabl~ rrom rernol~ senSIng data. in alTai of doubt Iileld in-
~1I~alion is reqUIred to delermonc th~ exact naturt or the chanl!~ WithIn a resld~ntiAl a 
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• II. f Land u ... In I~ l '",,,,, .... nl. An. K ... r II ... " AW land " .... 1'"ly~olll _'" l"I.rpt'rI«l from ralar iNr."" "h"""".I,h~ ,.k,,, by 
""A t··, "I .. ,.f,. Landsal 'ma~.ry. n' r ... 'd chrck Til. mli", map I, prodv<-.d by aUI"",!,I«IunOll,aphy con a /lal brei l,k"lrr t:.wh 
I.,,~k " rqu,valem 'n ana 10 a n mlnule USGS qu.dransk. On< luch q .... drangk plot II l hown btl", reduced and plotled !''''YIII," 
",ace II malnlained on file in 1M <OtnpUlor fot '.pid I'«all and/or updal •. 
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\J'I'I II U (II Of.M ""1\ 
'I'll 
.flt "It'. til NI \lUlt " "~'''" "It "'Uk\I,'I4" "'1.'1\'" lUi" \\AIf. IU'I"" 
1 .. 11111 I"", I.",illl .111"", rr'IUllr" f"l •. 11, .. 1"",,1t ".111'1 "rm.I .. " (hflrr lrom Ih,,-r, !;os,illt;,. 
li" .. < nct" .. " f"r m'''ll'lannin" purpo'",. l ' rlo.1n I'lanntr. ,,(Irn rtt\trt ".llIil.<I ~nd I .. r.;t.;<alc 
Idenilli, all"n In Ih. roflh order of Ihc «and.m! land u\(' Id.nllliuuiun ,od. "L1C). \\'lIlrr 
,.<ourtf pl.lnnin,! a'lrn('i .. arc con('.rnM ,,"10 a morr 'I'Mrdl rI .. , .. ficauon and lan!rr aru 
unll d.finlli"n An Idral rlamfi'''lion \)"cm .. nuld pm,:d. , ... flulcnl 1''''''-l>lnn In holh rur,,1 
and urban .n\lmn_nu for all u"rs . Tdblc \'1 I"" Ihc clg! .. d.uSt. u<rd Itl d"lrrmlflf' "alff 
drmand m Ihc l..'ppt'r Santa .'no R".r B .. sm Thr subhcadinlJs un be matchrd ""n '1,1( 
1111 .. rnr olh.r "Iannlnll purpoS<'s • 
T" d.mo)n'lr.ll. Ihr apl'lorabllih 0( hi~h ... hllll,t. lm.l'!.S loch as Ih(1M' IICqlltrrd h\ , \ ,.\ ', 
t·, .lInr .. fl lIr lru, USt of l.and~dl lma'lcl) . rcsranhrrs .. I Ihc l ' nl\rrsll~ of (ai.lorni 
Rovcrsld • . 10 .. ,. mapprd 110" land use oflhe l"ppt'r Sanla ,\no Rl\er "tiln CFill( ~,.\ .. nll(lr 
sp .. cccrafl imallr or a f ... · l ·.' imalles can replare man)' lo .. ·altiludc IIna,!n and yield lar leu 
dl\IOnlOn for aUlnrrullrd land u.e mapping The informalicn is ot"Ianized so 110111 a~ ... ",<ltr 
drmllnd """S1irs ran be eaSily calculaled and elIlstio,! w .. :u demand models can ht colsil\ 
updalrd from .ubscqucnl Imagery. 
'\hhoull!. il i. usefullCl produce a rnap in \If'd.r 10 ':isplit) r .. ,uhs and In flI"'\idc planMr< 
"mh" Vir .. of .. ru,~ fUlure aClions should ~ direclcd. an Importanl secnndllr) OUIPUI 0( Ih 
mappinlllS Ih. co.nprlalion of area SI"IISIIrs by land use dust' . One .. Ihe 'cnu .. ofaland UK 
polygon ha,~ ~.n cncoded into machlOc·readable lorm ca!cufalion of arell luch liS ,ncll'!". 
prr.land.uSt.lypc is ,,101051 inSlanl"neous ~ummarin by I)·pt' of land use. h)drulO!ic ,ubunll . 
or any olhrr dcfined sulxtivislon arc oolRmed r"pidly, uSln'! onl) mod .. t cnmputer facilll 
(T.lhle VI) 
Soflwa,... r ..... rrh alld d('Vrlop_1I1 already under wa, rnabl •• slOelr (ompuler lun up-
dalln'! from Imac.ry <nur(' •• m .llh.r balrh or ml.raCII\C m,od.. '.n nfT·IiM dl,!ili~rr and lin 
IO"rMII"C IrrlOllul .. r. all Ihe equiprnrnl ~qutrcd 10 1,... .. 1 and 1 .. 1 an upd"linlit pnMl:ram 
Ilru,lur. I.ow·lrvel subroUlines a~ u'ltd 10 mainlain Ihc Pl'Otlram dala Slrunu~t and pro\ idr . 
h .. m for II compl.IC splllial informal ion protcuinlV'oprralln'l .)SlCm It 
\J)\AI\TA'.f~ Ufo A\ ·Tn ... "YFO C.'Of.IIt .\rUU "AI . I'H'a',,o\TICI' S\~rF\1'" \\ .\Tfa O(''''D "UOII$ 
s.,v.ral oh<crvalions aboul ('om"ulcr mapptng of 1.1M mr ('alr,!onn rclalrd In .. altr 
dem.1nd in Ih. l'pprr Sanl .. ,\"", RI\~r 1i .. ,10 call be radr. Forst . mllial map preparllllnn and 
con"Cr5onn In mario in .. lan'!uallC rcquire an a''t'rallC n 1'1 man· hours prr pol)'~on ea j .) minulr 
L:~GS quadro1n~lr .. ~craqc, 190 lllnd use pnIYlions). or "pprO~imald) 2j man·hnurs . • \\rrllflC 
plnlling and ('ompulrr'l,roccsstnl! CO<IS art dboul Sl~n prr 'luarlrll~,!lr (1 · 2~.OOO) and r"plTStnl 
Ihc samt: li_Ieosl fannr as manual land ust ddl .. coOl!,llalinn , ::.' .... C"er. "Mn 1M IImd uS<' 
d .. I .. are ulracled from lIireraft or spact'C'r .. fl imallC'1) r"thcr Ihan from field sunt). 110. limr 
sa,'t'd in s: .. hC'ring ficld dala IS "flcn d .. ). ur .. «ks. drpt'oldlllil un dlc coml'l,,"~ oflhC' IIrr .. 
~mg mapprd <;..cond. Ihe savIOlfs in limr and labur hrcomt' .. ~niror3n1 onc. 110 .. d:lI. IIrr 
analyzed and 10 machin~.rudable form TIllS informal Ion can br crou-(OITclalrd .. ilh och 
data such as mcom~. elhnlC charau~mllrs. or .. hal~'tr planMrs mllr nrcd r'onion, of the' 
map ClIn b~ reproduccd quick'y al ochcr selllrs . ~loSl imporlanl IS Ih~ abilll)' to 'lulckl) 
produc~ slalisties such as acrcag.s or heclares N various land u)t' codrs or comblnalions of land 
uS(' <"odes. llurd. ~ndilS are sready inclT .. srd .. hcn updallng prCX't'durt's .rc flt'Cnsa~ In 
order 10 .dil a map 10 makc chans ... only lhose pollsons alfeclrd lind 1M 'and Ust elliS 
modified n«d bt updaled Preliminary sludlrs indl(al.I"al appru"imal~l)' 1Ct man.hours .. III 
provldr ma('hin. inpUI dAIA for a ma" u,odalc , F.xJI .. ricll« .. ilh "Iller aSt:ncin using s"ruta. 
')'II .. m. indlUI" Ihal manua' updallnl( procrdulTS "'y require .s many II' :on man.hours , II 
.. ,"(,Inor and Sakmo •• ' nt. IRe footnote' \ abooTI 
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should be borne in mind that the minimum coS I for hardwar~ i~ S'S,IHHl. The land lISe map or 
the Upper Santa Ana River Basin ~hown in Figure 4 repn'srnts a poten!i;,! sa\'in'\s of .1..\1111 
man-hours," 
PF.RSf'~:GnvF. 
Models capable.,f strU(lurinll;, synthesizing, and producing viable User-oriented urban and 
at;ricuhural watrr demand data over IUIle areas arC still in a research and dcvdopnwllI SllIl\c. 
The examples disclIssed herein, however, indl('ate thaI a siRnilirant remote sensing data 
generation pOlemial nl'W ,'xists c.tpabk of providing Ihe informillion required to iml'rO\l" Ihe 
efficiency and im'rease the opcrationalutililY of such ml)dcls Aith,)ugn initial resuits appear 
encouraging, a n.1mb~r of lines of l'esrarch are still needed. For t'x;llllplc, investigalOrs must 
continue to interact 10 identify the basic structun: of water demand prediction m,)dcls, Users 
need to ddine as precisely as possible til<' functional, spatial, ;lIld ll'mporal information nc'rds of 
their models. These data should then be viewed in terms of tht, socioel'onomi<: and political 
constl'aims under which rhe monel, must operate. Second, the capabilities of various rcmole 
sensin'l system configurations to provide important information must be evaluated. 
The ability 10 comnine data 011 lar<;e areas from a mix of scnsllr platforms which a<:'1uil'<' 
information at a variety of ,<'airs, spectral bands, and temporal sl'qtlenccs is an importrlnt stl'P 
in producing useful information. Indeed, without Ihr data provided by rcmotc sensin~. large-
sr.alc water demand modeling becomes ess(:ntially an attempt to pruject historical Irellds inlo 
future scenarios. With the capabilities providc:d by remot' scming, t he potcnti~l exists to 
continually sample currt'm information for both short-term and long-ran~c water dc'mand 
forecasting, 
As populaticn conthues to in('rease, the need for accurate, timely water demand informa-
tion becomes more pressing. Based on research results to date, remote sensing will have a 
signilicant impact on upgrading both the speed and thc accuracy with which water demand 
predictions are made. Moreover, remote sensing techniques and methodologies have Ihe 
potential to provid" data which can improve water resource managemcl1t at the local, region;,l, 
national, and international level. 
.. The automated land use mapping system was researched and developed by Claude W. Johnson and 
David H. Nichols, D.partment of Earth Sciences, VniVl:rsity of Calirornia, Riverside, The research was 
supported by the National Aeronautics and Space Admini.tration, the Office of Naval Research, the 
"'ational Science Foundation, and the United States Geological Survey. 
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PREFACE 
Background 
flor the Social Sci<:;Ttces Group, this rp.port concludes over seven 
years' involvement with the University of California's Integrated 
Remote Sensing Study. Anyone familiar with the effort knows that 
the Integrated Study has been far more than an investigation of 
methods for measuring and monitoring California's earth resources. 
Not only has the research made substantial contributions to the 
frontiers of remote sensing techniques; it has also contributed 
to the development of many individuals who now are playing key 
roles in the technology's transfer and continued evolution. Some 
of these people occupy important positions in government or academia; 
others are members of resource agencies or private industry. 
Another distinguishing feature of the Integrated Study has 
been its strong user orientation. Since much of the research has 
focused on California's water resources, the project's investigators 
have paid special attention to the activities of the State'e water 
managers. This focus has been far from narrow. Wa:tel;' and water-
dependent industries such as food and fiber production dominate a 
large part of California's (and also the nation's) economic life. 
Findings derived from technology applications in the wat·er domain 
thus often hold implications for natural reSOUl;'ce management more 
broadly defined. 
Role of the Social Sciences Group 
In most cases where a new technology is undergoing scrutiny, 
the emphasis is on the what rather than the how, why, and whether. 
Preoccupation with the purely technical aspects is probably based 
on the erroneous assumption that these are the most difficult and 
perhaps the most important part of a technology transfer process. 
The expectation is that once the hardware is adequately developed, 
the rest is easy. No such reliance on singular technological 
fixes has plagued the Integrated Study. Since the project's in-
ception, our Social Sciences Group has been examining the institu-
tional dynamics, social environment; political ramifications, and 
economic consequences surrounding applications of remote sensing 
technology. 
We see ourselves as forging and reinforcing linkages between a 
community of technical specia.lists and a community of resource 
managers. We are committed to performing realistic assessments of a 
new technology's developiw:,: applications without presumptions 
about theoretical or meth"dological breakthroughs. Our cross-
fertilization efforts are carried out in tandem with remote sensing 
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scientists participating in the Integrated Study. But while much of 
their effort is aimed at developing products useful to resource 
managers, we are interested more in the process through which such 
products are ultimately made useful and transferred to the users. 
Role of the PTo~edural Manuals 
With the objective of encapsulating the results of seven years' 
work so they could be communicated readily and, hence, serve.as 
guidelines to forthcoming applications, our technical colleagues 
have been developing a series of procedural manuals. Each manual 
deals with some specific way in which remote sensing techniques 
can be used advantageously on water-related resource problems. We 
agreed to supplement these technical manuals with a companion 
social sciences document. Its purpose would be to set forth some 
of the important social, political, and economic dimensions we 
have encountered during our exposure to real-life exercises in tecil-
nology transfer and assessment. 
Use of procedural manuals necessarily depends on their subject 
matter and intended audience. In most cases, the manuals can be 
used to greatest advantage when combined with other means for 
adapting the procedures. A manual used in isolation is unlikely 
to approach the value of a manual used in conjunction with supple-
mentary training, technical assistance, and previous experience. 
We anticipate our social science contribution will work best in 
the latter context. In contrast to the technical manuals, which 
emphasize specific approaches, our document is intended to comple-
ment a broad range of remote sensing applications. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
Technology is never transferred withht a social vacuum. This 
is especially true of a "decisional" technology like remote sensing, 
i.e., one that provides know-how to diagnose complex problems and 
to fcrJllulate alternative solutions. Ostensibly, remote sensing is 
concerned with measuring natural resources and phenomena in the 
"physical" world. Yet we find remote sensing to be a collection 
of techniques that depend to a considerable degree on "social" re-
sources: e.g., skilled people, capital, institutions, and information. 
Thus when we talk about transferring remote sensing technology, we 
are dealing mainly with the social and conceptual spaces sUl.'rounding 
natural resources and physical space phenomena. 
Public resource management, by its very nature, is a complex 
composite of economics, law, history, culture, politics, power plays, 
sociology, policy, short-term expedi(;"<ilCY, and ~LOni;-term husbandry. 
As a result, the management of public resources can be as subject 
to the vagaries and vicissitudes of the social clinlq.te as to physical 
laws or to the rules of management science. 
Basic Terminology 
Several terms merit clarification at this point. "Technology" 
is often defined as the systematic application of scientific know-
ledge. Correspondingly, "technology transfer" is the sum of those 
activities through which the knowledge is applied to resolve problems. 
Those persons or organizations on'the receiving end of this process 
are usually called the "users", while those on the originating end 
are known as technology "developers" or, occasionally, as "pushers". 
Likewise, the process of technology transfer is sometimes viewed 
as a conveyance through which research investments are converted 
into social payoffs. Those heterogeneous methodologies used to 
forecast and evaluate such impacts are part of what is called 
"technology assessment". 
Approach 
The foregoing concepts provide convenient categories for in-
sights derived form the "living laboratory" that was the Integrated 
Study. We divide our observations into four sections that consider: 
(1) the technology of remote sensing; (2) the user con~unity; (3) 
the factors implementing and impeding the transfer of remote sensing 
technology; and (4) the methodology of technology assessment as it 
applies to remotely-sensed information. In each section we attempt 
to juxtapose abstract, often imaginary, popular preconceptions with 
experiences taken from actual case examples. 
i i' 
~ _~ .. :;,,~,r~-.......' ... _. _ ........ ___ ...... 
2.0 THE TECHNOLOGY 
With the unique perspective of one who has shared their vantage 
pOint, former astronaut Russell Schweickart has described earth 
resources satellites as harvestors of the earth's "information crop" 
of reflected radiance. "Our challenge," he remarked in a NASA 
Symposiwn, "is to learn to harvest and use this crop intelligently. ,,1 
General Characterization 
Remote sensing may be characterized as a field where many of 
the information harvesting tools are undergoing development. Taken 
in its broader aspects, a remote sensing system such as Landsat 
represents the coordination of orbiting satellites equipped with 
sensors, the hardware and software of transmitting imagery to earth, 
and land-based facilities for receiving, processing, disseminating, 
and interpreting the resulting data. 
Distinctions should be made, however, between the technology 
per se and its fruits, i.e., the data therefrom. This differen-
tiation may seem obvious but it is one that is frequently over-
looked by two contradictory categories: the technical experts 
familiar with remote sensing, and the lay public so totally un-
familiar that it sees either pretty pictures or colored blobs as 
meaningless as the inkblots on a Rohrschach Test. In other words, 
technical people know too much and the rest of us know too little. 
The "technology" of remote sensing also encompasses an assort-
ment of tools that are used to modify, measure, and massage the 
original data into a form usable by resource managers. Information 
used in their decision processes is more likely to come from a 
black-and-white page of statistical variances than from a false-
color infrared photograph. The fact that a collection of tools 
is required to produce the information means that remote sensing 
practitioners are heavy borrowers from more established disciplines. 
Familiarity with remote sensing techniques does not, however, 
create new professionals. Instead, such skills can augment the 
know-how of existing resource managers, whether they be foresters, 
hydrologists, or geographers. 
A caveat is necessary, though, to caution those whose romance 
with the tools and techniques of remote sensing might blind them 
lRussell L. Schweickart, "Future Remote Sensing Programs", In 
Proceedings of the NASA Earth Resources Survey Symposium, Volume II-A, 
Houston, Texas, June 19'75, p. 79. 
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to some of its nuances. All useful remote sensing applications 
require a subtle blend of technique aDd judgment; selecting the 
right blend for any particular application is and probably will 
remain something of an artform. 
Origins an~ Legacy 
The origin and development of satellite technology are ger-
mane to the use of remote sensing tools since they are an intrinsic 
part of the matrix of acceptance variables. With a history that 
links military surveillance and space exploration, satellites 
carry a heritage that influences perceptions and may prejudice 
acceptance as well. Ancestry in the military encumbers the tech-
nology with a "spy-in-the-sky" taint; space parentage ascribes a 
"pie-in-the-sky" label, especially when vague promises of prowess 
are served up as proof of performance. 
While NASA enj oys public respect for having been a fulcrum 
of scientific and technological achievement, it also bears several 
stigmata: first, ,for being the favorite whipping boy of the 
demagogues, short-sighted and over-zealous in their application 
of cost-benefit calculations to public spending and, second, for 
symbolizing "high" and, therefore, esoteric technology. 
Against this backdrop, there is the predictable overlay of 
rivalries and philosophical differences among NASA headquarters 
and its eleven field installations, between supporters of outer 
space missions and earth resources applications, and within centers 
that favor R&D work at the expense of groups interested in technology 
transfer problems. Furthermore, within the earth resources domain, 
questions are often raised a,bout NASA's' commi tmEmt to e:xperimental 
or operational system configurations, just who should be benefitinK 
from such programs, and whether portions of the activities might be 
administered better by some other agency. 
Fundamental Elements 
Despite the context, most remote sensing activities shaTe a 
common set of basic elements. Remotely-sensed imagery is an 
element fundamental to the others. C:Jmbin'ltions of orbital, high-
flight and low altitude imagery often prov; de the "b8.se map" to 
which ground data points are calibrated. In addition to other 
materials,. all projects involve equipment of some sort, ranging 
from simple stereoscopes to zoom transfer scopes to interactive 
computers. Large projects, because of their many data points, 
are more adequately suited to automatic analysis methods. 
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All remote sensing projects, regardless of scale, include 
repeti"tive tasks: e.g., digitization, stratification, c1assific~Ltion, 
and interpretation. The relatively expensive process of gathering 
ground data usually can be reduced significantly with the help of 
sampling procedures. This requires the use cf statistical proce-
dures particularly at a project's front end (to prepare the sample 
design) and rear end (to analyze the resulting statistics). 
Performance of remote sensing tasks in turn requires special 
training. Skill shortages at any level -- biostatisticians to do 
the statistics, hardware and software people to repair or program 
the machines, interpreters familiar with resources in the study 
area -- can severely handi~ap any project. Such shortages can 
affect anyone, even private contractors who sell their technical 
assistance for a living. 
Beyond performance considerations, the experimental mode of 
most projects makes evaluation of results a necessity. Yet meaningful 
evaluation of the data produced in remote sensing applications is 
frustrated by the difficulty of measuring the value of information. 
The dilemma presented by information that we do not know how to 
evaluate is discussed further in the section on technology assessment. 
Any attempt to assess the value of satellite-derived information 
for solving real-world problems first requires a thorough understand-
ing of the decision context in which the results are to be used. 
inis element, long the focus of our Social Sciences Group, is 
concerned with revealing the assumptions., values, intangibles, and 
barriers that are likely to complicate remote sensing technology 
transfer processes. Since remote sensing techniques often are able 
to supply only a slice of an agency's pie of information needs, 
it is essential to know how the pieces fit together. 
3.0 THE USER CO~WUNITY 
Locating a community of "users" is a fundamental challenge for 
those who are familiar with the technical side of remote sensing. 
Although firmly embedded in the lexicon of the "technical community", 
the very term "users'! may suggest to outsiders some sort of illicit 
addiction. Instead, "user" is just another example of technologists' 
shorthand that conveys a false sense of precision. It is an elastic 
catchall that is stretched to include both real and ideal technology-
using possibilities. 
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General Characterization 
Closer inspection may reveal a "user agency" to be actually a potential user, or to contain only a solitary model manipulator or part-time student whose duties might be construed as putting the technology to use. The word haS, additional arilbigui ty when mixed with the vocabulary of governmental agencies who consider themselves to be working for a clientele of users, or when it refers to technical community members who "use" remote sensing data in their research projects. 
Recognition that the "user" rubric is a single concept represent-inr, a continuum of realities helps explain some of the apparent gaps between the words and deeds involvjng remote sensing applications. In the water resources area, most organizations considered part of a remote sensing user community more appropriately could be described as "potential users". Yet even this term has its gradations, as Integrated Study participants have 'seen. Several years' involvement in research projects can change remarkably the disposition of a potential user agency toward a new technology. How far along the agency comes in actually using the technology depends on a huge number of factors - - political, economic, behavioral,. and othe:>:s. 
Profile of Users 
Sales of Landsat data from the EROS D::lta Genter in Sioux 'Falls show that the largest volume of data products are purchased by private industry and federal agencies. Industrial users, particularly those in the business of extracting petroleum and minerals, are probably making the grea.test "use" of remote sensing data products today. Satellite-derived information is viewed as a new "prospecting" tool,. especially valuable in upgrading surface geological maps. 
Users interested in the data2for applied research purposes com-prise another large class. LAGlE has been by far the largest of a group of many projects that are geared toward a sort of "usage" that is tentative and experimental. Some "users" are mainly collectors.' Agencies and foreign governments sometimes maintain standing orders for imagery even if they have no immediate use for it, while indivi-dualS, urged on by magazine advertisements, may simply wish to see sat.ellite photos of their home towns. 
US€\TS of remote sensing information, like the raw data users 
z:-: --------
Large Area Crop Inventory Experiment (LACIE) ha~ been a multi-year joint project between NASA, the U.S. Department of Agriculture, and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) aimed at testing the effectiveness of Landsat in delivering i.nfoI'IDation useful for predicting global crop production. 
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themselves, can be arranged along a continuum of complexity. One 
pre-Landsat hierarchy of uses 3 characterizes progress toward appli-
cations objectives in six stages of activity: identify, map, monitor 
model, predict, and manage. Within this framework, the mapping 
activities of users in extractive industries constitute intense 
development of relatively simple applications. Applications to 
dy11amic resource phenomena like crop production are examples of 
relatively complex uses that still require a lot of development 
work. Monitorin~ and change detection activities, in other words, 
often represent a level of use several magnitudes more complicated than 
basic identification and mapping functions. 
This distinction between types of uses helps explain the 
reluctance of resource managers to commit themselves prematurely 
to a still speculative source of information. Complex applications 
need extended development time, and users have little assurance 
that existing federal earth resources programs will continue much 
beyond the technolQgy demonstration phase. Implementation of new 
procedures also requires the aid of specialized equipment and trained 
personnel. Furthermore, many adjustments must be mllde before satellite-
derived information can blend with the decision processes of most 
natural resource managers. 
The interest of different types of data users complicates the 
adjustment process. Generally, scientists involved in research are 
inclined to want relatively unmolested data so they can draw their 
own conclusions about discrepancies. Resource managers, in contrast, 
prefer to have their data reduced to bear directly on decisions con-
fronting them. Extraneous information only confuses their tasks. 
State and Local Users 
Of the user groups capable of providing broad ranges of experi-
ence, few can offer a greater variety of resource management functions 
and approaches than state and local governments. Yet to justify the 
expense of technology demonstrations solely on the breadth of ex-
perience to be gained is not enough. Development of state and local 
user interest in remote sensing applications is important for two 
other reasons as well: (1) cooperation of non-federal governmental 
units is indispensible in many natural resource planning efforts, and 
(2) state and local agencies provide a vital forum linking resource 
policy questions and public response. 
3George Zissis, Klaus Heiss, and Robert Summers, Design of a Study 
to Evaluate Benefits and Costs from the First Earth Resources 
Technology Satellite. (ERTS-A), Report No. 1l2l5-1~F, Willow Run 
Laboratories, Ann Arbor. July 1972, p. 37. 
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The first point reflects the realities o·f in-tergovernmental 
relations and resource issues in this country. Many state and local 
agencies harbor suspicions about each other, but they usually dis-
trust federal government agencies even more. State and local agencies 
are especially sensitive to federal incursions into what they con-
sider to be their discretionary de main over natural resources. 
Without the support of lower governmental levels, federal plans 
concerning energy, water, timber, agriculture, or other resources 
can be subject to erosl.on and emasculation. Remote sensing is sub-
ject to similar pressures. If centralized only within the planning 
apparatus of large federal agencies and industrial organizations, the 
technology will fail to achieve its potential as a tool for inte-
grating diverse bases of resource information. 
The second point buttresses the first: public resource planning 
should involve the public and this is best accomplished through lower 
levels of government. Mistrust between governmental units is insig-
nificant when compared with public mistrust of all levels of govern-
ment. In some circles, governmental planning of any sort is viewed 
as outright "socialism". 
Moreover, people perceive that most government efforts to include 
the public in their~ planning processes are a sham. The question 
asked most often by the citizens who attend such meetings usually 
is: "What are your plans going to do to me?" If remote sensing is 
to overcome its association in the public mind with "spy satellites" 
and expensive space "spectaculars", then it needs to be integrated 
with resource planning processes at the grass roots level of state 
and local government. 
User Concerns in California 
Accomplishing a high degree of integration between satellites 
and planning processes, if our experit;1nce is a guide, requires a 
full-time effort that extends over many years. The point has not 
been lost on California state officials who are familiar with the 
experiences of various state agencies in applying remotely-sensed 
information. A member of the Governor's Office of Planning and Re-
search recently described some of the realities involved in trans-' 
ferring Landsat technology to California agencies: 4 
4William L. Kahrl, Director of Research, Governor's Office of 
Planning and Research, State of California, "Overview of California's 
Approach to a Statewide Remote Sensing Program," address delivered to 
the National Conference of State Legislatures Remote Sensing Workshop, 
Cal-Neva Lodge, Lake Tahoe, November 8, 1977. 
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The problem of achieving ongoing applications of 
Landsat technology involves not the adoption of a 
system but the conversion of our existing systems. 
For this purpose, it is probably not sufficient 
that the technology is economical; it must b~ jn-
expensive enough to justify trashing another system. 
It is not sufficient that the technology be useful, 
it must be uniquely so. It is not sufficient that 
the technology is simply efficient, it must be 
better than what we are doing already. 
Water Resources Perspective 
California's water resources, as emphasized early in the Integrated 
Study, provide an excellent vantage from which to scrutinize remote 
sensing applications. "Water," Leonardo da Vinci once observed, rtis 
the driver of nature." In California especially, it is also a driver 
of human affairs~ TIle importance of water in natural resources 
and social processes helps extend the validity of lessons learned 
while applying remote sensing techniques to water supply and demand 
problems. 
Although the water resources applications dealt with in the 
Integrated Study are but a tip of a much larger R&D iceberg~S 
we feel many of the resulting insights can be of use in future pro-
jects designed around user needs. In the remainder of this section, 
we examine those insights that deal with agency information re-
quirements • 
Water Management Information Needs 
TIle sort of information required by water managers (or by any 
other resource management activity, for that matter) follows directly 
from the kinds of problems and alternative solutions perceived, and 
from the various risks, uncertainties, and constraints present. In-
creasingly, the sorts of problems water managers must face are tangled 
SSee, for example, American Water Resources Association, Remote Sensing 
and Water Resources Management, Urbana, Illinois, Jtme 1973; and 
Albert Rango, "Applications of Remote Sensing to Watershed Management", 
Goddard Space Flight Center document X-9l3-7S-86, Greenbelt, Maryland, 
June 1975. Experimental applications and demonstrations of earth 
resources satellite capabilities include among others work in snow map-
ping, flood assessment and floodplain mapping, surface water inven-
tories, hydrologic land use analysis, physiographic characterization, 
watershed modeling, and determination of soil moisture. 
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with issues concerning energy consumption, food and fiber production,· land use and transportation policy, environmental protection, and social justice. 
The decision choices of water managers, in other words, affect a wide range of people and groups with interests that transcend basic water development and operation issues. Such groups under-standably place differing values on the consequences of alternative decisions. Since different groups of advocates have varying access to the decision-makers and their information concerning consequences, water managers find themselves pressured to develop and test planning systems using information that is more comprehensive, publicly visible, and "value-neutral". 
Broader objectives and multidisciplinary planning requirements thus provide many of the stimuli to investigate new techniques for handling water planning information. The availability of large-scale data handling capabilities is another stimulus. COlnputer models that simulate physical, economic, and environmental conditions can be found within most of the larger water management agencies, although agreement on their utility is harder to find. 
Meanwhile, water agencies rely on a variety of basic information just to get through year-to-year operations: meteorological and hydrological data concerning snowpack, runoff volume, and stream flow variability; geologic and vegetative characteristics of water-sheds; water use and water quality data for irrigated agriculture, recreation, and other uses; soil moisture and ground water var-iations; and flood potential and damage extent should flooding occur. 
Technology Adaptation Realities 
Zealous members of the remote sensing community look at the information requirements of water management organizations and see their satellite data blending harmoniously with terrestrial water models. Such optimism overlooks several facts of life within the agencies that use such models, namely that: 
(1) Watershed models capable of using satellite information are in very preliminary stages; 
(2) Implementation of any major water model takes many years; 
(3) It is often difficult to get the right people interested in new data manipulation methods; 
(4) Few agency personnel are likely to be familiar with remote 
sensing techniques; 
(5) Most remote sensing digital equipment is expen:=;ive by 
agency standards; and 
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(6) Operating costs for analyzing large areas are also relative-
ly high. 
••• =ti44W; 
~ruch of the work performed under the Integrated Study auspices 
illustrates that there are ways to surmount these problems. Small-
scale research demonstrations are often able to renetrate organi-
zational interstices that would impede large projects. More impor-
tantly, continuing involvement over a period of years nurtures a 
dee~er understanding of the problems and possibilities in transferring 
new methodologies. 
~plicatio~.:>_E2C!JIlple.:>_ 
To illustrate the realities of adapting remote sensing technology 
to the information requirements of water managers, we have selected 
three applications examples: 1) the snow survey work of the California 
Department of Water Resources CDWR); 2) the Kern County Water Agency's 
water demand modeling effort; and 3) general management concerns about 
drought conditions. 
-Snow survey. One of the greatest dilemmas facing a manager of 
snow survey operations is deciding which technological baskets 
should carry his scarce supply of eggs. DWR's Snow Survey Branch 
employs a well-established watershed indexing system, based on 
samples from snow courses and aerial markers, but it also is 
experimenting with modeling systems which use satellite photos 
and computers. The objective of the program is to provide water 
system cperators with timely runoff information that will allow 
them to assess their risks better. tet even with the best 
possible information, uncertainty about future weather accounts 
for the greatest SOUTce of error in forecasting the snowpack's 
"rate of ripening". 
In commenting upon the Integrated Study work on snow water 
content measurement, snow survey experts acknowledged that 
the statistics developed often told more about the hydrology 
involved than the forecasts. Multidate analyses of water-
shed characteristics will reveal areas of variability within 
snow water content strata, thus making it possible to more 
judiciously allocate snow courses. Ground substantiation is 
likely to remain one of the more costly elements of snow 
survey work, regardless of whether indexing or continuous 
modeling methods are employed. 
• Water demand modeling. Managers of large farming operations 
often would like to know how greater water demand prediction 
abilities could expand their management options. Their decision 
problem in terms of remote sensing could be stated thusly: what 
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would more accurate~ more timely, and less costly information 
on water usage allow them to achieve? Should they inject, 
spread, or sell the water? Should more land be brought into production? If so, in what crops? The Geography Remote 
sensing Unit's work on salinity and perched water in Kern County6 has shown also that farmers often lack information 
on the real extent of such problems, and would like to ~now 
where to bore wells and locate canals • 
• Drought. The severi:ty of California's recent drought 7 re-
vealed both water managers and farmers to be among the world's biggest gamblers. With the state's massive water system 
nearly depleted, many farmers had to drill deeper into rapidly declining water tables. Drought-weary water managers and farmers are obviously more interested in replenished water 
supplies than in satellite data. 
Yet, when asked directly about the information requirements, those in the business of maintaining state irrigated agri-
culture are fairly specific: they would like to know how 
many acres are planted; how much water is available from surface, soil moisture, and groundwater sources; how much water is used; and what the health status is of the state's fruit and nut trees. Current informatinn on these categories is especially useful in assessing the effects of a drought. 
6See John E. Estes, et al., "Remote Sen.sing Detection and Monitoring of Perched Water Tables in Kern County," Chapter 3 in Robert N. Co 1 well, et al., An Integrated strldy of Earth Resources in the State of California Using Remote Sensing Techniques, Semi-Annual Progress Report, NASA Grant NGL 05-003-404, Space Sciences Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley, May 31, 1976. 
7Por further description of the drought, see: State of California, Resources Agency, Department of Water Resources, The Continuing California Drought, August 1977; Anne Jackson, "How California Life Will Change as a Result of Two Parched Years", California Journal, April 1977, pp. 111-122; and Ida R. Hoos and James M. Sharp, "Impacts of the Drought on Water Management in California A Socioeconomic View", Chapter 6 in Robert N. Colwell, et al •• OPe cit., May 31, 1977. 
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4.0 TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER 
Technology transfer has been described by one agricultural 
researcher as Ita complicated process, interlaced with communic!ltion 
strings, shaped by a conti.nuum of knowledge, and pulsating with 
research findings and user demands".8 The Integrated Study, viewed 
in its entirety~ can be seen as a continuing effort in technology 
transfer. It comprises parallel threads of research, research 
assimilation, and application of research to California resource 
problems, particularly in the water area. 
Technolo~y Transfer Payoffs 
Technology transfer often is regarded as a process through 
which investments in research and development are transformed into 
social payoffs, usually measured in economic terms. In the case of 
water resources research, however, the majority of new technological 
developments have few immediate and readily demonstrable payoffs. 9 
Experience from the Integrated Study only superficially confirms 
this observation. Evidence of large payoffs are not yet visible in 
the current operating budgets of those agencies which have been 
project particip;ants. Yet it is relatively easy to identify higher-
order payoffs represented by individuals whose knowledge: capabil-
ities, and careers have been changed by ~ssociation with the" project. 
Related concepts 
Technology transfer of the "person-embodied" sort is essential 
if an ongoing program of use to resource managers is to be sustained. 
In addition to the human element. remote sensing also contains 
portions of "product-embodied" and "process-embodied" technology. 
Outside of specialized data reduction and im~ge enhancement hardware, 
the product component of remote sensing needing- transfer is small. 
In contrast, transferring the process by which useful infol~ation is 
extracted from raw data can be a large task, depending on the appli-
cation involved. 
Usually the direction of transfer makes a difference on what 
8K.E• Saxton, "Technology Development and Transfer for Natural 
Resources Management," Journal of Soil and water Conservation, 
May-June 1977, p. 124. 
9Universities Council on Water Resources (UCOWR) Techo1ogy Transfer 
Committee, Water Resources Technology Transf~r, A Guide, available 
from the Office of Water Research and Technology, U.S. Department of 
the Interior, Washington, D.C., January 1977, p. 6. 
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is transferred. Some of the Integrated Study's findings have been 
transferred horizontally, between research groups, while most efforts 
are aimed at vertical transfer, directed from research toward appli-
cation. 
The :fact that application of research findings almost never is 
achieved in a single step explains why technology transfer is con-
sidered a process. The process through which an innovation is com-
municated from one individual to another through an organization is 
termed "diffusion". Correspondingly, the procedure by which new 
information is actually perceived, internalized, and used has been 
termed the "adoptive process". This has been portrayed as involving 
five stages along an s-shaped learning curve consisting of (1) aware-
ness, (2) interest, (3) evaluation, (4) trial, and (5) adoption. lO 
Sometimes preceding and usually following technology transfer 
is the process of "information dissemination". While this activity 
is aimed at stimulating user receptivity by creating an awareness 
(If the new technology, it can backfire when poorly handled. "Full 
dissemination and use of research," according to a recent Office 
of Water Research and Technology report, "requires an understanding 
of social systems by technology tranfer specialists and prospective 
users, and is necessary befo~e effective communications of new 
research and innovation can occur. ,,11 
Throughout the Integrated Study, our Social Sciences Group has 
attempted to provide this kind of understanding. In the remainder 
of this section we discuss several topics aimed at promoting 
understanding of remote sensing technology transfer processes as 
we have observed them. We consider, in order', preconditions for 
successful technology transfer; elements which help implement 
technology transfer; impediments to transfer, both user-related and 
technology-related; and potential pitfalls. 
Preconditions for Transfer 
Even a cursory exposure to remote sensing applications is 
sufficient to learn that the technology will not transfer itself. 
It is occasionally complex, it sometimes requires specialized 
equipment, the people doing it require special training, and each 
application must be tailored 'to fit the user's pal'ticular problems. 
1'0 UCOWR, OPe ai,t., from Everett M. Rogers, Diffusion of Innovation, 
The Press of Glencoe, New York, 1962. 
llUCOWR , OPe ait. 
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Nevertheless, one does not have to look far to find examples of 
applied remote sensing research that assume away such difficulties. 
Excessive preoccupation with the technical "trees" of applications 
can obscure whole forests of resource problems. 
Since problem resolution is the usual end product desired from 
th~ application of new knnwledge, familiarity witn a user's infor-
mation requirements and decision proceS5es is essential to direct 
the technology toward real problems. The whole transfer process 
is greatly facilitated, in other words, when technology transfer 
objectives are coincident with the user's perceived needs. 
A closely related precondition for successful transfer is the 
user's stake in the effort. In those cases where the user has a 
vested interest in a positive outcome, the transfer. effort is likely 
to proceed more smoothly. Such an interest may be created when the 
user agrees to contribute personnel, facilities, or other resources 
to the p:roject, or when the user is able to participate directly 
in selecting the area for technology application and in evaluating 
the resulting outcome. 
Obviously, users are likely to have greater interest in par-
ticipating in demonstrations of technologies they already know 
something about. With remote sensing techniques especially, early 
user awareness can greatly expedite successful applications. Initial 
exposures to the technology may come about through deliberate infor-
mation dissemination, or by reputation from the experiences of other 
users. 
Progress from a state of awareness to a state of interest and 
eventual involvement is much assisted by motivated individuals 
within the user organization. These people are often ahead of their 
associates in formulating problems and asking the appropriate research 
questions. Their key role as intermediaries between general technical 
information and specific applications of it in new operations has 
earned them a reputat;.on of "technological gatekeepers" .12 User 
organizations fortunate enough to employ even one such individual 
have significant advant'ilge~ in shortening their path toward succesg-
ful transfer of a technology like remote sensing. 
12See: Thomas J. Allen, et al., "The International Technological 
Gatekeeper," Technology Review, March 1971, p. 1; discussed in 
Dennis Goulet. "The Paradox of Technology Transfer," Bulletin of 
Atomic Scientists, June 1975~ p. 45; and Edward B. Roberts, 
"Generating Effective Corporate Innovation," Technology Review, 
October-November 1977, p. 27. 
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Implementing Elements 
Attention to the right factors can often reduce the distance 
between promising innovations and useful applications. We consider 
here a ciuster of elements which affect remote sensing implementation 
efforts. These elements are really 11lUl tidimensional labels that 
reduce to near platitudes if describt:d in just a single dimension. 
Most everyone will agree, for example) that sustained person-to 
person contacts between technology developers and users are er.sential 
to successful transfer efforts. Similarly, each element has its 
reciprocal: if improved cowmunication linkages foster transfer 
processes, then the same processes are. likely to be inhibited witl10ut 
them. All these elements acquire greater meaning when quaU tative 
dimensions are added • 
• Commtmication. Feedback between participants is vital for 
sustaining transfeT of an information technology like remote 
sensing. Tailoring applications to a user's unique information 
parameters is a job that requires intense communication in 
a variety of modes. Personal contact is clearly indispensible 
for establishing and nurturing the sort of credibility between 
individuals needed to transfer complicated technologies. Geo-
graphical arrangements often determine how personal contacts 
are made and maintained. 
Other media are also useful for transferring research findings 
but they must fit the target audience. Public relations media 
-- news releases, magazine articles, broadcasts, and the like 
are geared to general audiences, whereas newsletters, trade 
journals, displays, and seminars are more appropriate for 
specialized audiences. 
User manuals, such as those associated with the Integrated 
Study, are even more detailed and specific in content. Specialized 
manuals are usually insufficient by themselves as communication 
tools. They have greater utility. when incorporated into 
technology transfer "packages" that include additional support 
and technical assistance. All these communications, regardless 
of intended audience or medium, are beneficial if simplicity 
becomes their guiding principle. 
-Coordination. Establishing a means for coordinating technology 
transfer activities involving governmental agencies becomes a 
necessity in larger proj ects. A transfer process left to the 
coordinating abilities of individual researchers may be too 
speculative for many users . 
The wide variety of possible coordinating configurations __ rang-
ing from outside task forces to in-house top executive -_ suggests 
some of the attributes needed for the role. Above all, such indi-
viduals ~hould be effective translators, capable of bridging the 
gaps bet'ween researchers and users. Mo~eover. it helps if they possess 
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sufficient authority and technical knowledge to make the kind 
of decisions required to keep demonstration projects "on track". 
A mixture of pragmatism and ingenuity is also an asset. 
An Office of Water Research and Technology report describes the 
c.oordination function in mechanical terms: 13 "A .:.ransfer pro-
gram may be likened to a gear-wheel whose cogs must mesh with 
sevel'al other gear-wheels which are already in motion. The 
program gear-wheel must be turning at the correct speed to 
achieve correct meshing without clashing." 
• Continui ty • It takes time to put into place an effective 
apparatus for communicating and coordinating a process for 
technology acceptance. Even then, it may still take years 
before a technology like remote sensing will begin to bear 
fruit. Disruptions in personnel and support along the way 
can undermine credibility and morale. Avoiding discontir.uities 
in a long-term program of technology transfer can be made even 
more difficult by the normal political and budgetary cycles. 
The extraordinary length of transfer processes may obscure their 
endpoint. "The transfer of a technology will be completed," 
according to one researcher,14 "when the technology become~ 
generally accepted practice, or when the chief officer of a 
governmental unit routinely assesses available technology when 
presented with a problem, or when the technology is readily 
available in the marketplace." 
-Competence. A useful premise for technology transfer activities 
is that there are no "experts". There are instead only 
individuals with varying degrees of knowledge (or ignorance) 
on different subjects. In most projects, technology diffusion 
possibilities are limited by the quantitative and qualitative 
boundaries of specialized knowledge and skill. 
"Competence", a more inclusive concept than expertness, is 
one of those intangibles easier to recognize than to define. 
Neither technology developers nor users have a monopoly on 
this conunodity. Much like compatibility, competence is a quality 
that is difficult to transplant or grow artificially. It, 
too, needs to be nurtured by a climate of relevance and con-
siderable patience. 
l3UCOWR . 17 , op. c~t., p. . 
14 Charles F. Miller, "Some Approaches to Transferring Federal 
Technology to State and Local Governments: The Lawrence LIvermore 
Laboratory Experience," Proceedings of the National Symposium on 
utilization of People-Related Research, Development, Test and 
Evaluation, San Diego, California, June 14-17, 1977. 
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• Conuni tment. No technol9gy transfer process can succeed wi.thout 
conunitment and support from a variety of directions. Conunitment 
from political leadership is one of the most useful sources of 
support, but one of the most difficult to achieve. Legislators, 
in particular, often fear that natural resources data colle~tion 
systems will turn into "bottomless pits". 
Securing the commitment of top administrative leadership within 
the agency can also greatly assist a transfer effort, but without 
sufficient "fires" already ignited within the organization's lower 
levels, there is lUllikely to be any "smoke" at the top. 
Financial commitment from either within or outside the agency is 
important for sustaining the effort. although agency-contributed 
resources tend to generate greater user participation for the money. 
The commitment of technical expertise is another essential ingredient. 
Normally coming from outside the user organization. technical sup-
port requires careful supervision to keep costs in line and work 
consistent with user information needs. 
Finally. the moral support engendered by similar commitments of 
other agencies working on parallel transfer programs can be an 
extremely beneficial catalyst. Regular information exchanges be-
tween diffe'rent user groups helps spread both technical and non-
technical insights and maintain a continuity of interest. 
User-Related Impediments 
Once a transfer process has begun, there are a host of other 
conditions that influence user response toward the new technology. 
Here we consider one set of issues that can impede or deny success 
to any technology application effort: agency insecurities over the 
possible side effects of including remotely-sensed information in their 
operations. 
lhese considerations point up the subtle distinction between 
evaluation. of a technology's results and the more comprehensive notion 
of technology assessment. Side effects often escape more formalized 
evaluative procedures because they possess poor visibility, defy 
meaningful quantification, or both. Yet failure to adequately assess 
and anticipate such "intangibles" can be disastrous for a technology 
transfer effort. Implementation of any of a variety of remote sensing 
information systems, from the viewpoint of water managers, particularly, 
might be expected to raise concerns about the following sorts of changes: 
• Changes in activities. Familiarity with an existing method of 
producing resource manageme"nt information can breed contempt 
for new lnethodologies. Snow surveying work, for example, still 
makes occasional use of men who ski through winter snows to 
collect snow water content measurements. Likewise, DWR agri-
cultural inventories require substantial field work that would 
probably be reduce~ in satellite-based systems that use sophis-
ticated sampling techniques. For those who prefer outdoor 
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rigor and "windshield surveys" to stereoscopes, the activity changes associated with remote sensing could diminish job 
satisfaction. Concerns of this type are best dealt with by implementing changes gradually • 
, -~-"'-r- 1 ""'. 
• Changes in budget. The possibility that any savings generated by new methods would result in reduced budgetary discretion is a concern very real to agencies exploring new technologies. Such fears are likely to be exaggerated, however, since new 
methodologies u~ually require a series of budget years to 
achieve implementation. Probably greater budgetary dislocations are caused when outside support for experimental programs is 
withdrawn. Money and personnel "bootlegged" from temporary 
sources are often used by resource management ~gencies to 
supplement relatively inflexible budgets. 
• Changes in equipment. Certainly not all remote sensing approaches are immune from "people versus machine" controversies that 
accompany many high technology applications. Yet of the appli-cations investigated under the Integrated Study, most are designed to mesh with existing agency methods with a minimum of equipment cha~ges. The manual method of snow areal extent 
estimation, for example, divides the resource photo into grid c,ells for manual interpretation. The procedure is compatible with machine-aided classification methods when and if they should be desired. Proposed crop inventory procedures follow a similar tack~ outside of extra stereoscopes and acetate overlays, they 
use very little equipment or material not already used by DWR in their own surveys • 
• Changes in information. Agency concerns that a new technology 
will,be unable to deliver new information in the old format 
are frequently justified. A system for performing a statewide inventory of agricultural acreage in a single year, for example, wQyld no doubt require broader land use categories than the less frequent but more detailed system now used by DWR. Advantages and disadvantages of changes in information scope and detail must be examined on a case-by-case basis. 
-Changes in jurisdiction. A related issue involves the possibility that new information combinations might alter existing jurisdic-tions over information sources. Since water resources and land use information is common to several state agencies, changes initiated by one agency sometimes can affect the others. Efforts to consolidate the information-gathering activities of state agencies undergo periodic revival,15 and it is probable that the increased availability of synoptic data will encourage greater consolidation in the future. 
15Sce , for example, Legislative Analyst, State of California, "Water Resources Planning and Agricultural Water Needs," January 1973. 
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-Changes in public image. Any agency making greater use of 
imagery from earth resources satellites and U-2's should 
be prepared to encounter public fears about "spy-in-the-sky" 
surveillance. NASA's civilian space technology is rich in 
a military heritage that for some people transfers guilt by 
association to those organizations that make use of ~.t. 
Farmers are oftp-n among the first citizens to voice their 
concern that remotely-sensed information will invade their 
privacy. 
• Changes in skills. Increases in photo interpretative and statis-
tical skills are almost always required to use remote sensing 
techniques to an advantage. Such skills are transferred through 
training and practice -- there are no shortcuts to competency .. 
Fortunately, when agency personnel are already familiar with 
aerial photographs of resources in their respective areas, the 
skills transfer tasks can be simplified. 
Tech~ology-Related Impediments 
User agency concerns over changes that might accompany the 
adoption of remote sensing techniques are one category of impediments 
to technology transfer. Another category relates more directly to 
characteristics of the technology itself. These factors can be 
equally influential in determining a user's receptivity to applications 
involving remote sensing. We list them here: 
-Complexity. This point can be s.ummarized in 
they can't understand it, they won't use it." 
zation's pace of learning or adoption of the 
governed by that technology's complexity, 
the axiom.: "If 
A user organi-
technology is 
• Specifici ty . The technology applications must specifically 
address problems faced by the user. An elaborate "mousetrap" 
will be of little use to an organization with plenty of stan-
dard traps or no mice. In addition, new technologies must 
prove themselves along the way, and the "proof" must be fairly 
tangible in a relatively short time. 
-Availability. This term concerns the efficiency of the 
technology's delivery system. The speed of data availability 
can be critical for users with applications dealing with 
transient phenomena like snow areal extent or crop acreage. 
Unavailable or untimely data can subvert progress achieved 
in adapting new methodologies to user needs. 
bReliability. This concept has a dual meaning: it refers to the 
quality and consistency of the data as well as continuation of 
the data source. The second meaning lies at the core of the 
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earth resources data "chicken and egg" problem where' users 
are reluctant to use the data unless they can be assured of 
its continued availability, and where federal support for 
additional earth resources satellites is contingent on demon-
strated user acceptance • 
• Accesfibility. The reference here is not to the effidency 
of the delivery system but to its openness of access. Pros-
pective users invariably ask about the secrecy associated with 
the gathering and dissemination of Landsat-type data. They 
usually are relieved to find that, unlike publicly-accessible 
military satellite data which require detailed personal security 
checks, obtaining data gathered by civilian satellites is no 
more difficult than ordering from mail-order catalogs. Free-
dom of access is axiomatic as a condition for receptivity. 
-Compatibility. Potential users often are reluctant to tryout 
new data sources if they are incompatible with familiar decision 
models. Compatibility is particularly important when the user 
is attempting to blend multiple sources or uses of data. 
Potential Pitfalls 
The negative counterparts of the elements which help implement 
transfer attempts are most visible when the attempts are viewed in 
hindsight. We see them as potential pitfalls for most remote sensing 
applications that involve governmental agencies. Along with the 
user- and technology-related characteristics that influence receptivity, 
the pitfalls can be grouped among those elements that impede technology 
transfer. 
-Oversell. Supporters of many new technologies run'the risk of 
raising user expectations to levels beyond what current applica-
tions can deliver. No linguist is needed to note the increase 
in praiseworthy words used to describe the technology as one 
ventures up through the administrative hierarchy -- and away 
from the user application level. 
-Overkill. This pitfall is related to the complexity problem 
and user concerns about changes in equipment. It often involves 
cases where sophisticated digital classification capabilities 
are prematurely applied to resource inventory problems. A 
"computational imperative" is thus thrust upon an agency that 
has yet to grow comfortable with manual interpretation techniques. 
A solution for cases like this are sequences of smaller projects 
emphasizing fundamental principles in manual formats that can 
be easily adapted to computerized methods, when and if they are 
needed • 
• Undertraining. The scarcest resources in most remote sensing 
applications arc properly-trained personnel. Unfortunately, 
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there are no shortcuts available for creating more of them. No 
amount of half-day minicourses or two-week workshops can sub-
stitute for experience gained over several years of direct 
involvement in applying remote sensing imagery to resources 
problems. Furthermore, different types of training are needed 
for dif~erent resource disciplines and for the various· functions 
within them. 
.Underinvolvement. An agency's ambivalence or lack of sufficiently 
qualified or motivated personnel may seriously handicap their 
participation in demonstration projects. Situations like this 
can cause agencies to turn over too much of their project to 
consultants or others who lack familiarity with the agency's 
resourceprob~ems and information needs. The risk here is that 
the agency will treat the outside data mC!-nipulations as a "black 
box", accepting or rejecting the resulting outputs lUlcritically. 
Not only does the lUlderinvolved agency learn little in this 
process, but it may overlook sources of error that could have 
been easily eliminated. 
• Spurious evaluation. Agencies participating in remote sensing 
applications can sometimes find themselves caught up in a "rush 
to judgment" encouraged by powers far removed from the tech-
nology ilnplementation phase. This situation can produce pre-
mature, incomplete, and incestually-validated evaluations of 
little use to anyone, especially the user. Agencies are very 
sensitive about numbers that publicize how poorly their existing 
information systems fare next to an experimental mode. Rarely 
are new technologies subjected to the more comprehensive assess-
ments they deserve. 
• Misapplication. This pitfall is a variation of the "hammer-
nail" problem wherein everything begins to look like a nail if 
the only tool you have is a hammer. It occurs most often in 
cases where the user and technologists have failed to anticipate 
areas where the technology can be advantageously applied to 
solve genuine problems. 
5.0 TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT 
Isolation of a commlUlity of users and articulation of their 
information needs are merely prerequisites in actually applying a new 
technology. A full range of technology transfer issues must be 
resolved before any progress can hope to be achieved. These include 
a determination of the user's state of readiness and receptivity 
conditions, identification of key individuals and sources of support, 
and selection of appropriate methods for communicating, coordinating, 
and evaluating introduction of thetechnologYr All these issues, 
particularly that of evaluation, are related to the larger discipline 
of technology assessment. 
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State of the Assessment Art 
To call technology assessment a "discipline" runs the risk of 
endowing it with more maturity than it actually possesses. Although 
the methodology has undergone considerable evolution within the last 
decade, technology assessment is still in its infancy. It is really 
an amalgam of techniques borrowed mainly from operations research and 
systems analysis. 
Technology assessment, in other words, basks in a borrowed 
glory because of a prestigious heritage in defense aud space manage-
ment. Most of the discipline's applications have centered on narrowly-
construed problems in military, public works, or business domains. 
All too often, weighty conclusions are supported on a fragile base of 
deceptively precise benefit-cost calculations. The failure of such 
studies to inquire about wider social costs and benefits and their 
incidence on various publics sometimes leads to unfortunate effects 
including popular backlashes against engineers , scientists, and ' 
public officials. 
Relation to Water Resources Issues 
It is no accident that much of the evaluative foundation of 
assessment methodology was built around water resources problems. 
Governmental operations in the water resources area were deemed 
analogous to those of private enterprise since the principal outputs 
of water projects -- water and power -- are salable commodities 
bearing market prices. 
Not long ago, evaluation of water resources projects meant 
assessing their contributions toward objectives such as irrigation, 
reclamation, hydropower generation, flood control, water transport. 
and municipal and industrial uses. These objectives in turn often 
were collapsed into a single overall objective. measureable in terms 
of contributions to net national product. Intangible project im-
pacts. those not readily translated into monetary units. either were 
neglected or minimized. 
Shifts in social priorities have thrust some of the second order 
imp(H~ts into greater prominence. Proj ect evaluation today often means 
assessing contributions to such additional objectives as outdoor 
recreation. regional development. wildlife conservation. scenic en-
hancement. and income distribution. No single standard of value, 
monetary or otherwise, can fit all objectives. 
~elation to Remote Sensing Issues 
Assessing the contributions of an information technology like 
remote sensing in a resource management area like water resources 
further expands the evaluation complexities. Decisions, decision-
makers, and decision-makers' objectives lie at the heart of the 
matter. What ultimately counts is how the data are used to improve 
decisions. 
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The web of fact and fancy that has accompanied satellite remote 
sensing applications has also complicated efforts to assess the 
technology. Pressured by federal budget custodians, those developing 
the technology have been hampered by the ultimate necessity to justify 
the world-orbiting satellite system by its end product, i.e., data. 
Remote sensing being in essence an information-gathering tool, the 
conventiona1paxadigm calls for assessment and evaluation of that 
product. 
But here we encounter a basic problem: how to assess the value 
of data. Despite the highly theoretical contributions of Marschak16 
and the earnest modeling exercise by Hayami arid Peterson,17 to mention 
the more frequently cited references, we really do not know how to 
evaluate information. This is to say nothing of providing sensible 
answers to questions such as: what should be paid for it; who should 
. pay; who should decide, and the like. 
The evaluation of various types of information 
in their own terms as contributions to knowledge 
of value in themselves invites' ••• difficulty; 
One cannot judge where infQ:pna tion is appropriate, 
or necessary, or sufficient, or excessive, except 
in terms of the uses to which it will be put. 18 
To recapitulate, the fruit of the technology is data, but 
data in the abstract .eludes sensible evaluation. What counts, then, 
is whether, how well, and to what purpose the data are used. Do 
they make a difference? In other words, remote sensing technology 
is subject to evaluation not on its capacity to produce certain .end-
products, but on the way those products are perceived, received, 
and utilized. 
This is a precarious position, mJch like judging a sewing machine 
by the articles which a particular operator does or can turn out! It 
is also an anomalous situation that critical tests of the technology 
may actually lie in a future time frame and certainly outside the 
technical sphere. The ultimate tests of remote sensing technology 
l6Jacob Marschak, "The Economics of Inquiring, Communicating, 
Deciding", American Economic Review, Volume 58, No.2, May 1968, 
pp. 1-18. 
17Yuj iro Hayami and Willis Peterson, "Social Returns to Public 
Information Services: Statistical Reporting of U.S. Farm Communities", 
American Economic Review, Volume 62, No. I, March 1972, pp. 119-130. 
l8Z' . H' d S . 9 1SS1S, e1ss, an urnmers, op. c~t., p. • 
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thus lie less in its own state-of-the-art than in the states of other 
arts. 
Decision Context 
U~e:r objectives and decision processes are therefore common 
denominators for approaching both technology assessment and utili-
zation questions. Especially critical are assumptions concerning the 
extent of impacts expected from the investment in question, what 
impacts and affected groups lie within these bouhd~ries, and how the 
impacts are valued. An understanding of the decision processes at 
work within the affected resources management agencies can do more 
than illuminate these evaluation issues: it can also help in designing 
a technology transfer program compatible with the objectives of the 
organizations involved. 
While there seems to be no doubt about the importance of timely 
and comprehensive data, even this contention turns out to be more 
a matter of intuition and an article of faith than a demonstrable 
and defensible fact. According to another conventional paradigm, 
lack of information is assumed to be one of the major factors 
limiting "scientific" or "rational" decision-making. Conversely, 
better information would result in improved decisions. In the case 
of remote sensing, there is the further assumption that the data 
are available and relevant. 
The fact is that many decisions in the natural resource manage-
ment arena are made outside the narrow boundaries of "rational" 
decision-making. Conflicting and clashing interests, opposing views, 
jurisdictional disputes, political overtones, social and economic 
implications -- all enter into such decisions. As a consequence, 
many of the very items selected as exemplars of the "benefits" that 
could be realized were remotely-sensed data to be used, turn out to 
be at the scene of constant controversy. At those times, it is 
altogether and unfortunately likely that more or better data would 
make little difference or at best have little visibility. in the final 
decisions. 
It turns out that the qualitative elements within decision pro-
cesses often are far more useful to resource managers than quantitative 
information. For example, information concerning the volume of 
potential runoff contained in a snowpack is of little use to a water 
manager with a reservoir nearing capacity. He must decide whether 
or not to open the spillway, when, and for how long. What the 
manager really needs is information that allows him to assess better 
his risks in marginal cases. This implies an improvement in the 
water manager's capability to handle improved forecasts. Decision-
makers at the operational level, in other words, are looking for 
better information on the consequences they face while pursuing al-
ternative courses of action. 
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Limitations of ~ssessment Methodol0/D: 
Experience with the realities of natural resource decision-making 
is bringing an increased sophistication concerning the limitations 
of the assessment methodology. 'Uechnology assessment and its chief 
evalu::-.tive underpinnings (cos~-b.enefit and cos1t-effectiveiless analysis) 
share several of these characteristics: 
(1) They are social advisory activities and do not by themselves 
produce policy decisions. 
(2) They are filled with value judgments and assumptions. 
(3) Theyicannot be routinized. 
(4) They depend on a continuous evaluation of the state of 
society, since rapid changes in socioeconomic conditions 
can 'upset many of their underlying assumptions. 
A heightened awar~ness of the inherent limits of quantitative 
analysis underlies much of the shift in attitude concerning assess-
ment methodology: 
Unhappy clashes with aroused groups of ecologists have 
proved that when a dam is being proposed, kingfishers 
may have as much political clout as kilowatts. How do 
you apply cost-benefit analysis to kingfishers? ••. In 
the long run the entire Cartesian assumption (that 
there are measurable and inconunensurable quantities) 
must be abandoned for recognition that quantity is 
only ,one of the qualities and that all decisions 
including the quantitative, are inherently qualitative. 19 
Also, there is the realization.that the search for a single method for per-
forming assessments has been misguided: "The broad category of systems 
analysis is likely to be the central theme in any assessment. But 
there is no general method, methodology, or techniques yet developed 
for conducting a technology assessment.,,20 
19Lynn White, Jr., "Technology Assessment from the Stance of a 
Medieval Historian", Technological Forecasting and Social Chanqe, 
6, 1974, p. 360. 
20M•J . Cetron and B. Bartocha (eds.), Technology Assessment in a 
Dynamic Environment, Gordon and Breach, New York, 1973, p. 285. 
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Moreover, there exists little assurance that different assess-
ments will produce similar conclusions: "Since: the specific methods 
for determining the unintended, indirect, and delayed social effects 
of a given technology are diverse, unrigorous, and judgmental, different 
teams of equal competence are likely to generate different technology 
assessment "':'esults -- different in emphasis and usefulness to decision 
makers.,,21 
Emerging View 
Experience with the earlier generation of technology assessment 
efforts has prompted a reconsideration of their role. A more mature 
approach is emerging that includes, for one thing, a growing consensus 
on what a comprehensive technology assessment should be: 22 
(1) Any assessment implies a comparison of advantages and dis-
advantages of a specific project or technology. 
(2) A technology assessment consists of two complementary 
and closely interweaving processes: forecasting and 
evaluation. 
(3) The object of a technology assessment is to distinguish 
between a technology's desirable impacts, undesirable 
impacts, and uncertainties. 
(4) A comprehensive technology assessment attempts to consider 
all relevant aspects of a·technology's impacts on society. 
It includes first-, second-, and third-order impacts as 
well as impacts on various constituencies. 
(5) Technology assessment is a multidisciplinary approach, 
it is iterative, and it is an instrument of policy-making. 
If nothing else, continuing maturation of approaches to 
technology assessment has produced a new hurnility regarding the inter-
action of technology and the complex systems that encompass man, 
society, and the environment. Increasingly, technology assessment is 
viewed as a means of obtaining some insights about the application of 
technology to some elements of such systems. 
2JGeorge J. Zissis and Robert B. DiGiovanni, Remote Sensing: A 
Partial Technology Assessment. -- A User's Report, Ann Arbor, 
Environmental Research Institute of Michigan. 1977; p. 15. 
22Fran~ois Hetman, Society and the Assessment of Technology, OEeD 
Publications, Paris, 1973, pp. 350-390. 
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Comprehensiveness is impossible; routinized approaches to 
different problems are unrealistic. A well-conceived technology 
assessment may overcome the obvious limitations of a narrowly-
defined impact study or an overly-precise benefit-cost analysis, 
but it, too, will have limitations. 
Nonetheless, an improved understanding of new technologies and 
their effects on social and physical systems ,is essential to avoid 
in the future many of the problems and mistakes of the past. Even 
though we may not know how to assess properly a proposed technological 
change, that should not prevent us from trying. 
Assessment from the User's Perspective 
The parallel objectives of hetter technology assessment and 
technoloRY utilization can be served best by involving the decision-
makers throughout the entjre process of technology development and 
transfer. This is SO because it is the users who have the final 
word in evaluating a new technology. 
Most potential users of remote sensing technology are simply 
unmoved by paper-and-pencil evaluation games. They recognize that 
externally-prepared benefit-cost ratios exclude many of the considera-
tions most jmportant to them. They see impacts on their own decision 
processes, job security, an'd ,organizational behavior being overlooked 
and obscured behind voluminous but vacuous evaluative reports. The 
result for the technology developers is often an evaluative "boo.merang 
effect" in which users perform their own subjective assessments and 
conclude, for various reasons, that fruits from the technology are 
not worth their price. 
Making Assessments Worthwhile 
In contrast to empty evaluations, our notion of a worthwile 
exercise in technology assessment is pragmatic: we prefer to learn 
from the users t:hemselves as they grapple with genuine resource, 
management problems. With this perspective, we can observe the 
how and why of their decision processes and see where technically-
derived information can be of use. 
It isclear to us that state and local resource 'managers r~quire 
more than a few years to adapt a technology as complex as remote 
sensing to their needs. Adoption of the technology will be an evolu-
tionary process, requiring a multitude of piecemeal adjustments 
along the way. Contrived calculations and premature evaluations 
can only serve to divert attention from the more fundamental issues 
in this process: i. e., how to enable resource managers to make 
better decisions. 
We thus feel it is appropriate that those in the business ,of 
developing and applying remote sensing techniques concern them-
selves less with quantifying the value of new information and more 
with the means for making better use of the technology. They should 
be asking not what the technology is worth, but rather how remote 
sensing applications can be made more worthwhile. Only in this way can 
we begin to see the technology for what it is really worth. 
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Chapter 7 
PREFACE 
As in our previous progress reports we include in this chapter certain 
highly relevant topics which, although contributed by our vari~us participants 
under the NASA grant, do not clearly fall within anyone of the previous chapters. 
Special Study No. 1 of the present progress report, entitled "Social 
Aspects of Remote Sensing in Perspective" is a highly appropriate and concluding 
contribution by Dr. Ida Hoos, leader for the past several years of our 
project's Social Sciences Group. In that brief study she provides a penetrating 
look at the role of her group, first in such activities of our university's 
Space Sciences Laboratory as took place in the 1960's and which therefore 
pre-dated the establishing of our Integrated Study, itself, since its inception 
in the early 1970's; and finally in activities of the NASA - USD! remote 
sensing project as conducted during the past 2 to 3 years in {\rashington,Oregon, 
and Idaho, and which has commonly become known as the "Pacific Northwest 
Project." 
Special Study No.2, entitled "The Role of Remote Sensing in Coordinated 
Resource Planning" is a summary of certain relevant findings and observations 
of Dr. Robert N. Colwell, Principal Investigator for the Integrated Study, 
in connection with a separate mUlti-campus study that is being conducted 
under his leadership by remote sensing scientists of the University of 
California with funding provided by NASA's Office of University Affairs. 
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SPECIAL STUDY NO. 1 
SOCIAL ASPECTS OF REMOTE SENSING 
APPLICATIONS IN PERSPECTIVE 
Janus was accorded first place in the Roman pontifical college 
because his two faces, one looking forward and the other backward, 
gave him the advantage of viewing both past and future simultaneously. 
This privilege is rarely accorded mere mortals, except during those 
moments in commencement exercises when time is spanned for oratorical 
and probably inspirational or exhortational purposes. Nonetheless, 
this special repo~t affords a unique opportunity to review the past 
and to glimpse the future -- in the activities of the Social Sciences 
Group. 
The history of the Group is intimately associated with the 
history of NASA itself~ for it was established in those halcyon days 
when NASA could provide generous support to universities for space-
related research conceived in the broadest terms. Mr. James E. 
Webb, Administrator of NASA, was committed-to the idea that space-
derived and -related knowledge had :relevance for mankind and that 
imaginative research and innovative· thinking would translate thl1t 
knowledge into socially meaningful channels. Dedicated to the 
proposition that the universities of the land should play a respon-
sible role in the transfer process, Mr. Webb felt that through 
university effort, the fruits of the national space effort could be 
more fully realized by the American public. Professor Samuel 
Silver, then Director of the Space Sciences Laboratory at the 
University of California, shared this commitment and transmuted 
it organizationally into the Social Sciences Group, which was 
founded and, for many years headed, by Professor C. West Churchman, 
sometime f\ssociate I?'irector of the Space Sciences r~aboratory. 
The roster of participants from this and other American and foreign 
universities included management scientists, operations researchers; 
'political scientists, lawyers, philosophers, economists, psychol-
ogists, and sociologists. The weekly seminars, in the vanguard of 
the now jejune interdisciplinary orientation, attracted a wide campus 
and community audience. The list of publications produced in the 
working paper series, with their scholarly aftermath in the form of 
journal articles and books~ attests to the high level of productivity 
generated hy this intellectually stimulating collegium. Many dis-
tinguished careers had their star.t thro).lgh the' impetus of the NASA-
University program. The range of subjects was as diverse as the 
disciplines; their only conooon theme~ sometimes tenuous at that, 
was space-relatedness. . 
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Changing philosophies and funding practices at NASA headquarters 
affected the University program and shifted emphasis somewhat. At the 
headquarters level, emphasis was identifiable in the passing sequence 
of buzz words. "Space spinoff" ultimately became so attenuated as 
to be comparable to hitching a little red wagon to a powerful 
Perchercn. "Technology uti1iza~ion" made a small subject out of a 
large predicate by defining its mission narrowly as a very specific, 
not altogether effective technical information system. Despite 
superficial oscillations, NASA's concern for exploration and ex-
ploitation of its advanced technology remained unchanged and, COll-
sistent with this interest," the Social Sciences Group concentrated 
on the decision-making processes associated with public resource 
management and with the conditions influencing acceptance of new 
technical means for data-gathering. Early on, we observed the fac-
tors bearing on utilization of remote sensing. 
After its early "think tank" years, the Social Sciences Group 
was "adopted" by Professor Robert N. Colwell, who, as director of the 
newly developing Remote Sensing Project, had the vision to recognize 
that emphasis on only the technical aspects of remote sensing was 
necessary but not adequate in advancing the state-of-the-art. Recog-
nizing that technology does not develop in a vacuum nor does it 
gain automatic acceptance, Professor Colwell had the courage to 
support an investment of some of the U.C. grant money in a study of 
the social conditions for the application and adoption of remote 
sensing technology, of the process of the transfer of the technology, 
and of the down-to-earth dimensions of resource management, where 
Landsat seemed to have the greatest potential for applicability. 
Indeed, with California's water resources the focus of the Remote 
Sensing Laboratory's technical research, the Social Sciences 
Group had a living laboratory in which to work. 
If at this moment of retrospective analysis, one were to admit 
a bias in the research orientation, one would have to say that it 
resided in the assumption that space technology has usefulness pro-
bably not always immediately evident and certainly not amenable to 
the type of myopic "evaluation" mandated by current cost/benefit 
calculation. As to the first point, society is just beginning to 
become aware of the global proportions of many of its basic problems. 
This awareness was probably inspired by the view from space; by 
the same token, space-derived technology will provide the systematic~ 
repetitive information that will help mankind manage its finite 
resources. One of the lessons learned in the California experience 
was that advanced technology is not necessarily esoteric; it can be 
applied globally or locally. Its "relevance" depends as much on 
the state of the user as on the state-of-the-art. In fact, where 
it is not the actual technology but the fruits of the technology, 
i. e., the information it can gather, the conventional methodology of 
assessment is grossly inappropriate. The point to be emuhasized 
is that the po"tential usefulness o.f remo"te sensing "technology does 
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not reside in it:s present: uses, which are limited and hobbled by a number of social, economic, psychological, and political factors. 
What is of paramount importance is not technology transfer, narrowly conceived, but the process. with scaling up a vital step. Potential users may not even recognize the potentialities; many of them will·no doubt require help in the rudimentary steps of defining their needs. It is likely that models will have to be redesigned to accomodate data in new forms, perhaps to address new categories of questions. Many of the present and future generation of questions transcend old boundaries not only of jurisdiction but of conceptuali-zation. The view from outer space, therefore, may be the one.most consistent with Space Age problems. 
If there were lessons distilled from research on research in remote sensing in California, they were confirmed by research on applications in the Pacific Northwest. As a direct follow-on to its research in the University's Integrated Remote Sensing Study, the Social Sciences Group was asked by NASA-Ames to conduct a comprehensive case study of the technology transfer occurring in Washington, Oregon, and Idaho. This unique social experiment turned out to be a proving ground for everything that had been learned as well as a challenge to ingenuity in coping with the unfamiliar. Creative management and technical support on the part of NASA-Ames, top level interest from the state governors and their alternates through the Pacific Northwest Regional Commission, sophisticated orchestration by that indefatigable flying squadron -- the Task Force, dedicated participation by USGS -- these were among the 
elements working together. This being a user-oriented effort, some forty resource and land use planning agencies in the three states could look upon the Project as their own. 
With focus on the process of technology transfer rather than on the product, the Social Sciences Group studied the history, the evolution, the organizational structure, and the dynamics of the Pacific Northwest Project. In. order to identify key implementing and impeding factors, we studied every facet and tried to understand their interrelationsnips. Ours was not intended to be a conventional evaluation with results calculated in the customary cost/effective mode. Rather, our emphasfs was on the how; the insights, garnered from our field research, are the direct results of the social web, so Inuch appreciated by Mr. Ben Padrick of NASA-Ames, and so skillfully tended by his· colleague, Dr. Dale Lumb, and by the Task Force. Thanks to the candid and hospitable environment provided, we were exposed to lessons that have relevance not alone to the PNW Project but wherever "advanced" technology is being translated into "relevant" technology, that is, wherever there is an effort to link the state-of-the-art in space concepts to the state of man's earthbound concerns. 
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Since there is much in the technical transfer process that bears on technology assessment as it is currently practiced, it might be useful to underscore a finding of fundamental importance to both. This has to do with the methodology and models in vogue. III keeping with the canops of ubiquitously appliAd management science that make quantitative analysis mandatory, cost/effective measures and a favorable ratio are the generally accepted conditions for the successful enterprise. A basic lesson to be derived from the Project was the inadvisability if not the downright undesira-bility of applying these strictures prematurely. Not only were there the usual problems of assigning numbers where no hard data exist but also the pitfalls associated with quantifying pie-in-the-sky. Moreover, there was considerable evidence of the more subtle 
·perils of forcing the hand of users ready to try but unready to endorse a system whose threat or promise was still to be explored against the background of a social landscape still in the process of being mapped. 
A fundamental_lesson derived from the earlier and the on-going research underscores the importance of the social environ-ment in the advancement of remote sensing technology and in the expansion of its sphere of utilization. Contrary to the notion that once the technology has been developed, acceptance and appli-cation follow automatically, observation of the social process 
reveals that thj!? is an example of fallacious "technological 
optimism". While technical aspects are basic, it is the broad spectrum of human, social, political, economic, institutional, 
and organizational factors that ultimately determine viability. The study of California water resources and of the Pacific North-west showed that there is a complex array of social forces that both implement and impede technology transfer. While the findings are pertinent to remote sensing as such, they raise questions and sometimes suggest answers to NASA's longer-range and broader-scale goals in making the view from space a valuable asset to mankind. 
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SPECIAL STUDY NO. 2 
REMOTE SENSING AS AN AID TO 
COORDINATED RESOURCE PLANNING 
BY 
ROBERT N. COLWELL 
Space Sciences Laboratory 
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SPECIAL STUDY NO. 2 
REr40TE SENSING AS AN AID TO 
COORDINATED RESOURCE PLANNING 
by 
Robert N. Colwell 
INTRODUCTION 
I 
As stated earlier in this report, the remote sensing of natural resources 
should not be considered as an end in itself, but as an aid to better resource 
management, area-by-area. This fact becomes strikingly clear when, as in this 
Special Study, we consider ways in which remote sensing can facilitate an 
activity known as "Coordinated Resource Planning." 
Coordinated Resource Planning is the term applied to action that 
involves the cooperative efforts of the various landowners and public 
agencies that are concerned with the land and resources in a given area, 
with the objective of bringing about improved management within that area. 
As stated in a recently published federal document entitled "Coordinated 
Resource Planning in California" ••• "Coordinated resource planning is 
a new approach to decision making, that is, how to use the land and 
resources available to best meet the needs and the responsibilities of the 
landowners of public agencies involved". 
The approach that is employed seeks to use the best efforts and 
~;, knowledge of everyone involved, -- private land~wners, interested Federal 
or State Agencies and other specialists. As a group they inventory the 
planning area, analyze the information available, identify and define the 
~ .. 
" 
J • 
objectives, evaluate the various management alternatives that are avail-
able, and arrive at management decisions which are acceptable and suitable. 
The program thus seeks to place total land use planning and resource manage-
ment in a position of importance for the landowner or operator who must 
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make a living from the land. Simultaneously, it seeks to provide for the 
maximum multiple use benefits of national interest .. H~nce ~ny effective 
demonstration, of the type that we envisage, would need to be conducted 
within an area that has a desirable mixture of private and public owner-
ship. Furthermore, the demonstration most likely would be all the more 
meaningful if a rather wide variety of private and public ownerships 
(and associated resource management interests) were represented within the 
demonstration area. The entire "resource complex" of the area would need to 
be inventoried and monitored by means of remote sensing. Hence, procedural 
manuals such as appear elsewhere in this report should prove to be very useful, 
SOME BASIC PREMISES INVOLVED IN COORDINATED RESOURCE PLANNING 
Premise No.1. You can't develop a realistic resource and land management 
plan until you know existing conditions, limitations and potentials of 
the area. Much of the required information may already be available, but 
it needs to be assembled, consolidated, and (in most instances) updated 
and augmented with the aid of information that is best derived through the 
use of modern remote sensing techniques, augmented with only limited 
amounts of direct on-site inspection. 
Premise No.2. To be useful the available information must be understood 
by an interested parties. O"dinarily this, in turn, requires that the 
present situation, limitations, potentials and problems are discussed 
freely so that all participants have a clear picture of opportunities and 
constraints within which the coQt"'dinated l"esource plan is to be developed. 
Premise No.3 •. The objectives must be clearly defined. Considerable skill 
usually must be exercised in accomodating the primary objectives of all 
of the concerned parties, and in synthesizing these into a clear statement 
of overall objectives, while at the same time allowing the necessary flex~ 
ibility for attainment of individual or agency goals. The accomplishment 
of this djfficult task can be facilitated if use is made of remote sensing 
derived products, such as aerial photographic enlargements, or mosaics made 
from high-flight photography, or (for very large areas) from spac.e-acquired 
imagery. Such materials permit all parties to comprehend more clearly both 
the present situation and the various alternatives that are being proposed. 
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Premise No.4. There must be an objective evaluation of alternatives. It 
is to be expected that with diverse interests there will be different opinions. 
Only by means of an honest expression of these opinions, followed by an 
honest appraisal of alternatives, is a compromise likely to be arrived at 
that will be acceptable to all parties involved. 
Premise No.5. Clear-cut decisions should be arrived at. No Coordinated 
Resource Plan should be considered complete until the decisions have been 
reached and expressed in terms that cannot be misunderstood. If there is 
to be a division of responsibilities, there is all the greater need for 
clarity of expression iin describing the nature of the duties and responsi-
bilities of each participant. Without cooperation there is no coordina-
tion and consequently the objectives of the Coordinated Resource Planning 
efforts will not be achieved. ORIGiNAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Premise No.6. Opportunity must be provided for a subsequent revision of 
the Coordinated Resource Plan. Re-evaluation of the plan from time to time 
is necessary in order to keep the plan viable. Conditions change, needs 
change and objectives therefore may need to be revised. Consequently 
provision should be made for local planning groups to get together periodi-
cally to review accomplishments, acknowledge shortfalls, and develop future 
plans. 
SOME SPECIFIC OBJ,ECTIVIES OF COORDINATED RESOURCE PLANNING 
Within California's wildland areas there quite cdlmlonly are 5 ~pecific 
objectives of a Coordinated Resource Plan. It is doubly meaningful to quote 
these 5 objectives, verbatim, from the previously mentioned document, because 
it so accurately states what the objectives might well be in developing a 
,. 
Coordinhted Resource Plan for any given wildland area in California. 
J i 
These are: 
1. Improve the quality and quantity of forage and habitat for domestic 
animals and wildlife. 
2. Maintain and improve the harvest of forest products, compatible with 
other resource values. 
. 3< Manage the watershed to prevent or reduce pollution, siltation and 
erosion. 
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4. Provide for maximum public benefit from the land and its resources, 
including recreation where practicable, and 
5. Improve the economic status of the ranch unit involved. 
SO~E SPECIFIC STEPS INVOLVFD IN COORDINATED RESOURCE PLANNING 
The specific steps that are involved in coordinated resource planning 
may vary from one locality to another. It is considered relevant, however, 
to list here the steps that most commonly should be followed. In so doing 
we will be able to see more clearly that there are many points within this 
sequence of events, at which remote sensing is likely to be very useful. 
More importantly, perhaps, this listing will serve to emphasize that 
remote sensing of natural resource should rarely if ever be considered as 
an end in itself. Instead it should be considered as a tool which, if 
properly used, can facilitate wise resource management. Here, then, is a 
listing of such steps: 
Step 1. Define the geographic area within which the coordinated resource 
plan is to be developed. 
Step 2. 
parties. 
For this area, identify the owners, agencies and other interested 
i~. At a meeting where all of these interested parties are adequately 
t'epresented, obta ina 1i s t of the resource-re 1 a ted concet'ns mld goa 1 s of 
each. Then, through group discussion arrive at an agreement as to which 
/loverall objectives" are most important in light of these individual 
objectives. The resulting product is cOlllllonly known as the /lCoordinated 
Resource Plan Objectives". 
Step 4. In light of these objectives, define the necessary resource data 
base, i.e. the basic information that must be available so that specific 
plans can be developed. 
Step 5. Determine how the required information is to be obtained. This, 
in turn entails a determination of (a) the amount and suitability of exist-
ing information; (b) the specific nature of the additional information that 
is required; and (c) the group or agency that will be responsible for 
acquiring the additional information. 
, 
~§lPi"'~---' 
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Step 6. In conformity with the plan developed in Step 5, above, collect 
the~dditional information. 
Step 7. Display all of the pertinent information on a common base, or 
otherwise in a readily comprehensible form. Quite commonly the use of a 
map or a photo-masaic in conjunction with multiple information overlays 
constitutes the best means of satisfYing this requirement. 
Step 8. In view of the information that has now been acquired, consider 
the various resource management alternatives, including the cost effective-
ness of each. Analyse these alternatives, comparatively, and select the 
ones that will be implemented. 
Step 9. Based on the individual resource management measures that have 
been selected in step 8, develop in final form the overall coordinated 
resource management plan. 
1 Step lO~ In light of the capabilities and responsibilities of each partic-~ i ... 
r 
,J" 
~c 
! 
t 
i 
:l ~ 
1 
ipating 1andowner and agency, decide who will perform each phase of the over-
all plan and on what time schedule. In addition, if appropriate, arrive 
at cost-sharing agreements. 
Step 11. Implement the plan in conformity with the previously agreed upon 
time schedule. Remote sensing frequently is useful throughout this 
implementation phase in directing work crews to the exact spots and via 
the most suitable routes, and also in monitoring and documenting the rate 
of pro,gress. 
Step 12. At suitable intervals after the implementation of any given aspect 
of the plan, monitor the results (e.g. the acceleration of tree growth 
following a thinning operation in a timber stand, designed to release the 
dominant and co-dominant trees; the increase in wildlife numbers following 
brushfield manipulation). As appropriate, and based on this monitoring 
process, revise or update the overall management plan and conduct Coordinated 
Resource Planning on a continuing basis. 
SOME POTENTIAL' BENEFITS OF COORDINATED RESOURCE PLANNING 
1. One coordinated plan is likely to be more efficient and benefical 
than several uncoordinated plans. 
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2. It reduces the chance of overlooking multiple use values of the 
overa 11 area. 
3. It provides an opportunity for all parties to present ideas and 
discuss thp pros and cons of variou~ management alternatives, before a final 
" , 
binding decision is reached. Axiomatically it provides all parties with an 
opportunity to see where and why adjustments and compromise are needed and 
why some seemingly worthy ideas cannot be implemented. 
4~ It increases the participants' knowledge of various government 
agencies, their policies, their programs, and the reasons for each. As a 
result it is likely to result in increased public support of such agencies, 
policies and programs, and also improve working relationships among the 
agencies, themselves. 
5. It is likely to provide more flexibility to ranch operators and 
more alternatives to problem solving than would be possible without the 
Coordinated Resource Plan. 
SOME POTENTIAL COOPERATIN~ AGENCIES WITHIN CALIFORNIA 
There are at least 9 federal and state cooperating agencies within 
the state of California that are official participants in this program of 
Coordinating Resource Planning. They are worth listing, since everyone 
of them is a potential par'tici,pant in the event that we ar-e successful in 
developing a Coordinate Resource Plan for a wildland test site. They are: 
Bureau of Land Management (USD!); Forest Servi ce (USDA); Soi 1 Conservation 
Sel~vice (USDA); California Resource Conservation Commission; Cooperative 
Extension, University of California; California Associations of Resource 
Conservation Districts; California Department of Fish and Game; California 
Department of Con"servation; and California State Land Division. It is 
probable that involvement of personnel of our Remote Sensing Research 
Program of the University of California could be accomplished without 
adding to this list merely by having them participate through the 
University's above-listed Cooperative Extension program. 
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Chapter 8 
SUMMARY 
Robert N. Colwell 
In Chapter 1 of this progress report, the question is raised relative to the extent that the poten-tial users in California of modern remote sensing technology are actually accepting and using it. There follows a rigorous definition asserting that the transfer of a technology such as remote sensing can be considered as complete only when that technology, having become readily available in the marketplace, becomes generally accepted practice by the user agency; and the chief officer of that agency, upon routinely assessing all available technology that might be brought to bear on a specific problem, decrees that the technology in question is the one that shall be used. It is concluded that in virtually no instance to date has truly modern remote sens-ing technology been fully transferred to the managers of California's natural resources, notwithstanding our having compiled an impressive array of letters of praise, written and signed by high officials in the very agencies that we seek most to serve. 
Despite this somewhat discouraging observation, our examination of the time-consuming process that leads to the complete transfer of remote sensing technology, leads us to the following more optimistic conclusion: Here in California not only is solid progress being made toward the acceptance of remote sensing technology, but at a rate that is fully as rapid as might have been anticipated or rightfully expected. Two factors that we consider key to this progress are: 1) the very substantial effort. that we have made, even from the inception of this Integrated Study, nearly nine years ago, to involve potential users (i.e o the resource managers themselves) thereby ensuring that our efforts were responsive to their needs; and 2) the heavy concentration of our present efforts on the preparation of "Procedural Manuals," each of which describes the step-by-step procedure that our research indicates should be employed in some specific application of remote sensing to the inventory and management of California's natural resources. Both of these items are dealt with in detail elsewhere in this progress report, especially in Chapters 3 through 6. 
In Chapter 2. a report is given of water supply studies that are being performed by the Davis campus group. The contents of that brief chapter reflect the orderly transition that has been occurring during the past year (with NASA approval) as the Davis campus team has been bringing to a close its studies as funded under this NASA grant, and transferring its remote sensing-related Itctivities to follow-on programs of the "ASVT" type under separate funding. Thus, their redirected efforts represent a logical step toward bringing about the acceptance of modern remote sensing techniques by various user agencies, especially those techniques dealing with the estimating of water supp ly • 
Chapter 3 describes work that has been performed during the present re-porting period by personnel of the Remote Sensing Research Program on the Berkeley campus. As previously mentioned, the emphasis is very largely on the preparation of procedural manuals. Hence, Chapter 3 includes the following items: 
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In Chapter 3, personnel of our Remote Sensing Research Prgrom (RSRP) 
on the Berkeley campus report some highly significant progress made during the 
present reporting period relative to the making of remote sensing-aided 
water supply forecasts. Emphasis continues to be on the completing of a series 
of procedural manuals, each of which deals with some specific parameter that 
needs to be measured with the aid of remote sensing, in making such forecasts. 
The first of thse manuals deals with remote sensing as an aid in water-
shed wide estimation of solar and net radiation. While the procedure described 
there is self-sufficient for those who are well versed in remote sensing tech-
nology, it entails taking certain steps that other users of the manual will 
find difficult and will require further description. Therefore, cross-referenc-
ing to additional procedural manuals, all of which appear as appendices to . 
Chapter 3, is employed. These additional remote sensing based procedural man-
uals bear the following titles: (1) Geometric correction and watershed 
boundary determination; (2) Vegetation/Terrain analysis; (3) Topographic 
analysis; (4) Preparation of climatic data maps for use in radiation and evapo-
transpiration models; (5) Estimating solar and net radiation in a case study 
area; (6) Watershed-wide estimation of water loss to the atmosphere; (7) The 
design and use of 3-level models for estimating evapotranspiration; (8) Deter-
mining the areal extent of snow; (9) Determining the water content of snow; 
and (10) Differentiation of land surfaces. 
Consistent with the NASA-approved plan of two years ago, RSRP personnel 
will concentrate their efforts during the forthcoming year on continued working 
with personnel of the U.S. Forest Service, the Plumas County Planning Department, 
and the California Department of Water Resources for two purposes: (1) to 
obtain an evalua.tion, from these representative "user agencies" as to the 
comprehensibility and usability of the above-listed procedural manuals, and 
(2) to complete a procedural manual des ling with remote sensing for the inventory 
and management of a given area I s entire "complex" of natural resources. 
Chapter __ 4 consists of an account of work do~~ dur~ng the present reporting 
period by personnel of the Geography Remote Senslng Unlt (GRSU) on the Santa 
Barbara Campus of the University of California. Most of that work is an out-
growth of the remote sensing-related water demand studies which that group has 
been performing in the San Joaquin Valley and other parts of central California 
during the past several years. Their efforts are now being concentrated on 
the preparation of a Procedural Manual for use in developing a Geo-base Infor-
mation System. To ensure that this work would be of practical value, personnel 
of the GRSU have worked closely with resource-related agencies and officials 
in Ventura County, California. 
In developing this Procedural Manual, GRSU personnel have placed maj aT 
emphasis on learning about the resource information needs at county level. 
Then, building on their previous work, they have sought to determine the ex-
tent to which a meaningful Land Cover Classification for use in Ventura County 
could be made from an analysis of remote sensing data as acquired by the Land 
Multispectral scannero Recognizing the ready availability of information about 
topography and other terrain characteristics (e.g. through the use of DMATC 
Digital Terrain Tapes), they have then demonstrated how that information could 
be merged with the Landsat-derived land cover information. 
In Chapter 5 of this Progress Report, two major topics are dealt with 
by the Remote Sensing Group on the Riverside campus. Both of these topics 
are outgrowths of studies which that group has made d';lring the past several 
years on uses that can be made of remote sensing in estiJnating water demand. 
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The first of these topics deals with techniques for mapping land use 
from remotely sensed imagery. Several months ago, these techniques served as 
the basis for a Procedural Manual which was prepared in preliminary draft 
form and which has since been submitted to a potential user agency, viz. the 
Los Angeles Division of the California Department of Water Resources. While 
general reaction to the Procedural Manual was quite favorable, there was a 
con census that: 
(1) it is not sufficiently detailed; 
(2) in some portions of it, the procedures to be followed need to be 
expressed more clearly, and 
(3) the time required and associate costs incurred for each of the 
various procedural steps should be documented. 
Each of these suggestions is eliciting a positive response by the 
Riverside group. For example, in the present Progress Report, the time re-
quirements and production costs are reported, in one representative in-
stance, for each of the seven steps entailed in producing a land use map 
by means of computer techniques. 
The second major topic dealt with by the Riverside group in this Pro-
gress Report is a Spatial Information Processing System. As part of the 
Riverside group's efforts under this NASA grant during the past several 
months, that system has been steadily evolving and is now almost fully de-
veloped. The system consists of a suite of related computer programs which 
can be used to perform selected tasks with respect to processing information 
about the nat1J.ral resources of an area. Since much of that information is 
derived through remote sensing, the development of this Spatial Information 
Processing System (SIPS) has become a vital part of this "integrated study." 
As specific evidence of this fact, the present Progress Report describes 
in considerable detail how SIPS can be advantageously used in relat±on to 
four major tasks of concern to the resource manager ~ (1) Map Data Encoding; 
(2) Geographic Data Base Creation; (3) The Production of Graphic Output in the 
Form of Computer-Generated Maps; and (4) Data Structure Conversion. 
Based on tl1is work, the Riverside group is in the process of preparing a 
Procedural Manual dealing with the computerization of remote sensing-derived 
information and related data on land use.: ' 
Chapter 6 contains the final report of the Social Sciences Group that 
has been' involved with this Integrated Study for the past several years. 
Quite appropriately that chapter (for which Dr. Ida Hoos is the co-investi-
gator) deals with remote sensing in California in t.erms of the social aspects 
of technology transfer and assessment. At the outset, Chapter 6 acknowledges 
two important contributions that have resulted from work done during the past 
several years under various phases of this grant: (1) the impetus that has 
been given to the transfer and continued evolution of remote sensing technol-
ogy by individuals who, in times past, received their training in remote 
sensing primarily through their own employment on this NASA-funded remote 
sensing project; and (2) the similar impetus that has been given because 
of the strong user orientation that has characterized this study since its 
inception. 
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Next, it is emphasized that, sin.ce the project's inception, our Social 
Sciences Group has been examining "the institutional dynamics, social environ-
ment, political ramifications, and economic consequences surrounding applications 
of remote sensing technology." Chapter 6 constitutes a summary of that examin-
ation and of the role which the Social Sciences Group has played in instituting 
and reinforcing linkages between two communities: (1) a community of technical 
specialists (i.e. the remote sensing scientists of the University of California) 
and (2) a community of resource managers (i.e. the managers of California 
water resources and its associated vegetation resources, such as timber, forage 
and agricultural crops). The potential importance of procedural manuals, such 
as those appearing elsewhere in this report as aids in instituting and reinforc-
ing such linkages, is acknowledged by the Social Sciences Group. 
The remainder of Chapter 6 discusses in sequence, the following remote 
sensing-related aspects: (1) the technology itself; (2) the. user community; 
(3) technology transfer; and (4) technology assessment. 
The following aspects are emphasized in connection with the technology itself: 
(1) earth resource satellites seek to harvest the earth's "information crop;" 
(2) remote sensing practitioners are heavy borrowers ·from more established disci-
plines; and (3) with a history that links modern day remote sensing with both 
mili tary surveillance arid space exploration, remote sensing tends to be tainted 
with "spy-in-the-sky" labels by some, and with "pie-in-the-sky" labels by others. 
This section concludes witJ1. a discussion of the basic set of elements that are 
common to most remote sensing activities. 
With respect to the user cOI~lunity, Chapter 6 points out the following facts: 
(1) many organizations that are commonly considered to be part of the user 
community, commonly might more appropriately be regarded at the present time 
merely as "potential users;" (2) the progress which any such organization makes 
toward becoming a true user of modern remote sensing technology, depends on many 
factors including those which are political, economic and/or behavioral; (3) 
of the user groups, few can offer a greater variety of resource management func-
tions and approaches than state and local governments; (4) without the support 
of such governments, federal plans for the management of natural resources can 
be subject to erosion and emasculation; and (5) for a potential user to accept 
and adopt remote sensing technology, he must find it sufficiently more economic 
and efficient to justify using it to replace whatever system presently is being 
used. Reflecting the emphasis which our Integrated Study has given to water 
resources, this section of Chapter 6 concludes with an analysis of the information-
al requirements of w~ter resource managers, the progress that is being made toward 
satisfying those requirements, and the extent to which the managers of other 
components of the natural resource complex can apply such water-related exper-
iences in their search for some means of improving their own resource inventol~ 
and management eff~rts. 
In beginning their discussion in Chapter 6 of technology transfer, Hoos et al 
assert that our Integrated Study, viewed in its entirety, c.an be regarded as 
"a continuing effort in technology transfer" in that it "comprises parallel 
threads of research, research assimilation, and application of research to 
California resource problems." The fact that application of research findings 
almost never is achieved in a single step, explains why technology transfer 
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is considered a process. That process commonly can be portrayed as involving 
the following five stages along an S-shaped learning curve: (1) awareness; 
(2) interest; (3) evaluation; (4) trial; and (5) adoption. 
The Social Sciences Group concludes by discussing aspects related to 
these five stages. 
As in our previous progress reports, we include here ~n additional chapter 
(Chapter 7) containing certain highly relevant topics which, although contri-
buted by our various participants under the NASA grant, do not clearly fall 
within anyone of the previous chapters. 
Special Study No.1 in Chapter 7, entitled, "Social Aspects of Remote 
Sensing in Perspective" is a highly appropriate and concluding contribution 
by Dr. Ida Hoos, leader for the past several years of our project's Social 
Sciences Groupo In that brief study, she provides a penetrating look at the 
role of her group, first in such activities of our university's Space Sciences 
Laboratory, as took place in the 1960's and which therefore pre-dated the 
establishing of our Integrated-Study; then in the activities of our Integrated 
Study itself, since its inception in the early 1970's; and finally, in activities 
of the NASA-USDI remote sensiTlg project as conducted during the past 2 to 3 years 
in Washington, Oregon and Idaho, and which has commonly become known as the 
"Pacific Northwest Project." 
Special Study No.2 of Chapter 7, entitled, "The Role of Remote Sensing 
in Coordinated Resource Planning" is a summary of certain relevant findings 
and observations of Dr. Robert N. Colwell, Principal Investigator for the 
Integrated Study, in connection with a separate mUlti-campus study that current-
ly is being conducted under his leadership by remote sensing scientists of the 
University of California, with funding provided by NASA's office of University 
Affairs. -
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